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INSTAUiENT SELLING — WHAT IS IT?
Instalment selling, simply defined, is the pur-
chase of goods to be paid for by a small "down” pay-
ment and periodic payments until the debt is liquid-
ated. It differs from open account selling in that
the payments are to be for specified amounts and to
be made at specified times, the entire obligation be-
ing liquidated in about a yeeir. The practice is known
by various names as: deferred payments, easy payments,
budget plan buying, terms to suit customer, etc., but
regardless of the title given to the practice, the
plan is to increase sales by allowing the customer
long time credit which is to be liquidated by small
periodic payments. General objections to the title
"Instalment Selling" has brought about the new titles.
Under present day distribution methods it is
possible for the consumer to obtain almost any article
costing from a few dollars to several thousand by mak-
ing a comparatively small payment at the time of pur-
chase and agreeing to pay the balance according to a
definitely arranged schedule of small periodic payments.
To be sure, it costs the user more to purchase in this
manner than it would to pay cash because there is a
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-9 cr noi.tsgi:Ido aix^/io add- .aanx^ aaxliosqa ^a 9£)Bin ad
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axrid ni aearioiaq od a*ioiii 'loarr odd adaoo d i ^ a'xaa ©d oT
B ax u'lsdd asi/Bood risao y^^L blaow di narid leimBra
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carrying charge by which the rlrm financing the trans-
action Is reimbursed. There are various methods of
arriving at this carrying charge, as follows:
1. The seller has two prices on his merchandise,
one a cash price and the other a '’time" or ^instalment**
price. Or the seller may establish one price, the in-
stalment price, and allow cash customers a discount
from this price.
2. The seller may charge interest at a nominal
rate on unpaid balances.
3. The seller may add a flat charge, knovm as a
carrying charge, to the price of the article.
In any event, the buyer is to get benefits from
the use of money belonging to someone else, for which
he must pay interest.
So feir as the buyer is concerned, the fairest and
most advantageous method is Number 2, charging interest
on unpaid balances. This is the method generally used
by the large department stores in handling sales on
their "budget plan". This plan operates as follows;
Suppose Mr. A purchases a radio set at a price of
§200, 25% to be paid when the order Is given and the
balance to be paid in twelve equal Instalments plus in-
terest on unpaid balances at the rate of ^ per month,
payments to be made at intervals of one month;
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$150 + 12 = $12.50 monthly payments;
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Under this plan the purchaser is simply paying
interest at the rate of 6% per annum on the borrowed
capiteil from which he is receiving the benefit.
Automobile finance companies use method number
3, i.e., add a ceirrying charge to the delivered price
of the car.^ This carrying charge includes interest
charges and charges for fire and theft insurance for
the period over which the credit runs. The following
case illustrates the methods used.
Suppose Mr. Blank, who already owns an automo-
bile, wishes to trade for a car the cash delivered
price of which is |1,000. The dealer will allow him
$400 for his old car towards the purchase of the new
machine. Mr. Blank feels that he will be able to pay
$50 per month, which will liquidate the unpaid balance
of $600 in twelve months. In computing their rates
the finance companies divided the country up into ter-
ritories because of the variation in the rates for fire
and theft insurance, premium for which is included in
the finance charge.
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The figures given below are based on the rates of
one of the largest automobile finance companies in the
country. The territory used is that in which the writ-
er resides. The insurance rates were taken from the
rate manual of one of the largest insurance companies
doing business in the territory.
On the basis of financing the purchase over a per-
iod of one year, the total cost to the customer will
be $1,052.00;
Delivered cost on deferred payment
plan $ 1052
12 monthly payments of $50. each 600
Down payment 452
Allowance for old car 400
Cash payment at time of purchase $ 52
The purchaser turns over his old car and $52 in
cash to the dealer at the time of purchase.
Suppose in the above case the purchaser held col-
lateral on which he could borrow $600 at his bank at
the interest rate of 6%. He would probably sign a de-
mand note which he could pay off as rapidly or as slow-
ly as he wished, within reasonable bounds, of course.
But for the sake of comparison, let us assume that he
will liquidate his loan in twelve monthly payments, as
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6he would do if he financed his purchase through a finance
company. The payments would be worked out as follows;
The purchaser is allowed ;i^400 for his old car and borrows
^600 at the bank, thereby completing his payment to the
dealer. If he is to liquidate his note in twelve equal
payments he will pay $50 per month, plus the interest at
the rate of 6%;
2s t payment of principal $ 50.00
1 month interest on $600 5.00
Total payment bS.OO
2nd payment of principal 50.00
1 month interest on $550 2.75
Total payment 52.75
3rd payment of principal 50.00
1 month interest on $500 2.50
Total payment 52.50
4th payment of principal 50.00
1 month interest on ^450 2.25
Total payment 52.25
5th payment of principal 50; 00
1 month interest on $400 2.00
Total payment 52.00
6th payment of principal 50.00
1 month interest on $350 1.75
Total payment 51.75
7th payment of principal 50.00
1 month interest on $300 1.50
Total payment 51.50
8th payment of principal 50.00
1 month interest on $250 1.25
Total payment 51.25
9th payment of principal 50.00
1 month interest on $200 1.00
Total payment 51.00
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10th payment of principal $ 50.00
1 month interest on $150 .75
Total payment 50.75
11th payment of principal 50.00
1 month interest on $100 .50
Total payment 50.50
12th payment of principal 50.00
1 month interest on $50 .25
Total payment 50.25
$19.50 Interest
9.50 Insurance- (Fire and Theft
$29.00 Total for $1,000.00)
Finance cost, 1st case $ 52.00
Bank cost Sc Insurance 29.00
$ 23.00
The saving is equal to 2.3$^ on the cash
delivered price of the car.
It appears then that if the purchaser has col-
lateral on which he can borrow at his bank or if
his credit rating is high enough so that his bank
will loan him money without security, he is better
off financially to arrange his own financing rather
than purchase through a finance company. Further-
more, if the borrower raises his money at his bank he
can liquidate the loan more or less rapidly than as-
sumed in the above illustration. If he was able to
liquidate more rapidly the saving, of course, would
be greater. In the case of purchasing through a fi-
nance company he obligates himself to pay a stated
amount per month for 12 months. If at the time of any
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particular payment he finds himself in a position to
prepay some of the outstanding notes he receives no
advantage unless he pays all of the remaining notes as
the finance companies do not allow customers to dis-
count their notes unless they discount the entire unpaid
balance.
Failure to make a monthly payment when due means
the repossession of the car either by the dealer or the
finance company, with the consequent loss to the purchas
er of what he has paid in. Failure on the part of the
purchaser to pay his note at the bank means confiscation
by the bank of the collateral pledged. The bank deducts
an amount sufficient to pay its claim and returns the
balance to the customer. Under these conditions the
purchaser has the car and a portion of his collateral.
To the writer it seems very shortsighted to finance
through a finance company if the individual can get
credit at his bank.
A great majority of the rank and file, however, are
unable to obtain bank credit and as banks will not take
chattel mortgages on automobiles and other similar
articles, such individuals are left to the mercy of the
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THE TWO METHODS OF PROTECTING THE DEALER
There are two conmion practices in use by which the
dealer or finance company retains title or a lien on
the property;
The first method is that of the lease. The buyer
signs a lease whereby it is agreed that title remains
in the hands of the vendor until the vendee has fulfilled
the terms of the agreement, namely, fully paid for the
merchandise. The lease is executed upon payment of a
small initial sum and provides for periodic payments over
a period of time imtil the entire obligation is liqui-
dated. The lease further provides that in the event
the vendee defaults any payment or payments, the vendor
may enter upon the premises and repossess the merchan-
dise, whereupon the vendee forfeits all amounts paid,
subject, of course, to the law of the state in which
the transaction takes place. It is further provided
that the vendee shall properly care for the property,
shall not move it from the premises without the consent
of the vendor, and shall not allow other parties to
obtain a lien on the property without notifying the ven-
dor of such procedings. In case of theft of or damage
to the property, the vendee shall still be liable to
the vendor for the full amount of the contract. In case
of default of a payment by the vendee, the whole amount
- 9 -
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shall became due and payable at once.
As a matter of practice, many firms are rather
lenient with customers in the matter of repossessions.
The usual practice is to make many attempts to collect
overdue instalments before preceding with repossession.
Repossession usually means reconditioning the merchan-
dise and then finding another customer, and if there is
any possible way of getting the payments from the orig-
inal buyer, the vendor prefers such procedure.
The second method is that whereby the chattel mort-
gage is used. This is the procedure used by automobile
dealers and finance companies. The dealer sells 'a cus-
tomer a car, the customer taking title thereto but is-
suing a chattel mortgage on the car to the dealer. A
"down payment" is made at the time of the sale and notes
are signed for the balance. These notes usually fall
due at intervals of one month. The dealer in turn trans
fers the notes and mortgage to the finance compsiny with
which he happens to be doing business, receiving the
money therefore. Thereafter the notes axe presented by
and payment made to the finance company. As in the case
of the lease, failure to pay a note means foreclosure of
the mortgage and a demand for full payment of the bal-
ance due, and failure by the vendee to make the payment
as demanded means repossession of the car.
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THE RISE OE INSTALMENT SELLING
Professor Seligman-, in his book "The Economics of
Instalment Selling," says that instalment credit is as
old as credit itself.^ Certain it is that practices
that we now call instalment selling have been in exist-
ence for many years. Take, for example, the man who
has bought a home through the aid of a co-operative bank
or a building and loan association. He has, in reality,
been paying for the property by instalments. And this
practice has been in effect many years. But it has never
been thought of as instalment buying, as we think of the
term today.
Prior to the World War, certain products, such as
furniture, sewing machines, pianos, typewriters, etc.,
were sold on an instalment plan. But the great increase
in the system has come since the war. Now, instead of
a few scattered articles, practically everything can be
purchased by a plan of deferred payment, including
articles of wearing apparel, and personal adornment.
The extent to which instalment buying has developed
is well summarized, I think, in the following extract
taken from an article entitled, "Some Hard Pacts on
Easy Payments," by John G. Lonsdale, president of the
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appeared In Printers Ink , January 13, 1927;
"Anything from baby carriages to shrouds covering
Heinz fifty-seven ages of man* is obtainable on the
deferred payment plan nowadays. The only limitation is
that life is brief and time so fleeting that the fiddler
is not always paid."
Mr. Lonsdale says further of instalment selling;
"It*s like a cigar; if it’s good, everyone wants a box;
if it isn’t, all the puffing in the world won’t make it
go."
Many reasons have been given by many people in ex-
planing the phenomenal growth of this type of merchan-
dising. However, it is the writer’s opinion, with
which opinion I think many will agree, that the greatest
contributing cause to the meteoric expansion of instal-
ment selling has been the advent of the so-called
finance company. Reference has already been made to
this type of organization and more will be said about it
in subsequent pages. There are, however, to my mind two
other very tangible cause which have contributed to this
expansion since the Y/orld War, both of which are econom-
ic and social.
In the first place, the increase in real wages, and
the increase in leisure time of the laboring classes has
tended to raise the standard of living of these people.
This change in the standard of living, superficial though
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luxuries heretofore denied to those of limited means,
euid their desires have been met through the medium of
"easy payment buying”.
Secondly, I am convinced that the Eighteenth Amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United States has con-
tributed in no small measure to the increase in buying
on instalments. The contents of many pay envelopes
which were formerly dissipated over the bar are now used
to make weekly or monthly payments on articles purchased
on the deferred payment plan.
In any event, there is no doubt but what many
people are availing themselves of this modern method of
purchasing with the idea that if the initial payment can
be made, some way will be found to meet subsequent pay-
ments.
Distributors have done everything in their power
to induce prospective customers to teike advantage of
"the easy payment plan". In many cases the advertising
features the ease with which the purchase can be made
rather than the quality or utility of the article.
While instalment buying is by no means confined to
the poorer or so-called laboring classes, it appears
that the majority of such selling is to people of this
class. In an article entitled "Pay While You Chew”,
appearing in Commerce & Finance , August 17, 19E7, Mr.
W. P. Hazlegrove comments as follows;
.51
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”i(Vhile instalment selling is truly no longer
limited to the poor, nevertMess the major portion of
it is done by this class, especially in the field of
the less expensive goods, such as phonographs, washing
machines. Jewelry, clothing, gas stoves and farm equip-
ment. The increasing competition for the consumer’s
dollar to hold up the volume lessens the down payment,
increases the payment period, and sales are made to
ever poorer and poorer people.
"A recent survey in a city of 60,000 showed that
405^ of the families in the poorer part of town bought
on the instalment basis, of the middle class bought
in this manner, and only 5^ of the well-to-do families
use the system.”
While these statistics are not necessarily conclu-
sive, it seems fair to assume that, granting that the
city referred to above is a typical American city, it
shows the general tendency of the poorer classes doing
the majority of the instalment buying.
Furthermore it is, I think, fairly obvious that
this group of buyers possess no reserve funds and must
therefore resort to deferred payment plan, paying the
premium therefor,, or get along without the goods. On
the other hand, the middle and well-to-do classes
usually possess some reserve and hence are not as de-
pendent upon the system of deferred credit.
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There axe various estimates appearing from time
to time as to the annual volume of instalment buying
in the United States. And, of course, accurate figures
would be more or less difficult to obtain. From such
information as is available, however, it seems that at
the present time at least $6,000,000,000 of retail
goods are purchased annually on the instalment plan in
the United States, and the volume is continually rising.
These figures probably represent about 15$o of the total
annual retail sales.
The increase in volume of instalment buying seems
to be largely in the purchase of luxuries. The 1928
World Almanac in its financial and economic review of
1927 states:^
"While the public has not been extravagant in its
purchases of necessities, it has been less careful in
its buying of luxuries, which after all, under modern
steindards of living, may almost be designated as neces-
sities, too. The public has developed the peculiar
habit of buying its necessities for cash and its luxu-
ries on credit. The policy is widespread of instalment
buying of motor cars, radios, pianos, and of other
articles not strictly necessary to the household but
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The argument is frequently advanced that deferred
payment devices increase the volume of sales, thereby
increasing production, reducing production cost and
hence reducing the cost to the consumer. The writer is
unable to see the logic in this argument. The purchas-
ing power of the people as a whole is^fixed amount, or
the total of their earnings. If articles are purchased
on deferred credit, somebody must bear the expense of
that credit, and that somebody is none other than the
consumer. The amount which the consumer must pay for
his credit reduces his purchasing power by that much
and the actual cost of his goods to him is increased.
If the consumer’s purchasing power is reduced, obviously
the volume of sales is reduced, or perhaps more accu-
rately stated, a portion of the so-called volume of
sales is in reality payment for credit privileges ex-
tended.
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.Jbezsoionl el mid o& 36003 siri lo ^eoo IbitIob aild- 6;i®
XlaJJolvdc fbsoub&x ex lewoq Qfliesribujq e’*ii.<jii/8X!D0 eiid’ 11
-uoojB STCoxa aqsrfiaq rco tLsojjbaic ei aolBe lo eirttflov Ox-fd“
V. lo 9j?iLfIov 68XJjB0-o8 eud’^lo noxd’ioq b ,bod’Bd'a
-xo aosslivi^iq dl'jeio ‘xol laaiiiYBq irdXXB»'x ni ei eaJjBs
.bebflad-
DO THE RESULTS JUSTIFY THE METHOD?
During the last few years, many articles have been
written on the "pros” and "cons" of instalment selling.
Nearly all types of magazines have printed at least one
article on the subject. But up to date there does not
seem to have been much unanimity of opinion. Those di-
rectly interested, such as manufacturers, have attempted
to justify the system by the ends obtained. Others have
endeavored to show that the whole procedure is economic-
ally and socially wrong. It is not the purpose of this
treatise to enter into an extended academic discussion
of whether the practice is sound or unsound economically,
but rather to point out some of the pitfalls and dangers
of such procedure as well as to call attention to some
of the so-called virtues. In the long run, "the proof
of the pudding is in the eating", and as yet the system
of very extensive instalment selling has not been up and
down both sides of the business cycle.
Opinion seems to be practically unanimous that in-
stalment purchasing of productive goods is sound and
in general advantageous. For example, the purchase of
a dwelling through a co-operative bank or a building
and loan association, or the purchase of machinery or
other equipment on a deferred payment plan. Assets such
as these have a long life and produce income which it is
-17 -
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hoped will liquidate the debt. The great expansion in
this type of buying, however, has been in the purchase
of luxuries or non-productive goods and there is by no
means any unanimity of opinion as to the wisdom of such
procedure.
Officials of The National City Bank of New York,
in commenting on instalment buying in Commercial Ameriea
May, 1926, made the following statement:
•’It is evidently true that there has been a very
considerable increase in the use of the instalment sys-
tem in some lines of trade, and many important questions
are raised as to the effects. There is a large body of
responsible opinion which regards this growth as a ser-
ious menace to our prosperity and condemns it in sweep-
ing and emphatic terms. Illustrating this point in view
we quote as follows from an address delivered by A. L.
Mills of Portland, Oregon;
•Can anyone view the vast expansion of
retail credit throughout the country
with other than a alarm? High pressure
salesmen are striving to crowd two years’
business into one, and so long as the
deluded purchaser can be persuaded to
sign on the dotted line, the time limit
is inconsequential.
•What’s the result? V^age earners are
mortgaging future earnings for the gra-
tification of present-day pleasures
without thought of the morrow that may
bring with it sickness or unemployment.
i.i: aoiciiii>q.xe sifi oiiif oJshl^fll Xllvf Leqcil
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'The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
reports that instalment accounts out-
standing in November last were 110 per
cent above those of the preceding year.
How elsewhere? The public charities
officials in the vicinity of the Twin
Cities — St. Paul and Minneapolis —
have reported unofficially an increase
in the number of charity applicants who
have come to grief through instalment
buying. From Philadelphia, The Farmers
Loan & Trust Company reports that it
appears that 85 to 90 per cent of all
furniture, 80 per cent of the phono-
graphs, 75 per cent of all automobiles
and washing machines, 65 per cent of
all vacuum cleaners, etc., etc., are
sold on the instalment plan.*”
The statement of the bank officieils goes on fur-
ther to state:
"In our own view of the instalment system, when
properly safeguarded, it has a legitimate place in our
own financing system. It has been going on for decades
and will go on in the future. It has been long common
in the sale of real estate, particularly house property,
and in such cases has always been regarded as an aid to
thrift because it pledged a certain part of the debtors’
income by the acquisition of property of permanent
value. The plan plainly is above criticism when so used,
and perhaps there is no better test of it than that it
shall be employed for the acquirement of something that
shall have permanent or productive value, or at least
not interfere with the accumulation of savings in such
forms. It is a basic principle of sound finance, for
no^aotl lo 3{^i6g evisaaa Jjsiefia'? oriT'
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individuals, as well as for corporations, that something
shall be set aside out of the current earnings with
which to meet the emergencies or opportunities of the
future . Life insurance is instalment buying of the same
character as that used in buying a home, and the two may
well go together.
"Where the use of instalment credit represents the
extension of a convenience in buying to persons of es-
tablished credit, there will be little about it to criti-
cize. When it occurs in the purchase of things that are
not productive in themselves and that rapidly become
less valuable with use it is particularly important that
the person who buys on the instalment plan should have
the income he pledges assured to him for the time he is
committeed. Few can have this assurance very far ahead,
so that the element of time becomes a yard-stick by
which safe and unsafe instalment buying may be measured.
When forced beyond the safety lines by sales pressure it
constitutes an overexpansion of credit with consequences
the same as result from overexpeinsion of credit in any
other form. Such overexpansion is a violation of sound
credit practice and it is these violations that we must
be on the lookout for."
In an article entitled "Some Hard Facts on Easy
Payments" by John G. Lonsdale, president of The National
Bank of Commerce, St. Louis, Missouri, appearing in
Sflirl^dmoe d-oilt
,
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January 13, 1987, Mr. Lonsdale says;
»^It appears to me only fair-minded reasoning tliat
working people are as entitled to use their earning
capacity for the reasonable extension of their happi-
ness as a merchant is to borrow on the anticipated eara-
ing power of his business enterprise.
"Consumers* credit is no more vicious than any
other form of credit, but, being for the most part im
new and sometimes inexperienced hands, it has suffered
abuses.
"
It seems to me that the question is not so much the
right or wrong of instalment selling as it is a matter
of overexpansion of such merchandising methods.
Present-day competition is so keen that dealers
frequently deliver goods on a too small initial payment
and extend the credit over too long a period. The buyer
many times is deluded by the small payment required to
obtain the article and forgets the future payments,
v/hich may bring him to grief. The dealer is often doing
a customer more harm than good by extending the credit
over an unusually long period. Payment in full should
be made before the article has served its entire useful-
ness, as paying for a "dead horse” leads to discontent
on the part of the buyer.
The writer was informed of the following case re-
cently which to his mind illustrates very clearly the
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over-extension of instalment credit. An electric power
company being desirous of selling a certain family an
electric flat-iron, because of the additional power such
a device would use, finally made a deal whereby they
were to instal a receptacle for the iron, a kitchen light
fixture, and furnish the flat-iron at a price of thirty-
six dollars. The terms were one dollar down and one dol-
lar per month until paid for, a total of thirty-six
months or three years. The company justified the deal
because of the additional electric current they would
sell. To me it seems that a person req.uiring three years
in which to pay a thirty-six dollar charge is not even a
fair credit risk, but rather a poor one.




”It actually is on record where an autoist, riding
in a car that carried mortgages like spare tires, was
forced to buy eggs from his grocer on credit and resell
them to buy gasoline for the instalment chariot.”
Any procedure such as the above is both economically
and morally unsoiind. This does not condemn the whole
system but certain it is that wholesale expansion of in-
stalment credit to the extent described by Mr. Lonsdale
would shake the very foundation upon which "the house of
easy payments" stands.
I recently received through the mail a booklet from
an instalment house located in one of the largter middle
^"Some Hard Facts on Easy Payments," John G. Lonsdale
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western cities. I quote from their order blank;
”I enclose deposit on my order listed on the oppo-
site side, which I understand will be sent to my home
on trial. If I return these things at the end of the
trial period, you will refund to me my deposit and all
freight charges and hauling costs that I may pay. If I
keep the goods, the balance is to be paid according to
your Easy Credit Terms shown on the other side. Title
to remain with you until complete payment is made.
This order being subject to your acceptance.”
At the bottom of the order blank the following ap-
pears;
"PLEASE AITSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS FOR OUR RECORDS
The information you give below will be kept strictly
confidential. We will not write to your employer or
references. If married, answers to questions below
should apply to husband.
Have you ever bought ; Occupation? ; Age of
from us before? ; What are your earnings ; Man?
Are you still making ; each week now? ; Age of
payments to us on a : How long with present ; woman?
former account? ; employer? ; How many
White or Colored? ; Employer’s name; ; children?
Do you rent, own, or board? ;
If you have not lived in present town a year, give name
of town where you have lived a year or more
If you have moved since you last bought from us, give
your old address
If you wish, you may write something additional about
yourself.
THIS IS THE ONLY PAPER YOU FILL OUT — LIST YOUR ORDER
ON THE OTHEIi SIDE. ’’
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The terns of payment are stated as follows: ^1.00
deposit brings up to $30. worth; $2.00 deposit brings
up to $40. worth; $3.00 deposit brings up to $50.
worth, and so on with the down payment on an order for
$400. worth of merchandise being $55.00. All orders
under $5.00 must be paid for in cash. Payments are de-
ferred from ten months on purchases of ten dollars to
fourteen months on a four hundred dollar purchsise.
The booklet of this concern lists articles all the
way from toys to furnaces, including clothing for all
members of the family.
Merchandising in this way is obviously very expen-
sive with the result that a very heavy mark-up must be
put on the goods and the buyer is generally the victim
of the excessive prices for inferior goods. Furthermore,
many of the articles listed in this catalog will have
depreciated to a point of practically no value before
the payments are completed.
I do not believe that extension of instalment credit
on any such basis as that outlined above is sound econo-
mic procedure. It seems rather like another method of
duping the wage earner into paying excessive prices for
his goods under the guise of "easy payments".
Since the wide expansion of the instalment selling
system the United States has not been confronted with a
serious economic depression. Should such a depression
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come I am very doubtful whether our present extensive
system of retail credit could stand the strain. Pay-
ment of maturing instalments obviously depends upon the
buyer having an assured future income. Nothing is much
more uncertain than an assured future income for the
wage earner. Many things may happen to decrease or wipe
out his earnings which will mean inability to meet pay-
ments; for many persons, probably a majority who buy
on instalments, have no reserve with which to meet obli-
gations in case the income ceases. It seems then that a
serious economic depression such as occured in 1893 or
1907 would find the country with a tremendous volume of
frozen credits, necessitating heavy repossessions of
goods, which in turn would probably spell ruin for many
dealers and manufacturers. If the buyers cannot pay,
it is the dealers and manufacturers who must "pay the
fiddler.
”
Of course, many claim that we can never again ex-
perience such depressions as those of the past, but
time alone can prove or disprove such a claim.
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THE FINANCE C01,IPANY
With the development of instalment selling on a
large scale, it became necessary to seek additional
methods of raising capital to finance the production
and distribution of the goods. The merchant being
expected to pay for his purchases in from thirty to
ninety days found himself in need of greatly increased
amounts of capital to meet his obligations as sales
made on the instalment plan were liquidated slowly.
Credit being extended on deferred payment sales from
six months to two or three years the merchant found it
next to impossible to pay his creditors promptly from
the instalment payments and hence was sorely pressed
for additional capital. On the other hand the manufac-
turers and jobbers were faced with the necessity of pro-
curing prompt payments from their customers with which
to finance the manufacture and distribution of goods
to retailers, or procure additional capital from out-
side sources. The procuring of additional capital is
not always easy — in fact, in the majority of cases it
may be exceedin^y difficult.
Commercial banks were not inclined to loan dealers
money on instalment notes of retail customers. The
function of the commercial bank has been and still is
to furnish working capital for manufacturers and dealers
-26 -
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through the medium of short time loans. Their function
never has been and should not be to finance purchases by
the consumer on long time credit. Such procedure
would reduce too much the available loanable funds of
the banks and collateral pledged against such loans
would not ordinarily be eligible for rediscount with the
Federal Reserve Banks. The banks being thus shut off
from replenishing their loanable funds would find them-
selves possessed with collateral of doubtful or slow
liquidity, thus preventing them from functioning in
their true role of commercial banks.
In the early days of instalment selling, when such
procedure was confined principally to articles of a
comparatively high retail price with a high rate of
mark-up, many dealers were able to finance the business
themselves, due probably to two principal reasons:
namely, the ability of the dealer to get extended credit
from the manufacturer, and secondly, because the instal-
ment sales represented a comparatively small part of
the total volume of sales.
However, even then there were cases of dealers who
were "forced to the wall" because of their inability
to finance their instalment sales. Prior to the out-
break of the World War, the writer was employed for
several years in the sales department of one of the larg-
Inoi^oniJl .anjecl ^ncxls lo xifibem d:^orcd;t
Xcf assiSiiOTJjq sonanll so ^oji ijjjcria him need e^d levea
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est manufacturers of domestic sewing machines in the
United States. The manufacturer did no retail business
except in isolated cases where there was no dealer in
the immediate vicinity of the prospect. Under such con-
ditions the manufacturer would sell a machine direct on
a "cash with order basis.” The method of distribution
by the company was through a series of branch offices
to dealers in the various communities. These sales to
dealers were made on open account with the usual terms
of sixty days net with a cash discount for payment in
thirty days. In some special cases the terms of credit
were extended.
Some of the dealers sold machines on an instalment
basis, but in many cases sewing machines comprised only
one line of many lines of merchandise carried and the
receipts from other lines financed the instalment sale
of sewing machines. The Company, however, had several
dealers in the larger cities who were doing a large
volume of business. These dealers for the most part
confined their efforts to the sale of sewing machines,
pianos, phonographs, and other musical instruments, all
of which were sold on instalments.
While I was in the employ of the company referred
to above, two of their largest dealers found themselves
in financial difficulties owing to their inability to
raise capital with which to finance their instalment
sales. The manufacturer had allowed the dealers in
aitf ai z^rtidoBitt ^nlwae olfse^oi) lo e'leajL/d’Oflli/aam ^ao
sa&nlesjd lla^ei on bib rLoi.L-SoBlsjnBm BiiT .asSBd’t bed’lnU
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9lB8 dnsoilBdanx add heonenll aenll ‘isddo cio'il adqleoerr
IjB*X‘3Y9a bad .iQvawori sifT .aonidOBm ^niwaa ‘to
a ^alcb aaerr oriw eeidxo rtosisX end nl aielnah
dinq daoiH and 'xol a’lalBsl) eeariT .saenland to ejm/Iov
.aeaiiioBm gnlwaa to qIjbb sdd od adiotla ‘ixe/ld Jb9nl1:noo
/
ILo , adneiiu/idanx Inolaifm laddo Jbnn , aiiqjBnsonodq tsonnlq
.adfloiaXjBdanx no hXos siew doldw to
berzaoto’i \asqmoc arid to xolcme add nl sbw I allxffc’
aovXaactjdd hnnol aiaijseh daea'iBi nlsxld to owd tOTode od
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ni aaelBOb add hewolln Jbad namdOBlnnsia adT .eelna
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question extended credit in the hopes that the dealers
would be able to liquidate the debts. Things went
from bad to worse, however, and the manufacturer was
finally obliged to accept an assignment of the sewing
machine instalment leases of these dealers.
The manufacturer found many of the leases had been
outstanding longer than the prescribed time ahd collec-
tions were extremely difficult. The outcome was, of
course, many repossessions which are always expensive.
The company had no organization built up for collecting
this type of accounts, which made the collection more
difficult. Everything considered, it was an unprofit-
able and unpleasant experience but it showed the need,
even with a limited volume of instalment selling, of
devising some method of helping the dealer finance such
sales.
As the volume of instalment selling began to in-
crease rapidly, the need for some sort of a financing
device became more acute, and "necessity being the moth-
er of invention,” the necessity gave birth to the so-
called finance company.
Professor Seligman states in his book, "The Econo-
mics of Instalment Selling" that, "the first credit
company dealing with the assignment of receivables
under the non-notification plan and with the issue of
collateral notes against the deposit of such receiv-
QiQXj5Qb eriJ- aoqoxi srl;? ai itlb&io bQbae&xe noiSaf up
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ables was due to two gentlemen, John L. Little and
Arthur R, Jones, in 1905."^
It seems, however, that the plan worked out by
these men was for the purpose of purchasing open cur-
rent book accounts from various dealers and manufactur-
ers. Presumably the "slow” accounts were the ones sold,
the dealer being obliged to accept a discount on them.
\Yhile this plan is undoubtedly one of the fore-
runners of the present-day finance company, the plan of
operation is somewhat different.
"The business of lending on instalment papers seems
to have developed first in connection with the canning
industry in Indiana eind V/isconsin. The bulk output of
tomatoes, corn, peas, and other products was at that
time contracted for in advance by the wholesale merchants
of the county. It was customary at that time for the
wholesale merchant to take 25 per cent of his order as
soon as it could be delivered from the canneries and
make payment therefor within ten days. The next 25 per
cent he was to take in ninety days, the next 25 per
cent in six months, and the final 25 per cent of the
year’s pack was to be taken and paid for in nine months.
The National Trust and Credit Company bought these con-
tracts, took over the merchandise with which to fill
them, paid cash, and accepted payments as provided in
1
Vol. I, Pages 35-37.
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We find that in 1907 the Morris Plan Bank was or-
ganized, and this organization now has many branches
throughout the country. Their plan is to loan money
to Individuals who have no security to offer and hence
cannot borrow from the commercial banks, the loan to
be repaid with interest in instalments. The borrower
must secure two responsible indorsers for his note.
While the money thus borrowed may be used for the pur-
chase of merchandise, technically the goods are not
purchased on the instalment plan.
In commenting on Morris Plan Banks, Professor
Seligman makes the following interesting statement;^
"What is of especial interest to us is that from
the very beginning of the Industrial Finance Corpora-
tion, credit was not infrequently granted to the bor-
rowers in the Morris Banks in order to facilitate the
purchase of automobiles. The year 1910, therefore,
marks the inception of automobile instalment sales.
It is interesting, however, to note why this method
was abandoned at the expiration of the first year. The
officials who investigated the person condition of the
would-be borrower observed that this new-fangled de-
vice was really at the time a luxury. In view of the
current opinion of the day, they could not but depre-
1 "The Economics of Instalment Selling" - Seligman,
Yol. I, page 37.
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cate loans for mere luxuries. Although Ivir. Morris did
not quite agree with this, he gave way to the criticisms
of his associates and thus the promising experiment of
instalment selling in automobiles was discontinued.”
The outcome of these early experiments has been
the development of the modern finance companies. Vari-
ous estimates place the numoer of these organizations
at between 1,500 and 2,000. There are so many small
and in many cases locally operating companies that an
accurate estimate of the number in the United States at
*
present is difficult to obtain. Suffice it to say,
however, that the number of such concerns has increased
by leaps and bounds in the last few years. There seems
to be practically no difficulty in obtaining financing
for legitimate instalment selling at the present time.
The modern finance companies may be classified in
several ways, i.e., as to types of business financed,
as to geographical localities in which they operate,
as to method pursued, etc. Many companies are organ-
ized for the purpose of financing the sale of the pro-
ducts of a specified manufacturer, as the General Motor
Acceptance Corporation which finances only products of
the General Motors Corporation. Others are organized
for the purpose of financing only sales of a certain
kind of product, for example; automobiles. The activi-
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others are organized to furnish financial assistance in
a specific locality.
It seems to me, however, that the most important
difference between the various companies is in the
method used in doing business. Some companies, probably
the majority, operate on the recourse plan. That is,
the finance concern requires the dealer to indorse the
consumers* notes before they are turned over to the fi-
nancing corporation and in case the purchaser defaults
payment the amount is collected from the seller and he
must make the repossession. This method, of course,
gives the financing companies additional protection and
cuts down their losses.
Under the non-recourse plan, the financing company
talces the paper of the purchaser with a non-recourse
indorsement, which means that in case of default of
payments the finance corporation has no claim against
the dealer, but must make the repossessions itself.
This method, increasing as it does the risk taken by
the finance company, results in a higher finance charge,
which charge must be paid by the purchaser of the goods.
The interest rate in such cases sometimes runs as high
as twenty-five per cent. The minimum charge which is
used by some of the better protected recourse companies
is about eight per cent. These charges are not known
to the "trade” as interest charges as the companies
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might run afoul of the usury laws in some states. They
are referred to as carrying charges which term implies
a charge for service as well as for interest. However,
”a rose would be as sweet though called by another
name," and regardless of what nomenclature is used in
referring to the charges, the purchaser of the goods
pays and pays well for the privilege of buying on a
plan of deferred payment when the obligation is financed
through a finance company. A study of the financial
statements of some of the larger finance companies re-
veals the fact that the system not only enables the
purchaser to "pay while he uses" but also pours large
earnings into the coffers of the finance companies,
I find that some automobile dealers use two or
more finance companies in financing their instalment
sales. The dealer will have contacts with both a re-
course and a non-recourse company. If he has faith in
the ability of his customer to meet the payments prompt-
ly, he will place the financing with a recourse com-
pany, thus giving the purchaser the advantage of the
lower carrying charges. If the dealer is a bit skepti-
cal about the buyer as a credit risk, he will finance
through a non-recourse company, thereby increasing the
cost to his customer, but eliminating possible loss to
himself. The purchaser is not in a financial position
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to argue about the matter even if he realizes that he
is paying a higher finance charge than is necessary.
He is willing to "bear the tariff" in order to obtain
the car.
I do not believe such practices are sound, either
economically or socially, but as long as non-recourse
finance companies exist I suppose these abuses will
continue. It is, however, to be deplored that a system
exists which can be used to make the poor poorer.
Regarding the losses suffered by finance compan-
ies, John J. Raskob, former chairman of the finance
committee of the General Motors Corporation, had the
following to say:^
"The depression of 1920-1921 odme so soon after
the formation of the General Motors Acceptance Corpor-
ation that is experience can hardly be taken to repre-
sent what may happen in another depression. The losses
however, on $96,407,000 of consumers’ obligations pur-
chased in 1919, 1920, and 1921, were $744,310, or only
77/lOOths of 1^. This is quite remarkable, consider-
ing the fact that the whole organization was new at
that time and much of this loss can be directly attri-
buted to lack of experience. It is also interesting to
^"The Development of Instalment Purchasing," a paper
read by Mr. Raskob before the annual meeting of the
Academy of Political Science held in New York City
November 17, 1926. Reprinted and distributed by Gen-
eral Motors Corporation by permission of The Academy
of Political Science. Vol. 12, No. 2 of the Academy’s
proceedings.
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note that this record was made in a period of deflation,
during which very substantial reductions were made in
automobile prices, thus materially affecting the value
of our collateral. In connection with any period of
depression or deflation it should be pointed out that
the bulk of instalment obligations held at any time
liquidates very rapidly, thus escaping the usual effects
of a protracted period of depression; for example, of
the total consumers’ obligations held, 36% would be
liquidated in three months, 64% in six months, and 85%
in nine months.”
Mr. Raskob further states that from the inception
of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation in 1919 to
October 1, 1926, there were purchased $819,203,000 of
consumers’ obligations and the credit loss to October 1
on such obligations aggregated $1,‘117,706, or about
1/7 th of 1%.
V/ith regard to the dealer losses, Mr. Raskob states;^
"You will naturally ask what the dealer losses are on
account of endorsement or guarantee of purchasers’ obli-
gations. The General Motors Acceptance Corporation’s
service charge includes an amount that is credited to
dealers as a reserve to cover such losses. Of course,
our books show no detailed record of dealers’ losses on
account of endorsement or guarantee, but we do know the
^See note on page 35.
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above-mentioned reserves are more than sufficient to
protect them. Periodic examination of dealer accounts
shoY/ this. For instance, a survey of over 36,000 con-
sumers' obligations purchased by one of our branches
from August 1, 1925, to July 31, 1926, aggregating over
^^22,000,000, shov/s that 271 cars were repossessed and
that dealers' losses on said cars were less than $5,000
up to that date."
As Mr. Raskob stated, the experience of his company
was not sufficient to determine with any accuracy what
would happen in case of a severe economic depression.
And therein lies the great question mark regarding in-
stalment selling. While Mr. Raskob pointed out how
rapidly the instalment obligations liquidate, the ques-
tion arises in my mind as to whether or not these ob-
ligations would liquidate according to schedule in a
period of severe depression and unemployment.
The General Motors Acceptance Corporation being
one of the largest if not the largest of the finance
companies in the United States, as well as accepting
nothing but recourse paper probably has a low a percent-
age of losses as any company. I have been unable to
obtain any reliable figures relative to losses of non-
recourse companies but undoubtedly their percentage of-
loss is higher vdiich is partly covered at least by the
higher finance charge collected.
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. iCiSSailQb OLltOiicO© ©'I3V03 B lo © 3B 0 ill Llucw-
-:ii >;nc/?n: nolo 3Bp cr.'i.ji;.,; odd’ c©iX nisiad^ buA
dijt -^sd’i. i.q ioA.au .liit ©Ix/fr .•:nXIIo8 dnofliXsd'o
©rid- ; ooBoiiJ].xI anoid-B^iXoc daoraX^Jani ©fix' \XbXq£*i
-uo ooofid’ ii.^i ‘lo ‘iod.ieTi\’i ci on "X sesl'ta noli
£ nl ©Ix> 0:102 Oi _nlfriccojs ei£l) tijp-lA bluow auciio'^ll
.dTxoix^.oXqii:oxiJJ ;•?!£ fiolaaaiqeb oiovea lo Aolxeq
ynx-od .-ox.jx/^oqToC oonBXqeo&A s'iodo.d iB-xonaO ©ilT
©onBBx'l ©nX io oaos'i^X c'-.iJ" don II ia$^‘jjiS. sdi lo eno
p:iXa ;eoox‘ aB IIch? an .o&inid xodinU ©iiX nx asinBUuioo
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.oedoalloo Q-^-xsilo . onenil
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Mr. Arthur V/. Newton, vice-president, First National
Bank, Chicago, in an article entitled "Who puts up the
Money for Instalment Selling," appearing in System , June,
1926, quotes the following statistics regarding reposses-
sions of automobiles sold on the instalment basis. Mr.
Newton states these statistics were gathered by the secre-
tary of the National Association of Finance Companies:
Repossession Ratio
New Cars
The Down Payment Repossession %
1/3 cash down 1-3/4%
1/4 cash down 3-4/5%
24% or less cash down 11 %
Used Cars
40% cash down 3 %
36% or less cash 6-1/6%
Average losses on repossessed cars;
12 monthly payments ^ 50
16-18 monthly payments 78




1/5 cash do7m 1/4 cash down
24% or less
cash down
12 months . 163%
16-18 months .254%
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Mr. Newton quotes further from resolutions adopted
by the Association of Finance Companies;
1. Minimum down payment on new passenger cars shall
be not less than 33-1/3^ of cash selling price, or 30%
of time selling price including accessories and equipment
at the point of delivery, and on used cars not less than
40% of cash price, or 37% of time price.
2. Maximum maturity of instalment paper covering
new or used passenger cars shall be 12 months payable in
equal monthly instalments.
3. Finance companies shall furnish their deposi-
tory banks from time to time with a financial statement
certified by a recognized certified public accountant,
together with replies to the following questionnaire
and other information that the banks may request of
them.
"
It seems from the above that insofar as the instal-
ment selling of automobiles is concerned it seems neces-
sary to increase the down payments and decrease the num-
ber of montly payments in order to curtail losses.
However, within the last year or two the opposite has
been true, lower down payments have been accepted and
an increase in the number of down payments granted.
What is true of the automobile industry in this
respect is undoubtedly true in the case of other commo-
dities. But with the increasing competition the down
JbeiqoX)® Efloi^uIo3«i iHOT*]: a&^oi/p no^vaVl .-iM
:88ixiBciiiioO 9oxu0£i±f lo xwl^BlooaaA eriJ
IJMsia siBO lOQfloseBq xs&fi no d-nearinq nwob un/cjinlM .1
oSJOS rro teoi'iq snillsa da^o lo rf;5\l-S5 aari^ easX ^on ad
i
^nasnqlupa Jbne 301*10889000 3ni:l)jJloni solaq 3nill9e smli" lo
fiBiIcf 8891 ;fon a^ao Jooei.'^ no f)/uB ^'aioq sjrf^
*
.soictq lo ^V5 10 t©oi*iq iisBO lo
3iil*i9voo laqBq ^aenlB^^anl lo [rd/mlxaM .S
ni oldfi^J^O; aiionoic SI scf Ilsrfa e*iBO 'I's^nasaflq i>9ei/ 10 wen
.a^aeflilB^sfli '^Iri^nojn lonpe
-XBoqel) lieilrf daxainl Iloda aalonqiiiDO ©onBal'i .5
^nsice-JBtfa letononJil b rftiw soils’ o^ qiilII. aio-il e>^Bd TfioS’
j^ABlnucooB oxitfnq X>&lli^*i90 beslngoosi b l>9lllS-i90
©liBnnoiSaoiip 3niwoXXol ©IIS' cl aelXqei dllw lexflesoJ
lo Saenpei aXnBd edl Jodi noltBonotnl rsdjo hnB
".OWill
-XjBlanX eifl sa 'iBloanl Ijeni evodB ©ill room amoes II
-seoen smase 11 baarLeonoo ai seXldo£(ioli/B lo snlXIea Inoiir
-itinn ©ill ©aao'xoeX Xna alnaim^oq nwo£> aril azBeioni ol x,T.Be
.sseaoX XIbItvo ol labio al eliiQiinceq '^Ilnoia lo led
8Bd ©lieoqqo ©ill owl *10 •'us©'^ leal erfl nlilllw
,
levs^ToH
l)njQ XelqsooB nsad ©vaxi elfleiLi^Bq nwoi) “lawcX *eijil noed
.bsloBaa alnerjT^JBq iiwoX lo Tsdiojin ©ill nl eaBexonl lue
aixil ni Y'^laaXnl ©lidoinoli/B ©dl lo ©jjtI al IbiIW
-oiKEioo *19x110 lo ©aao ©xil ai ©ail x^^QXdaoJbna al l,08qa©T
nwoX 9x11 aollileqcK)© salEBOionl ©ill dliw la3 .eellll)
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payment is becoming ever smaller and the deferred
credit ever longer. It would seem that this is one
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WORIONG C-^ITkL REQ,UIEEIvi[LNTS IF DEALER FINANCES HIS
0'^^ INSTALLMENT BUSINESS.
Asstune an article sells at retail for $150.
Cost to retailer, $90; selling expenses, overhead
charges, etc., $30; net profit, $30. Suppose 75
articles are sold the first month; 125 the second
month; 175 the third month; 225 the fourth and
each month thereafter. Terms of sale $30 down
payment and $10 per month. Assume that the re-
tailer’s obligations must be paid within 30 days
and that the selling expenses and overhead charges,
etc., are all incurred and paid at time of sale-;
(Table follows on next page)
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It appears from the foregoing schedule that the
minimum working capital requirement would be ^100,000
assuming that all payments were received promptly and
that creditors were paid according to terms. This
makes no provision for a margin of safety to provide
for slow payments, defaults, contingencies that may
arise, etc. As provision should be made for such
contingencies the actual working capital should be
considerably more than $100,000.
The average retailer would probably experience
difficulty in raising this amount of working capital
and hence must make arrangements for rather extensive
credit if he is to maintain his volume of sales. His
bank would probably not be interested in extending
him a very large line of credit on the basis of his
instalment notes as such loans lack the liquidity
which commercial banks should demand. The retailer
doing a large instalment business therefore welcomed
the advent of the finance company vdiich would dis-
count the instalment notes for him thereby enabling
him to increase his capital turnover and do business
with a smaller amount of working capital.
©iti’ ©Xi/ijsrioa §11^03© 'lol ©xid- laorrl aoseqq©
OOOtOOX^ sd Mi/ow ^naai©*! iupatt IjKtiq^o §aXi£iow aaiislflliii
dn© -^x^qiaoriq Jj^vIoqqi ©'isyt s^nsai^Bq IX© iBdt ^aiMJBZS
eXx£T .enirceit oi siiiJ&rrccofl Jaleq oiew eao^lXs^o
©blvoTiq oi lo 11x313111 b trot ' isoisXvciq cn se^Csm
e©xoji©3ni^«oo .ed'Xi/BlBJj ^ atnecr^q woXe 10I
doLfz *'61 ©fcfiia ©d ^Ijjoxia. /toieivciq eA .o^© jOaliB
ed XXucde LB^lquo aniilicw iBi^OB'edJ’ seione^nl^noo
,COO<OOi^ lusdij ©ic<Bi '^XdBistXenoo
eonaxioqx© ^XdBdciq bijjcw laXiBS’oi ssbiotb odT
iB^lqBo 3ni2iiow Ic Jruyoiinii eiif^ ^nleXBi al •^cMiioltlii)
evlBfiaJxe led^ai 10I acfftome^nsuB oAsm da/za ©oitod Xclb
axH - 331.68 to amtrXcv eld xiiB?nia«i oif al ©ii ti. ildsio
3nl6fi3?x3 iii X©(fe3iednl ©d ^Cii ^XdBcfoiq i>Xtfow ;{CBd
aid to aisBd odcf no ^iosio to ©ntX ©31BX >ji8v a znixl
XiJ'-i^'XxtpXX ori^ IobX etlsoX done 8b ea^on tnofflladani
iBliadsi. ©ifP LXnoxfa asfUBd XaXotrenBico doldw
Lsmoolaw ©lotsiodu aEociand ;fne«aXBdsrri ©aiaX a ^xxloX
• w •
-aXX f>Xr;ow dolii. ''jaaqxaoo ooflBxiXt edt to daeyJba eri^
aniXdxxre ^deisrf? jaJtd lot eei-on ;^i2©fliXj8^exil ©xlif uiu/oo





-XadiqBO gfiijiiow to irmotra laXIaaie b diiw
THE FUTURE OF INSTALI\£EITT SELLING
Will the volume of instalment sales continue to
increase in the future as it has in the past few years;
will it "go ashore on the rock of depression,” and thus
be greatly curtailed, or will it "hold its own?” These
are questions about which there is much speculation and
a great deal of difference in opinion. Many are very
optimistic about the future of the system, others are
equally pessimistic. 7/ho can foretell with any assur-
ajice? Time alone can answer.
Consumers credit if properly used is probably as
sound economically as any forra of credit but the very
nature of such credit seems to be such as to invite
abuses and these abuses are aided and abetted by the
ever increasing competition in retail merchandising.
Mr. Walter E. Lager quist in an article entitled,
"Financing Instalment Sales," appearing in System.
March, 1926, writes as follows:
"Every sound form of credit with which American
business has had experience has proved a boon to busi-
ness when it was carefully and honestly administered.
But the sound use of credit does not mean the extrava-
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"Instalment buying must accomplish a twofold pur-
pose:
1. The plan must increase sales and in the
end increase profits for the merchant.
2. The individual who mortgages his future
income in order to obtain an immediate
use of the goods or property must re-
ceive some advantage. This must be
either direct or indirect.
"The test for the individual is the greater fitness
for his job, together with a higher income. In this we
must include anything affecting living conditions that
increase his efficiency, and so results in a large fu-
ture income.
"The whole experience of American business has been
one of mortgaging the future. It is sound practice for
either the individual or business to mortgage its fu-
ture income ao long as the payments can be met as they
mature and the future income has been increased.
"Fundamentals to be considered in adopting instal-
ment selling:
1. Does character of product justify
the use of the instalment plan in
its sale?
2. Life of the instalment contract
should be within the life of the
article sold. Complete payment
should usually not extend beyond
one-third of the life of the com-
modity. "
In the light of Mr. Lagerquist's deductions, it
seems as though instalment selling has been developing
:©3o<i
-ujq liXolow^ JB rialX^iacrofi Stfjm
9Li^ ill Lob aslBB eaBencal iaujs. xialq 0i(T .X
,SiLBdo’zeji orfcr 9Eij^ionX Las
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©d’fiiaGiaiEx fifl alB^do ol 'i9X‘K> iJi s^tiooal
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oQ t3Ui,i*3li(T .93Bd-f:^vl>j3 aai08 e/lao
.^09‘iix)fli '10 ^oeiib lerfui©
eaojtti 11 io1b9*13 ai XsaiJlvi^Jal sritf ‘lol ©riT”
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efloiilbaoo ^niviX 3fii:ioyllB ebaloal Ssam
-al ©aiaX B ax ecrlaasa oa ana ^XJ^^^loille cl'i- ©sB^aonl
.©fliooal ©aa;!’
nos ; BBii saoniaad nisoi'isiiiA lo oonoi TOq^co oXoilw oxlT
aol ooxwoaaq daaoa ai 11 .oialal ©ill .,nx3aslaoni lo eno
-al all o3B5laoiii ol aaeniei/d 'lo XfiafclviXni edl Todlio
T^oxil as loxt Bd oso alnonrtijq odi as ^noX oa oiooofli oaal
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loBilaos laoftiXalenl ©fil lo" olxu .S
' odl ic alxX edl airflxw sd LSaode
l-flo.:riBq olelqcioO .oX'.a oXcIItb
Xjflo'^ad I>nolxs Icn ^Xsaaa XIaoda
-310 0 oril lo oliX odl ‘o X^ldl-ono
11 ^anoiloadoX a ' lelap^xsas^ .il.l lo IrlalX odl nl
‘
^alqcIovoX nood asd saxXXoa laomlslaai ilsaodl as ainooe
along unsound lines in some respects; namely, in extra-
vagant buying on the part of some, encouraged by high
pressure selling and emphasis on the easy payment^, in
the reduction of down payments and in the increase in
the total time required to complete the payments.
In tabulating the results of a questionnaire sub-
mitted by the writer to representative houses doing an
instalment business I find that there is a difference
in opinion as to whether the practice of selling low-
priced merchandise is economically sound. Some will
sell any of their goods on instalments, while others
have established a practice of not selling merchandise
on instalments which has a retail price below a fixed
minimum. This minimum retail price varies with differ-
ent firms from $30 to $60, depending on the house. The
majority agree that they could not maintain their vol-
ume of sales without the use of the instalment system.
However, while some departraent stores report that they
could not maintain their volume of sales if the prac-
tice was dropped, one of the largest department stores
in New York City^ does a strictly cash business, hav-
neither a system of charge accounts nor of instalment
selling, and they apparently are increasing their busi-
ness .
My understanding of the matter is that this con-
cern, be eliminating the selling expense of conducting
^R. H. Macy Company
“CTiTxe ni onroe ni aanXI bfljjoaflu scolfl
iiairl fcs^B'ii/oone ,t)a:o8 lo Jnsq arfJ lo ^hjejsbv
ai- ,5^^n95r£ijq \.eBa ar';^- iic aieiiAqia© t>iui gnillas oiueseaq
ni oejseioiiJL 9x1^ nl ba£ s^neio^q /rwci) lo iioi:^ox/f)Gi sxld’
I
8ilJ ^^9IqsI^o aeaii/pda ©nid’ Ibj^o^ a£f;f
-dus sTXiixiiioiJEGirp B ' lo s ^luea^ gni;rBXi;cfB;t al
riB sjixoi/ 69&.ij'cri 4/viXBw j:t)o9iq©*i otf za^l'iw cii^ x<^ beiilm
9DiiG‘i8llxJb s al a'iariX XxjxfX bull i Qcenleud XnamlfiXani
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iXi\» oiaDv .baucz ax oeif>nBiioT8iM ibaoinq
enaiiic sixxfw ,eXnoaiIje^ani no a£>oos liarf? 'Jo •^ne Iloa
oaibnBX'IoT.©:?! anillGo xoa 1c eoijoj^nq s Jhadeildad ae avBd
B woloc soinq Xisd'9'i a ami iloxdw ad-nex-LeXani no
-'islilii fidiw SGi'iBV aoinq IxBdsn flUJiiiiniin ai;iT ...jjislala
GiiT .saxjon odd no gniJbnoqojb *06^ cd Oc.^ axiriil dns
-lov nladJ ni^dniBiJi don l>Xnoo ^sdd esn^jB xilzolem
.luaJax^ odd Ic aay oxfj dnaddiw aslfsa io ejcu
\3dJ dadd dncq©*! aa'icda dnaad^qsb arace oild»
,
navowoH
-oBiq su'd li eolea lo oxibIot niedd ales^nlcm don Jbiuoo
aeicde diT8iii.dTBqe£> deo^ijal oiid 1o eno tfieqqo’ii) <-:iJw sold
-VBd dajeo -viXdoxndc a ascL '^xdxO i^noY wdH ni
dnoxilodefii *o non sdimoOGB a'^z^do lo •diods’^a b nsddion
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charge accounts and instalment sales, is enabled to
give their customers the benefit of lower prices and
thereby increase their volume of business. It would
seem that other stores could successfully adopt the
same policy. I believe there are many people now buy-
ing on the instalment plan who could and would pay
cash if by so doing they could obtain a substantial
price advantage.
Senator James Couzens in an article entitled,
’’The Instalment Buyer Worries Me” appearing in the
Nation’s Business
.
December, 1926, states that he
feels that instalment buying is detracting from char-
acter building of young people by make it so easy for
them to obtain articles. He further states that in
his opinion the future earnings are mortgaged so that
the buyer does not have savings to use if opportunity
offers.
It seems there is food for thought in Senator
Couzens* deductions. Most of us who lived before the
age of easy payments have had the experience of saving
for the purchase of some particular article and have
had the satisfaction of seeing the object accomplished.
Experiencing the sacrifice that goes with such accom-
plishments no doubt is a factor in character building.
The inculcation of the habit of thrift is certainly
ijoldiiite aX ,e0lBe d-iidicXBXaiii a^xii/oooB ©siBiio
bLia e9 oi-i(i lo Jilansd arid a'lenjoi’e^io ixeiU ©vXs
LIyow .eaer ieifd lo ©mjJicT 1Xa/^^ eassionl >ida'r0i(d
9:{;J Jqciic TtIIi/lsS90 0i/a jItoo aaiod'e Tisrldo inosa
“'^1/(5 WGfi oXqcoq ^iixsci O'j-B o'lQsi.i ovslXad I ^^oiXoq acias
LKjO sjLuoo oilw iLaXq w nsniXud’anX ©xid jio .^flX
Xj&xdnjsdaJjus s-iiijQd’dp PXifoo '-jarlJ ^nXcb oa riauo
< ,93BdlI6Vl)B QOiiq
tP&Xd'X^HB dloi^rui hb ni BnesuoO eeamZ lod^saoS
©rlj nl sniiBBqqB "e^d eoii'xO» aax^a ;rnDmXB;i'enI 9 j1T"
ad ^Bdcf ae^^BCJ’s .dStX ^ttsd^ieoaC , aaafll e,. a a*ncidBjl
-•XBdo i:::oa‘l ^l^oea^ei) aX s^XxJ^d drieinXB-aaX JBdX aXoel
-lol v.eBi) 08 9>Ujhi ©^d.09q[ sniJox 5;o s«XMXi/d ledos
iiX wBdd aedB^a iSiidii/l 9ii .8slol^iA nXfiddo o;t
djsdd ca sib a^XniBe ©‘ii/Xul sn^ noXnXqo eXd
XcrXxuJdiogqo 'ii ©sb od- agaXviBa evad B9of) lexi^tf
. 819^10
icdBu^B al ^d^juodit 'lol docl ai 9‘i9d;f aiaeea cl
add aiol9d XavXX odw 8SJ lo daoM .enoijoudel) *.&iiesdcO
SXlXvjSo lo aoneX'iocpcS add drtd ©vad ednenrxBq x©^© ©S^
avBd bnu aXoX^iB ‘UBlBoidiBq amoe lo .aaBrioiuq add toI
. i^edaiXqinioooB dostdo edd gniasa lo coidofilaXdBe add d-ac
-jiDOOB dou8 ddi'»7 3603 vBdd aoiliiOBB add gnXofiaXioqxS
. 3iiXf)XXi;d ^odOBTBdo nX lodoBl fl eX dduod oa
adnemdaXXq
YXiTXfid’^Oi; Bi iticfjBfl o£xt no2ifBoXx/ofii ©ilT
I
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not to be deplored. Many people feel that instalment
buying tends to make the buyers more thrifty. While
this may be so to a certain extent it seems to me that
too many people pledge too large a portion of their
earnings for payments on purchases of merchandise, in-
stead of placing some portion of these earnings in sav-
ings institutions.
There is a tendency on the part of advocates of
instalment selling to point to the increasing savings
bank deposits and the increasing purchasing of life
insurance as results of the thrift habit inculcated by
the instalment systems. I am not convinced that the
instalment buyers are the owners of the increased sav-
ings deposits. The increase in real wages together
with the Eighteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitu-
tion has, in my opinion, contributed in no small way
to the increased savings, as they have to the increase
in the volume of instalment sales.
It would not seem that because the volume of in-
stalment sales and the total of savings bank deposits
have increased concurrently we have any right to as-
sume that either is the main contributing cause to the
other. I have no doubt that many of the savings ac-
counts belong to people who are not addicts of the
dollar down and the dollar a week system.
iffTA jfliiCj- Xdet aiqoeq .ba'roXqob ©d ^on
©HdW .YiMi'iilit eTom s'xe'ViiJd excia afinad’
djsril ©ai od- emeaa d^i dire^x© nXad^a© jB ot oa od ^sai airid-
*iierfd lo noldToq © agiBl ood ogfieXq oXqoeq 'cneia bod
-ill { aeifjiiJBdoieiT: to sessriOTuq no edneiKY^Q lo*! asnlxnB©
-VJBE ni a^ninifi© asarid *10 noidioq erioe snioaXq lo b&ete
.anoidx/didanl e^nl
lo 3adaoov!)£ lo disq add no \:onel)nad s ai aitadT
33nlVB3 ^nissanonl add cd dnloq od y nadiXadanl
alii lo ^niaadoujq 3x11 anaioni add bns adiDoqad Ane.d
d l^sdnoXnofli dioBd dllndd add lo adXnsan eertsnijani
eiid djtidd Jbocnlvnoo don hsb I .aaiadexa dnociXadeal add
—vfl3 boaisanoni add lo anaftwo add ©“ib a'la'ji/d dnanXBdsnl
loddasod aagiiw Xea^i nl aaBsionl adT ,adiEoqol> asnl
-i/dldanoO iB'isda'i add od dnombnaniA ddnaaddglS add ddiw
'^j3W XlBiiia on nl dadndlndnco ,noiniqo nx .add no Id
aEnaioni add od ©vBd ^&dd aa ,ssnxvac deeBononl add od
.eaXae dnoiaXadanl lo aiuniov add nl
•>
-ni lo acmXov add aajjaoad TiJid liisaa don l>Ii/ow dl
edlaoq&d dinac egnlvna lo Indod add dna eelaa dnoiaJBda
-as od dd^ln -^nB evBif aw xidnanmonoo l>oeBa'ioni aved
add od asnso ^nidJidlndnco rrlxsn add ax “xeddla dndd siaua
-OB aanlTBa add lo dadd ddno/) on avfld I .'taddo
add lo edoldoB doc a-ia odw alqoaq od snoXad edm/oo
.xiadBY® diaaw fi ‘ibXXoI) add XinB n\7o6 ‘ifiXiod
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In all probability instalment selling, like the
poor, will be always with us. There will, however,
no doubt be a stabilization of the system. Sellers
will give more attention to the risk involved, down
payments will probably be increased and the length of
the credit period decreased, thereby eliminating the
poorer risks and cutting down the losses both to the
seller and the purchaser. The system, running as it
has more or less rampant during the last few years,
must be stabilized. Probably a sudden and serious de-
pression would do more to effect this stabilization
than any other one thing.
Unless there is a continual and substantial in-
crease in the total income of people buying on deferred
payments, I do not see how the volume of instalment
sales can increase indefinitely. Credit safety makes
it unwise to allow the percentage of consumers* credit
to consumers’ purchases to increase beyond a certain
point, hence when that point is reached I do not see
how the volume of instalment sales can increase mater-
ially unless the total consumers’ income increases.
While passing along one of the principal streets
in Boston recently I noticed the following sign in the
window of a jewelry shop. Surrounding the placard was
an assortment of mahogany clocks. ’’Clocks reduced to
sdt y,i tlidadoTiq, IIb al
,Tov9Vcrf 8 'X9 i1T .ax; rf^iw bybwIs ,'rooq
e'x9Sl33 .riB&s'za eri^ lo acl^BsIIlds^s b Bd i’duof) on
iTTfol;' ,f>evlcvni lai't enj cw noi^ne^^fl 8*10x2 9Yl3 liiw
lo £1^3X18 1 9X1^ bwi tssB&nBal 9cf YXcfxido-iq IXlur ei’nexEYBq
eh4- sxiliiHuiiJiila yaoian^ jJbsasyiooj J!)Ox'x3q Jif)8io eiiJ
ou^ o? iiXocf aeaeol 9 x1? xi?;o5 snI??uo £>xiB B^Ial*! 'iffiooq'
?i 63 tX!ie?cxs sxiT .‘lea^xiOTCX/q exf? firte ttallea
.a-iBO-^ jr&7 ?BfiX eil? aniiujb ^xiaqnrarr saal 10 eiom aad
-ah axiclioe X'iiB n6i:>iu;3 b xXdfldo*!'! .Jt>aslXlcfB?8 o<J ? 3inr[
iicX?BsiX2(/x3?a aid? doolie c? eTiom ol) IjXjjow riolEaa*Lq
• snlxi? ©no led^o yfiB xubxI?
-ni XB:'?iiB? 8c;;a JE)xib XBXinijnoo a al 9*i9xl3 aeeInU
1)8*11619 i; no v irXviJd aXqosq lo sinconl Xb/o? ed? xil esBaio
inamlcS ccl lo sxrjJiov axi? wod eea oon ob 1 tetaesriBq
aa-ABia. ^?elJ3s tix-OiO .TcXa^lnllaJbxil seaeionl nBo oelBC
?il)9io ’ai6Ki/saoo lo ©sB^fleoisq exl? woILa c? ealwrii; ?1
*iio?i60 fl Jbcc^ad 9aB0*ioxil o? aeeBdoixxq *eio;2uexioo o?
696 ?ca oxj I ds-.OBSi 2X ?flXoq ?Bd? uexfw avnsd ,?flloq
-i6?Bia t/aB6ioxii jiso eaXsa ?fi9i'.iXj8?axil I0 oxixiiov 9 x1? wod
.oeejaaiOGi exscoxil ’ sioxrjj exao 0 Xb?o? ad? eaeXnxf \jXXx5 l
e?06i:?e XBqloflliq ed? lo ano ^goXb siilaeaq ©XlxlW
nx 1x3X0 3-ilncXX.ol erl? l)60l?oxx I 'cXJxiooei nclaoS nX
EJQW x)1XSOf‘-L\'i 9X1? ^XlifefLUOl'IlJci .qOlls >J*lXOTrfij. B lO !FOl>XXXW
o? i)d0i;i)6'i exlooXO" .a^IooXo xsw^xU^i lo ?iiOiis?iOQ3B ob
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$6.75, payments 50^^ per week.” I am of the opinion
that the sale of such low-priced merchandise on an
instalment basis is unsound, both economically and
socially, and I cannot but feel that future stabiliza-
tion of this system of merchandising will tend to ^imi-
nate the extremely low-priced goods from the lis t of
merchandise that can be purchased on so-called easy
payments
.
I cannot bring myself to believe that it is eco-
nomically sound to allow any system of consumers’
credit to run unbridled and uncontrolled. Such pro-
cedure would tend to break doTOi the finer sense of the
moral obligation on the part of the scrupulous as well
as the unscrupulous.
.05
noiniqc Ic las I ”.M©3W isq ^05 a^fionr^sq ,S?.d^
as no 86ii>iisxioi93i iijeoi’iq-vvoX' riojja lo sX^a aiW’
Mfl \IIi:oxii»oflOco dJJci ^brjjoaiuj al aland Jnsialnd-ani
-Bslildfi^a soii^ l39^ ^iJd Soaaro I Xcdb ^-^IIbioob
ifiilis od" l)£iel XIx7.' 3Xii8 Xi)xi8xfoiajii *10 i>3el8'^a 8lIl^ lo noli'
lo tail add’ iuoil afioog Xooi'iq-woX YXoffiSid’xe ad^ ed'flii
Yana l)8Xl6o-oe no oosadoii/q ed a&o dflrid- ssiboBiLoiem
adasarYaq
-009 el 11 Ifidl eveiXad ol llesYm snlid lomiBO I
^ eiafiiL'anoo lo jieleYS woXXn OJ tniroe
-oaq xfoiiS .XoXXo'ic noonu baa XeXdx’idiiii ni/i ol lldexo
9 \1 lo sanes ‘lonll axil nKoL Xjbs'iJ ol onel i>Xuow 9iifl)oo





While the general procedure of accounting for
instalment sales does not differ materially in theory
from the accounting for cash and charge sales, owing
to the extended period during which payments are made,
together with the possibility of repossessions of
merchandise there arises the necessity of a differ-
ence in the procedure of taking up the profits on the
sale. While in the cases of cash or charge sales the
entire profit is taken on the books in the period in
which the sale occurred, it seems to be a more sound
practice in the case of instalment sales to defer tak-
ing up the entire profit until the goods are entirely
paid for. There are four methods by which profits may
be taken up, as follows;
1. Calculate the total profit on the selling
price, as is done in the case of cash or charge sales,
taking up the entire profit in the year in which the
sale is made.
2. Allocate a portion of each instalment paid
to profit and a portion to cost. The ratio used for
such allocation is the ratio of the total gross profit
to the selling price.
3. Consider all instalment payments as a return
-51 -
lol gfli^Ki/ooojQ lo 8UJi»©ooiq iBioaos arid" S-CiiC'
Y'toad^ fil ^XXax‘i0;^B-? ^on ssoh aelxia
sniwo ,asl3S ©sojerlo iJiifi daao tcol ^al^iuioooB o^iii sioul
(d^xus auB eJ aaarxflq doldw 3ci*xiji) Jboiiaq bsbaeiXQ sdJ’ od’
lo anoJta3&8eoq 0i “io ^iitiXXdlaBoq ©d^ ri^Iw isd^agod’
-lallXi) B lo arfif esa Jt'is ,91©^^;^ ezibiuido'Lem
ed-i no a^ilOTq edt qu ‘io ©'li/Jbaoo^q sd^ ni ©on©
©il^r a©Xi;a ogi-^do 10 deao "io aosBO ©lid" nl eXXnW .else
fli i)ol'i©q ©d^ nl Si^-ood ariJ no nedBi’ ai Jiloaq s-iid-n©
ofli/oa 3-xoia jb 3d oX anioas tL .do-iujc-oo ©Xsa ©lU dbiiiw
-’(Bd’ 'lOlQb oJ aoXaa Xnafflla^anl lo ©aao edd^ nX doid^ooiq
^Xs^ictii© ©IB edoos 3dd Xldnu d’i^oiq e'lldiia ©dd qi/
A^Bd aii'io'iq doXn'w '^d aXoddem nuol ©'is snadT . 10I Xieq
lawcXXol 3B <qjJ a©2iBd‘ ©a
^iXioa add no XXlo^q J^ioi ©dJ ad-fllnoXfiO .X
,
39 Lea d^^Bdo io daao *10 ©ebo add al ©aoJb al sb ,9oXnq
9dd doldw ill 1B9X ©dt fix Xiloiq eiXda© ©dd" qn
.sXjara aX ©Xbe
XXaq XnairJlBd-aci dose lo noXd-ioq b 0;r33oXXA .S
10I boaxr cX-'irx sdT .Xaoo od- aoXXioq b driB dlloiq ct
jiloiq 320*23 Xb^o^ eii^ lo oli&^ oiU aX hoXJjjooXIb done
.©oi'xq sxtXXXaa ©dd
fiix'd’9'1 B SB ad’xiajci^Bq d nanrlx'-d'a/ix XXb laXlaiioO .5 ;,i*
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of cost until the entire cost of the goods has been
met, then take up all subsequent payments as profits.
4. Consider the first payments as profit until
entire profit is taken up, and then consider subsequent
payments as return of cost.
Assume that on January 2, 1929, A. B. Collins pur-
chases a piano from the Harmony Music Company for $600.
The terms of the sale are $150 cash at time of pur-
chase and $15 per month, payable on the first of each
month, for 30 months. The selling price of $600 in-
cludes all carrying charges so that the purchaser has
no interest to pay on unpaid balances. The pieuio cost
the Harmony Music Company $300.
The accounting procedure according to method §1
would be as follows:






To record sale to A. E. Collins
or:




To record sale to A. B. Collins
rcoeo as£l abco^ Ito iaoo eift ll^mi feoo lo
.3?ll0T;q BB afaeni^Bq taoupeeajja 11s qu ©2tfiit fldiid' *^001
llitajj fl'to’xq 3B a:rasiaxj-q tartly sf.^ isLianoC
JnsijpBsdL'z 'labisjioo iiod^ bns tqjs nejlBf si itilo'xq errllns
1300 lo SiB slaesrioq
-n/g aiiilloO .S .A t'*sei ,iS no Isiil o^auasA
.006^ lol \fiBq310O olp.uil x^oinifiH urft Jiorrl ortfiiq b sesBdo
“li/q lo ©raid ts 'sao Ocl^ eis slas 9dl to ai^vtsl ©dT
ff0B9 lo tsiil. &dl no ©IdjSYBq eri^J-noni i6g 51,^ Mb aejBiio
-nI OOdv to soiiq <^iil8s ed'T .sd^noai OS aol .iltnojn
sbA T9aBi;o*i»'q 9I^^f oa asgiBrio sebulo
taco onjsiq edT .aeonBlBo biaqo}^ no YBq ol IserLolnl oa
.COS^. ^n^qaioO olaaH YflOiffiBH
1% Dodlom. oi ^l .'ioooB eiLfooooiq aaJt^iLLfoooB ©dT
rawollot SB ed blaow
91b2 'Ic^BLsll &B esirLlaSi
Q^iQl jS '^TiBunsZ
000
003 $ .iQ t9-t<^BVl©oeH e^-IBoooA
.iw .aalBS
aniIJ.cO .a .A eXsa Jb'ioco'i oT
003
.003 .1(1 t-OBJi sd’anoooA 3’;iGaXs^8nI
.'lO ,3©Io8 ^J’fleffiLLB^^anl
aflxIXoC .a .A od^ ©lea fiiooai oT
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January 2, 1929 (Con'd)
Cash, Dr. $150
Accounts Receivable, Cr. 150
To record initial payment received
from A. B. Collins
or;
Cash, Dr. 150
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 150
To record initial payment received
from A. B. Collins
On the first of each month when the monthly instalment
is paid, the entry would be as follows;
February 1, 1929, - etc.
Cash, Dr. 15
Accounts Receivable, Cr. 15
To record monthly payment received
from A. B. Collins
or;
Cash, Dr. 15
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15
To record monthly payment received
from A. B. Collins




Cost of Sales, Cr. 300
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Instalment Sales, Dr. $300
Cost of Instalment Sales, Or. 300
To close Cost of Instalment Sales
into Instalment Sales
Sales, or Instalment Sales, Dr. 300
Profit & Loss, Or. 300
To close profit on Instalment SeLLes
into Profit & Loss




1/2 Down pa3nnent (A) 150 :
2/1 Monthly payment :
(B) 15 :
Same entry as
above on March 1 ;
and each succeed- :
ing month to and :
including Dec. 1
(B) Total 150 :
Cr.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (or) INSTALM1):NT ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
1929 1929
1/2 Sale (C) 600 1/2 Down payment (a)
2/1 Eleven monthly
150
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.
aaoj c5 d-l^oT^ o;tni:
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XliiiJ'iiOi.'i iievaXS l\a






Dec. 31 Cost of Sales
(D) 300 Jan. 2 (C) 600
” 31 Gross profit
(E) 300
v600 v600
COST OF SALES (or) COST OF INSTAIiLiI^T SALES
T529
Dec. 31 Cost 300
1929
Dec. 31 To Sales (D) 300
PROFIT & LOSS
:i929
'Dec. 31 Gross Profit on
[ Instalment
: Sales (£) 300
-o-
The Balance Sheet would show an asset of Accounts
Receivable or Instalment Accounts Receivable amounting
to $285.00.
If the instalment sales of a company are few, it
might not be worth while to defer a part of the profit
on such sales, and the above method of recording such
sales and the profit thereon could well be used. In
complying with the Federal income taz regulations, how-
ever, it is desirable to defer a portion of the profit,
as will be explained in detail later.
(xxo) a^Xu,^
essi: 9261
: 30XbS lo deoO XS.oqQ
006 ( 0 ) .ABl: ooe (a)
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BoHiJcooA 1.0 Jovies njs viroris jjliiow d-eeria ©ofl^Xsa ©xlT
aniJiiJJOfnjs eldBVisoefi ad-m/coo^ ImsiLn'l esil lo ©IcfjsvloooH
.00.58S^
ji (WGl e^::s ^n^tiLioo £ lo ael^g ^neinljscfeni orlX iZ
GiiX lo I'laq J3 *TelG£> ©Xldw ©d ioa. d-rigl/n
i'OjjB ^nlb'X'ji/S'x lo bodd'em ©vccijs Gild Ona ,asixia ifoi/a iio
al .bei.u 6d Ildw t>luco nos’iesif lixozq ent bnn s©X©b
-vioil
I
n-iC 11 Llh^b'i x£d Gmconl Xjsiobsl eriX rid iw §nXv:Iqffioo
jdxlo‘ic[ eild jo ncid’xoq. c od olcfB^x XesJb ai dl',‘x©v©
.isdBX IxBr©/) iix I)enxBX^4Z& ©cf XXXw eb
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Some companies defer the profit for income tax
purposes hut in compiling statements for their own
use they compute profits as above described, setting
up adequate reserves to take care of any shrinkage.
METHOD B
January 2, 1929
Instalment Accounts Receivable, Dr.;{p600
Instalment Sales, Or. $600
To record instalment sale of piano to
A, B. Collins
Cash, Dr. 150
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 150
To record initial payment
Unrealized Profit on Instal. Sales 75
Profit Sc Loss, Cr. 75
To transfer to P & L the portion of




Instalment Accts. Rec., Cr. 15
To record monthly payment
Unrealized Profit on Instalment
Sales, Dr. 7.50
Profit Sc Loss, Cr. 7.50
To transfer to P &, L the portion of
the monthly payment which represents
profit
.
jCSj 3 nioc>i± tiol tilcaq ©rs 'xelafi eeiixeqxiioo ©as:
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.•^G ,aBoJ: A ^iloTl
Ic nclartoq 9.iJ J X c J TClaxiBl^ oT
EtoeeoTco'x drlffw JuoxiYBq ^Id^noia 9d&
. jmo'rq
Similar entries to the last two would be made
upon receiving each monthly payment:
December 31, 1929
Instalment Sales, Dr. ^300
Cost of Instalment Sales, Or.
To transfer to Instalment Sales
the cost of such sales.
Instalment Sales, Dr. 300
Deferred Profit on Instalment
Sales, Cr.
To bring onto the boohs the de-
ferred profit on instalment sales
for the year. Debits have been
made to this account as payments •
have been made.













Dec. 1 payments 165
300
300
oljeai 9cf Jbltow oft^ oaal ot aeii^a© nsXiniJta
:?nomxa(i ilofis -^nivieosT xioqxj
SSiti {IS locffiioosG
OOS:^ ,Tu ,aaIi>S XnairlsJenl
OOS .TfC ,a9XaS ?n^/i!L£jsu axil lo ^soO
ee [so i’/iaiiiXj3u4;flI ocf 'islenisiif oT
.asli-^ riojJB 'to ^800 srfxf
OOC .'Id ,80Ijq£ ^liSitrlaJanl
trainXji^ajiI xio Isi'ialeC
OCC .TcD {38XjaS
-ojb ©£j;t ejioocf ©xl.t oxtno sflXtcf oT
aoXaa Cnemial an! no ^ilonq bao:*!©!
xisati OYHil e^icfaa .uso^ oil^ tol
8^X101^'©^ EB «xh;ooo£ alri^ ocf ©bjaai
.sbafli nsecf evjsri
;3WoXIol Eij iseqqfi bX 'Cir 8?njJoocB *1831)81 ailT
lioilO












Jan. 2 Sale (A) 600 Jan. 2 Do\7n Payment (B) 150
Feb. 1 Monthly payments,




















Dec. 31 (D) 300
DEFERRED PROFIT ON INSTALMENT SALES
1929 1929
Jan. 2 Portion of profit Dec. 31 Deferred profit
in initial pay-
ment (F) 75.
on sales (E) 300
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Balance of account $142.50 representing profit on
instalment sale not taken up.
PROFIT & LOSS
;1929
jjan. 2. Portion of profit
* applicable to
j 1929 (F) 75.00|Feb. 2 Portion of profit
;
to of monthly pay-
•Dec. 1 ments applicable
:
to 1929 (G) 82.50
The balance of the account, Deferred Profits on
Instalment Sales, $142.50, would be shown on the lia-
bility side of the balance sheet as a deferred income
item. The profit from instalment sales taken into the
current profits would amount to $157.50.
The balance of the Instalment Accounts Receivable
account would appear in the Balance Sheet at $285.00,
the same as in Method A.
This method is conservative and at the same time
in keeping with the ruling of the Treasury Department
relative to collection of Federal in-come taxes. It
takes up the profit as received, thereby tending to
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Instalment Accounts Receivable, Dr. $ 600
Instalment Sales, Or. 600
To record sale of piano to A.B.Gollins
Cash, Dr. 150
Instalment Accts. Rec., Or, 150
To record initial payment
February 1, 1929
Cash, Dr. 15
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15






To record monthly payment
April 1, 1929
Cash, Dr. 15
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15
To record monthly payment
May 1, 1929
Cash, Dr. 15
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15
To record monthly payment
June 1, 1929
Cash, Dr. 15,
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15
To record monthly payment
July 1, 1929
Cash, Dr. 15
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15
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To record monthly payment
October 1, 1929
Cash, Dr. 15
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15
To record monthly payment
November 1, 1929
Cash, Dr. 15
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15
To record monthly payment
December 1, 1929
Cash, Dr. 15
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15
To record monthly payment
December 31, 1929
Instalment Sales, Dr. 300
Cost of Instalment Sales, Cr. 300
To close Cost of Instalment Sales
into Instalment Seiles
December 31, 1929
Instalment Sales, Dr. 300
Unrealized Profit on Instalment
Sales, Cr. 300
To close Unrealized Profit out of
Instalment Sales account
December 31, 1929
Unrealized Profit on Instalment Sales 15
Profit & Loss 15
To close into Profit & Loss the Un-
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The previous payments having returned







Jan. 2 (B) 150 :
Peb.l Eleven monthly :




Jan. 2. Sale (A) 600
Balance of Account $285
1929
Jan. 2 Down payment (B) 150
Feb.l Eleven monthly pay-










Jan. 2 (A) 600
600
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COST OF iNSTAu::arr sales
: 1929
• Dec. 31 Instalment Sales
(D) $300
UNREALIZED PROFIT ON INSTA]J.1EI'IT SALES
1929 1929








•Dec. 31 Profit realized
(F) 15
The balance of the Accounts Receivable account is
the same as before, $285, and appears on the balance
sheet as an asset.
The balance of the account Unrealized Profit on
Instalment Sales is $285, and appears on the balance
sheet as a deferred profit item on the liability side.
This method is used frequently in cases where the
goods sold depreciate very rapidly and would be worth
.C6
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little if* anything in the case of repossession. It is
also a desirable method to be used in the cases of
clothing sold on instalments, as for sanitary reasons
such eirticles cannot be repossessed.
METHOD D
January 2, 1929
Instalment Accounts Receivable, Dr. ^600
Instalment Seiles, Or. 600
To record sale of piano to A. B. Collins
Cash, Dr, 150
Instalment Accounts Reo., Cr. 150
To record initial payment
Unrealized Profit on Instalment Sales, Dr. 150
Profit & Loss 150
To take up initial payment as profit
February 1, 1929
Cash, Dr. 15
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15
To record monthly payment
(The same entry would be made upon the receipt of each
monthly payment)
Unrealized Profit on Instalment Sales, Dr. 15
Profit & Loss, Cr. 15
To take up monthly payment as profit
(The same entry would be made upon the receipt of each
monthly payment up to and including that of November 1,
at which time the profit (entire) on the sale will have
been taken up.)
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December 31, 1929
Instalment Sales, Dr. I 300
Cost of Instalment Sales, Cr. 300
To close cost of instalment sales
into instalment sales.
Instalment Sales, Dr. 300
Unrealized Profit on Instalment Sales
Cr. 300





Jan. 2 Down payment
(A) 150
Feb.l Eleven monthly




Jan. 2 Sale (C) 600 Jan,
2





Balance of account, $285
INSTALMENT SALES
1929 1929
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GOST OE INSTALMMT SALES
1929
Dec. 31 Cost of Instal.
Sales 300
1929
Dec. 31 To Instalment
Sales (D) 300
UNREALIZED PROFIT ON INSTAUIENT SALES
1929 1929
Jan. 2 Down payment Dec. 31 Unrealized Profit
(F) 150 (E) 300
Feb.l 10 monthly




Dec. 31 Down payment (F) 150
Feb. 1 10 monthly payments
to (G) 150
Nov. 1
The balance of the Instalment Accounts Receivable
account would be $285, as in the previous cases, and
would appear on the balance sheet as an asset. The en-
tire profit would be taken up during the first year and
would appear in the net income for the year.
This method is far from conservative and should
rarely if ever be used. There appears to be no advan-
tage to be gained in its use. It should never be used
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depreciation rate, so that the article will be worth
at least its cost value after the entire profit has
been taken up. The method is not recommended but is
simply shown as an illustration of how to handle the
transaction if for any reason it is desirable to take
up the entire profit before taking up the cost.
It would be desirable to maintain a perpetual
inventory of merchandise to be sold on instalments re
gardless of the method used for ascertaining profits.
Such an inventory would facilitate the determining of
the cost of instalment sales.
itf'iow Qcf Lixvf ^loiXrLS adX ^J3£i^ oa aol^^Bloercqeb
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THE REPOSSESSION PROBLEM
Suppose that after making eight of the monthly
payments Mr. Collins is unable to continue the in-
stalments and The Harmony Music Company is obliged
to repossess the piano. Suppose further that it
costs the company twenty-five dollars to recondition
the piano so that it can be resold. Under the laws
of some states the company will be allowed to keep
as rental money all payments made to the date of re-
possession. Under the laws of other states the com-
pany will have to return to the original purchaser
any excess over the original purchase price, in case
the payments made by the original purchaser plus the
money received from the resale exceeded the original
selling price plus the cost of reconditioning and
resale. Suppose the Harmony Music Company is able
to sell the reconditioned instrument on November 1,
1929, for $450 cash. There is a selling expense of
$15. involved in the resale. The procedure would be
as follows:




plus eight monthly pay-
ments of $15 each $270
Cash received from resale 450
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Brought forward $720 $600
Less:
Expense of reconditioning $25
Selling expense of resale 15
Net return from both sales
Additional profit from resale
680
§ 80
Assuming the Method B, described in the preceding
chapter, was used in accenting for the original sale
and that the sale was made in a state allowing the
seller to retain all payments, the entries on the books
of the seller would be as follows:
Repossessed Merchandise, Dr. 330
Instalment Accounts Rec., Or. 330
To bring onto the books repos-
sessed goods at the amount due
from purchaser
Reconditioning Expense, Dr. 25
Cash, Dr. 25
Expense of putting repossessed














Repossessed Merchandise, Cr. 330
To close into sales the value
of repossessed goods in order
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Profit & Loss, Or.
To close profit on the resale
into profit & loss
Unrealized Profit on Instalment
Sales, Dr. 165
Profit Sc Loss, Or. 165
To take up the balanae of un-
realized profit on the first
sale.
Profit Sc Loss, Dr. 40
Selling Expense, Or. 15
Reconditioning Expense, Or. 25
To close ei^ense of recondition-





Jan. 2 (A) 150 Oct. 15 Reconditioing
Feb. 1 8 monthly Expense (C) 25
to payments (B) •120 Nov. 1 Selling Exp.
Sept .1 (D) 15




Jan. 2 Sale (E) 600 Jan. 2 Down payment (A) 150
Feb. 1 8 monthly
to payments (B) 120
Sept.l
Oct. 3 Repossession (N) 330
600600
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Profit (G) 300 :
600
COST OF INSTALMENT SALES
1929 1929
Dec. 31 To Instalment








UNREALIZED PROFIT ON INSTAUylENT SALES
J 1929
Down payment • Dec. 31 (G)
(H) 75 • .
8 monthly pay- •
ments (I) 60 •
Repossession •
















! Nov. 1 To close into
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Oct. 15 (C) 25 ; Dec. 31 To profit loss
= • (P) 25
PROFIT & LOSS
1929




Dec. 31 Net Profit 380
4^0
1929
Jan. 2 Down Payment (H) 75
Feb. 1 6 monthly pay-
to ments (I) 60
Sept .1
Oct. 3 Repossession (J) 165
Dec. 31 From sales (L) 120
420
The Net Profit of ;^380 is total profit on the two
sales.
Assume that the sale was made in a state where the
law requires the return to the original purchaser ofany
net excess over the original selling price. The entries
would be as follows:
Repossessed Merchandise, Dr. 330
instalment Accounts Rec., Or. 330
To bring onto the books repos-
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Selling iSxpense, Dr. 15
Cash, Or, 15
Expense of making second sale
450
450





Repossessed Merchandise, Cr. 330
To close into sales the value of
repossessed goods in order to com-
pute the profit on the resale.
120
120
To close profit on the resale
into profit & loss
Sales, Dr.
Profit & Loss, Cr.
Unrealized Profit on Instalment
Sales, Dr. 165
Profit & Loss, Cr. 165
To take up the balance of unreal-
ized profit on the first sale
Profit & Loss, Dr. 40
Selling Expense, Cr. 15
Reconditioning Expense, Cr. 25
To close expense of recondition-




To establish on the books the
liability in favor of A. B.
Collins for the amount which
must be returned to him
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To record the cash payment to
Mr. Collins.





Jan. 2 (H) 150














Jan. 2 Down payment
(A) 150
Feb. 1 8 monthly
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COST OF INSTALLIEMT SALES
1929 • 1929
Dec. 31 Cost 300 * Dec. 31 Instalment
Sales (F) 300




Jan. 2 Down Payment (H) 75 • Dec. 31 (G)
Feb. 1 8 monthly »
to payments (I) 60
^
Sept.l •
Oct. 3 Repossession *






Nov. 1 Repossession Nov. 1 Resale (M) 450
(K) 330













Nov. 1 (C) 15
1929
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Oct. 15 (D) 25 * Dec. 31 To Profit Sc L (P) 25
A. B. COLLINS
.1929
*Nov. 3 Cash due (Q,) 80
PROFIT & LOSS
1929 1929
Nov. 3 Due A. B. Jan . 2 Down payment (H) 75
Collins (Q) 80 Feb. 1 8 monthly
Dec. 31 Reconditioning to payments (I) 60
(P) 25 Sept.l
Dec. 31 Selling Exp. Oct. 3 Repossession (J) 165
(0) 15 Dec. 31 From Sales (L) . 120
Dec . 31 Net Profit 300
The net profit $300 is the same as it would have
been had A. B. Collins continued his payments and com-
pleted the contract. Mr. Collins losses the difference
between what he has paid in, $270, and the amount re-
turned to him, $80, or $190.
In both of the preceding illustrations it has been
assiimed that The Harmony Music Company was able to resell
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order to dispose of it quickly they would ha've to . -
sell it again on the instalment plan. Assume that
the piano is sold on the same terms as when new; i.e.,
$150 at time of purchase and $15 per month for twenty
months
:
Calculation of the percentage of profit in the










Gross profit on resale
Therefore, 36. 3^^ of the do?na i>a3n]ient and of each
monthly payment is taken up as profit.
The entries up to the time of closing the books,
December 31, 1929, would appear as follows;
October 3, 1929
Repossessed Merchandise, Dr.
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr.
330
330






To bring onto books expense of
reconditioning
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Selling Expense, Dr. 15
Cash, Cr. 15
To bring onto books expense of
Resale
Instalment Accounts Rec., Dr. 450
Instalment Sales, Cr. 450
To record resale
Cash, Dr. 150
Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 150
To record down payment
Unrealized Profit on Instalment
Sales, Dr. 40
Profit (Sg Loss 40
To close into Profit & Loss





Instalment Accounts Rec., Cr. 15
Monthly payment
Unrealized Profit on Instalment
Sales, Dr. 4
Profit Sc, Loss, Cr. 4
To close into Profit & Loss profit
in monthly payment
Instalment Sales, Dr. 300
Cost of Instalment Sales, Cr. 300
To close into instalment sales
cost of original sale.
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December 31, 1929
Instalment Sales, Dr. 330
Repossessed Merchandise, Or. 330
To close into instalment sales
the value of repossessed goods
Instalment Sales, Dr. 420
. Unrealized Profit on Insteil-
ment Sales, Or. 420
To close into instalment sales
the unrealized profit on sales
Unrealized Profit on Instalment
Sales, Dr. 165
Profit & Loss, Or. 165
To take up balance of unrealized
profit on first seile.
Profit & Loss, Dr.
Reconditioning Expense, Cr
Selling Expense, Cr.







Jan. 2 Original down
payment (A) 150
Feb. 1 8 monthly pay-
to ments (B) 120
Sept. 1
Nov. 1 Down payment
on resale (q) 150
Dec. 1 Monthly pay-
ment (R) 15
1929
Oct. 5 Reconditioning Exp.
(C) 25
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Jan. 2 Original Sale Jan. 2 Down payment
(E) 600 Original (A) 150







Nov, 1 Down payment
on resale (Q) 150




Dec. 31 Cost of Inst. Jan. 2 Original Sale
Sales (F) 300 • (E) 600









COST OF INSTALMENT SALES
300
1929
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UNREALIZED PROFIT ON INSTALMENT SALES
1929
Jan. 2 Down Payment (H) 75
Feb. 1 8 monthly
to payments (I) 60
Sept.l
Oct. 3 Repossession
to P & L (J) 165
Nov. 1 Profit in
Down payment
(T) 40






Dec. 31 Original Sale
(G) 300
Dec. 31 Resale 120
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Dec. 31 Selling Exp. Jan. 2 Down payment
(0) 15 (H) 75
Dec. 31 Recondition- Feb. 1 8 monthly pay-






Nov. 1 Down payment
on resale (T) 40^
Deo. 31 Profit in Dec.
payment (U) 4
At the time of the repossession, the balance of
the unrealized profit on the original sale is taken
up and the unrealized profit on the resale is brought
onto the books.
If the sale was made in a state requiring the
return of the excess profit received, the fallowing
additional entries would be made.
80
80
To establish the liability of the
amount to be returned to lir.
Collins
Profit 8c Loss, Dr.
A. B, Collins, Or.
80
80
To record return of money to
A. B. Collins
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COLLECTIONS & RESERVES
Experience shows that the smaller the down
payment or the longer the credit the greater the
percentage of repossessions and losses. In other
words, the more the purchaser stands to lose the
greater his attempt to meet the maturing payments.
The majority, if not all, of the legitimate
instalment houses dislike to repossess merchandise
except as a last resort. Repossession means not
only the expense of reconditioning and resale but
also the possibility of the loss of good will of
customers. Because of the loss which he sustains
the purchaser is likely to become bitter, not only
against the seller, but against the whole system
of instalment payments.
It is obvious then that dealers merchandising
in this way must maintain an efficient collection
department. Methods of collection of this type of
receivables do not differ materially from methods
used to collect any outstanding accounts. However,
the various states differ in their laws regarding
conditional sales and it is therefore necessary for
the collection department to be thoroughly conver-
sant with such laws in the states in which the firm
is selling merchandise on instalments. Failure to
-83-
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be informed regarding these laws may result in losses
because of inability to legally repossess the goods.
Credit depends upon two factors, the ability
eind willingness of the debtor to pay. It seems that
the majority of people are honest which means that
they are willing to pay, but sometimes the ability
is lacking which, of course, makes a poor credit risk.
But the few who are dishonest, lack the v/illingness
to pay, undoubtedly cause the collection department
the greatest amount of trouble.
During the era of rapidly mounting volume of in-
stalment selling the actual losses of the sellers
appear to be surprisingly low. This is probably due
to the ability to repossess the goods in the majority
of cases, together with the high rate of gross pro-
fits which means that a comparatively few payments
will return the cost price of the goods, so that the
majority of the loss is really only the loss of po-
tential profits. Losses on retail instalment sales
seem to fall between one-half of one percent and five
per cent of the selling price of the goods. One
furniture house doing almost exclusively an instal-
ment business with about twenty thousand active in-
stalment accounts, reports that approximately five
per cent of their sales prove bad which means an
actual loss to them of about two per cent.
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They further report that about ninety percent of
their sales which prove uncollect ilie go bad very soon
after the purchase. As the purchaser increases the
amount he has paid in, thereby increasing his loss in
case of default, the greater effort he makes to meet
the payments. This particular firm has a mark-up of
100^ or more on all merchandise and in addition
charges six percent interest on unpaid balances. It
therefore appears that the down payment plus a com-
paratively few weekly or monthly payments will pro-
bably return them their cost.
The method of providing for the probable loss
on bad accounts is the same as for providing for
probable bad debts if selling on the open account
plan. An adequate reserve is established to take
care of these losses. The amount of the reserve will
depend upon the nature of the business eind the exper-
ience of that and similar businesses. The entry for
establishing this reserve would be as follows:
Loss on Bad Debts, Dr.
Reserve for Loss on Instalments Sales, Cr.
The Loss on Bad Debts account would be closed
into Profit & Loss
Profit & Loss, Dr.
Loss on Bad Debts, Cr.
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When any of the accounts prove uncollectible,
the following entry will be made.
Reserve for Loss on Instalment Sales, Dr.
Instalment Accounts Receivable, Or.
Instalment accounts receivable, of course, Tary
a great deal in their maturity, a portion falling
due each month. It seems advisable, therefore, in
preparing a balance sheet to show the instalment ac-
counts receivable classified according to their
maturity.
For example:
Due in 30 days
Due in from 30 to 60 days
Due in from 60 to 90 days
Not due until after 90 days
In establishing reserves for losses on these
receivables, it is well to apply different rates to
the different maturities. The rates for the re-
serves would, of course, depend upon the experience
of the particular company.
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-91 edit 10^ aolBi ©ilT .aaid^liJjJjon dnoiallll) add
J^
oonelieqpc© sdd xioqi/ bneqeb ^eaujoo Ito tllwow aeviaa








Form for Instalment Accounts Ledger
/id^x)oJ zjauotjojs, ia&siL&izal lol ia^oU
FEDERAL INCOME TAX PROVISIONS REGARDING THE RETURIJ
OF PROFIT FROM INSTALMENT SALES
Section 44 of The Revenue of 1928, approved
8 a.m.
,
May 29, 1928, by President Coolidge, reads
as follows :
.
(A) Dealers in Personal Property. Under regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of
the Secretary, a person who regularly sells or other-
wise disposes of personal property on the instalment
plan may return as income therefrom in any teixable
year that proportion of the instalment payments ac-
tually received in that year which the gross profit
realized or to be realized when payment is conpleted,
bears to the total contract price.
(B) Sales of Realty and Casual Sales of Personalty.
In the case (1) of a casual sale or other casual
disposition of personal property (other than property
of a kind which would properly be included in the
inventory of the taxpayer (other than property of a
kind which would properly be included in the inven-
tory of the taxpayer if on hand at the close of the
taxable year), for a price exceeding $1,000, or(2)
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in either case the initial payments do not exceed 40
per centum of the selling price, the income may,
under regulations prescribed by the Corainissionery
with the approval of the Secretary, be returned on
the basis and in the manner above prescribed in this
section. As used in this section the term "initial
payments” means the payments received in cash or
property other than evidences of indebtedness of the
purchaser during the taxable period in which the
sale or other disposition is made.
(C) Change from Accrual to Instalment Basis. If a
taxpayer entitled to the benefits of subsection (A)
elects for any taxable year to report his net in-
come on the instalment basis, then in computing his
income for the year of change or any subsequent
year, amounts actually received during any such year
on account of sales or other dispositions of proper-
ty made in any prior year shall not be excluded.
(D) Gain or Loss upon Disposition of Instalment
Obligations. If an instalment obligation is satis-
fied at other than its face value or distributed,
transmitted, sold, or otherwise disposed of, gain
or loss shall result to the extent of the difference
between the basis of the obligation and (1) in the
case of satisfaction at other than face value or a
0^ i)9eox© ^oa ob Xsid-ixii ©di* esBO asd^io njt
sMooni Qd^ ^soxig villas' ©iW’ lo mutaeo T©q
^lerroJtBSlrmoO ©il^ '^cf ij^cflioeo^q sxtoiJsi1/36*1 lebau
ao iM^nr:ute*i ©d ,-\:<xe^9io©£ ed^ lo iBVoiqqs ©d^ d^iw
I
Biil? rri J&odiioaenq orodn lectajEjar ©di /lA baa aissc' ©rid-
ene^ aol&oes ahi^ al beeu eA .nol^oea
*10 dafiO nl bevleoQz ad'nexsxdq sxjU’ axueeai ”s^aaflr{6q
ed^ lo £80iiiJ6^d8f)nA lo eeonedlv© aedt rrod^o Y!^"i0<IOTq
f
©il^ doiilw ill jboii:eq oXcfBXiB^ arl^ ^alzub lo&ado'rx/q
,©i!)6ia al floi^lBoqal^ red^o 10 eLea
B II .elsfiS IfioiaXjBCfsuI oif jCxji.TCOOA ffio*!! ©jjXifidO ( 0 )
(A) nol^oeatfi/e lo slilsnoc edt oalJid’u© is’^sqxfi^
-fEi den eld c^ioqei us©^ »Id6X®^ \iie 'lol e^o©Xa
aid 3fllwjjqxQ00 nl nodd ,ale^ jrnociladajai edd no oiuoo
Jnsifpeedne vfls *10. e^nndo lo
-ibqx lol aaioonl
laeY don a xdB sni’xud deTiaoei "^IlBiido© elfliroinn ,'I60'^
-leqoiq lo anoldlaoqsxl) ladlo 10 aelns lo dnnooojs no
.f>«bi;Iox6 od ion XlndE loi^q XAB at ebam x^
i'no/nXejanl lo fxollleoqaia noqn eeoJ 10 nlfiD (d)
-aliTiije ai fiolinsllcfo In&ialsi^enl n© II .enoli^nslIdO
tlieJudlTdald lo ©x/Ijav ©onl aJl nndl lodio i”© ball
nla^ ,lo beaoqalb oalwiedio ic »bIoa ^bodiliaeneii’
©onsTolllb ©di lo inoixe ©dJi od ^Xnaei XX©da aeoX xo
©rii nl (X) bn© nolii’©3iXdo oiii' lo alasd adi" neew^ad
© 10 anlflv 0O©1 n©di“ xoddo 1© nolioBleli^na lo ©8©o
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sale or exchange, the amount realized or, (2) in
case of a distribution, transmission, or disposition
otherwise than by sale or exchange - the fair market
vaG-ue of the obligation at the time of such distri-
bution, transmission, or disposition. The basis of
the obligation shaLLl be the excess of the face value
of the obligation over an amount equal to the income
which would be returnable were the obligation satis-
fied in full.
Article 351 of Income Tax Regulation Number 74
reads as follows;
Sale of Personal Property on Installment plan. —
Dealers in personal property ordinarily sell either
for cash or on the personal credit of the purchaser
or on the installment plan. Dealers who sell on the
installment plan usually adopt one of four ways of
protecting themselves in case of default:
(a) By an agreement that title is to remain
in the vendor until the purchaser has
completely performed his part of the
transaction;
(b) By a form of contract in which title
is conveyed to the purchaser immedi-
ately, but subject to a lien for the
unpaid portion of the purchase price;
(c) By a present transfer of title to the
purchaser, who at the same time exe-
cutes a reconveyance in the form of a
chattel mortgage to the vendor; or
nl (S) «no ^XDJom » ogaeifoxo *10 slsa
aolifleoqeib 'zo ,aotLSlisasiBii ^noi^udli^aib jb lo ©sbo
iesI'LSiff nisi sdit - s^fLeilox© no oXbs \;d lusd^ aaiwnsd^o
i
-In^slb tfoL^a lo scUt sd^ &b noi^aslldo ©il^ lo euLsy
Ic atasd ©xIT .jaoi^i8oq[aiJ!> no’ ,£roiefiXja&iUEin^ ^aoi*^J6
eulsv eosl t,dt lo eeeoxo odJ ed llsda nolt^lldo ©il^
diiiooiii 0d^ cj Istipe itm/oins no nsyo noiassilcfo ©rit lo
~sl&s3 aoli’tssXldo ©dJ ©new ©Idflnni/Jen ad bjjjow xloldw
w .IIi/l nl Sail
nedrjjH noii^sSsj^efl xsT e.aoo/Jl lo lUC sloitiA
:evcSlol as absen
--
.CLfilq J^nQgil LftisnT no ^i^naqon^I Xsnoene^ lo elsQ
noditle Ilea '^dnoqonq Icnoeneq nl aneJjjeQ
nessdonuq edt lo ilbono Isitoaneq edd" ao no lieoo nol
edd no lies od\. anelsaa .nalq tnixanllsdeni ©dd no no
Ic a\ast liJol lo Q£L0 dqoba '^XlBi/ajj neXq )a<jsUiJjaiaa.i
liXuBleb lo ssBo nl SQvXoEinedJ anXdosi’onq
aliicien od aX oLXli iaoss&sTQB na is)
ad£L nscadoujq odi Xlirm notn©T add oX
adcr lo SiEq sXd ij©xin:olndq xXsdeiqicoo
lB.Ot^OSBZlBnX
oL^iS riolriw ill JOBnuflco lo amcl s xQ id)
-ibef2r,il nasedou/q aiU*' ol jba'\c©vnco eX
©d^ nol aslS. b oi ^vd ^xXeis
;©oXnq ©aadoni/q edx Ic liol^ncq
add cd aXdid lo nelcnand dneeenq a ica (0)
-eaL© 02114 ojcaa edd Is odx ^nossiionuq
fi lo nrxoi add nl ©ons'^aviicoen b e©Jiro
no incbnev and od 0 n^Xnom XaddBilo
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(d) By conveyance to a trustee pending
performance of the contract and sub-
ject to its provisions.
The general purpose and effect being the same in
all of these cases, the same rule is uniformly applic-
able. The rule prescribed is that a person who regu-
larly sells or otherwise disposes of personal property
on the instalment plan, whether or not title remains
in the vendor until the property is fully paid for,
may return as income therefrom in any teixable year
that proportion of the instalment payments actually
received in that year which the total or gross profit
(that is, sales less cost of goods sold) realized or
to be realized when the property is paid, for, bears
to the total contract price. Thus the income of a
dealer in personal property on the instalment plan
may be ascertained by taking as income that proportion
of the total payments received in the teixable year
from instalment sales (such payments being allocated
to the year against the sales of which they apply)
,
which the total or gross profit realized or to be
realized on the total instalment sales made during
each year bears to the total contract price of all
such sales made during that respective year. No pay-
ments received in the taxable year shall be included
in computing the amount of income to be returned on
auj:f)n^i»q: n o;^ sonBYQvnoo xQ ( 6 )
-<Ju8 JE>njs ;^ofirLd-jioo Brid" lo oonusnolioq ,
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-oilqqB xionolimJ aj: oXn*i ©aiBe &di lao^uo oaodd lo IIb
orlw Q08i9q a dBild’ si SscflToaonq olu^i ©xfT .sXdB
Y^'ie^oiq iB/ioe'iQq lo aeaoqaXf) 08iwi©n;ro *10 aXXee xX-iaX
aalinsieT. aXdxd d-oc, 10 ‘laiiJoiiw ^n^Xq' d-noialfl;^©!!! arid- no
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Xilciq aeoia '^o XbjoX xloXiiw -ibsy XbiI^ nX f>©vX©09i
10 fcosiXs©^ (JE>Xoe 3BG03 lo Xaoo ae©! aeJjje ,aX dBdX)
aiSQd tiol JbXBq aX yX‘I9<IO^<3[ besXXBsrc ©d oX
b lo ©fltojaX ©dd ajJiiT .©oi-iq dOB'idcoo Xfldod ©dd od
fLsXq drtQ^iiXBdaxiX ©xld ao ^d'leqoiq.Xsnoaiaq aX TOXesfi
xioid'ioqo'iq djsild emooal zb ^nXslBd Tjcf banXad'isoaB ©d
'laex eldBTBd ©ad ai bevisoai sdaoiii^Bq Isdod ©lid lo
f)edB©cIXB gflled adasuniBq rlouz) zbLbz daaitdiBdani moil
t
(\XqqB \©iid rfoXiiw lo aoXea odd deaiBSB iboy ©dd od
©d od 10 hesJilB&'i dXloiq caoi3 10 XBdod ©dd doXdw
3iiiiifX» ©Xijoi 33lBa daciaXBdanX Xadod odd ao f)9SiXB9i
XXfl lo eoXiq dOBidaoo iBdod ©dd od aifl©d ibo'^c doa©
-'£Bq od .xooi£ ©vXdoeqeai dadd ^nXii/fc oI>Bfli aalea doaa
bebsslonl ©d XXsda ib9 \: ©XdBXBd ©dd nX f>©vX©o©i edxiexn
ao Loaiadei ©d od omocaX lo dxuioiaB ©dd aaXdaqmoo nX
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the ground that they were received under a sale the
total profit from which was returned as income during
a taxable year or years prior to the change by the tax-
payer to the instalment basis of returning income. But
in the case of any taxpayer who, by an original return
made prior to February 26, 1926, changed the method of
reporting his net income for the taxable year 1924 or
any prior taxable year to the instalment basis, - see
Section 705. Deductible items are not to be allocat-
ed to the years in which the profits from the sales
of a particular year are to be returned as income, but
must be deducted for the taxable year in which the
items are paid or incurred or paid or accrued, as pro-
vided by Sections 43 and 48. A dealer who desires to
compute his income on the instalment basis shall main-
tain books of account in such a manner as to enable
an accurate computation to be made on such basis in ac-
cordance with the provisions of this article.
In the case of a casual sale or other casual dis-
position of personal property of a kind which would
properly be included in the inventory of the taxpayer
if on hand at the close of the taxable year, for a
price exceeding $1,000, income may be returned on the
inst€Llment basis provided the payments received in
cash or property other than evidences of indebtedness
of the purchaser during the taxable year* in which the
srf;f 9l6a a ^abasj borldoei aisw tarff ^tmrois aiTJ
oaooal ea Jben'w^et e-aw rioJtflw moit d-ilo^xq 1b&o&
-XB^ e£i& B^nado ad^ tco iaq euae^ to tjs^^ elcfjQXB^ b
^aS. .©xacoiijt ^ia^u;fG-i lo axe-scf ^neinlB^aa Jt eri;f oi’ Te^J^q
n^u/^Bi na x<^ tOdw T£aB,^1o- ©ajso 9x1^ ni
lo vbod^om ed^ Jb03n£jdo ,dSei ,as YTBiJTdo’5 o& vcoi-iq ebam
TO ^‘S€I IJ3&X Gldaxa^ 9rf^ Tol Qtaooal Jen elrf ^iri^ToqeT
083 - *ai3Bcf ^nonilBd'afix ©d^ "xseY aldaxBi^ ToiTq
-JbooIIb od od oon btb aaiod’i elcfli’OJjfioQ .SOV floltooB
aelBtx edJ- xnoTl a^iloTQ od^ doiriw at 3%Bex oxtf od f>8
iiSQ ,0X30 Dili SB dSXITXftOT 9d od eTB *XB8'^ TXtll/OId’TBq B lO
Qd& doldw ni T88''i oldBXfl^ edd" toI dsifoudei^ od d-ex/in
-OTq SB tboiXTOOB TO £)iB<i TO doTTBonJt TO dijsq 0TS aiasd’J:
od' aoTlaal) odw nelBeb k ,8^ baa SJ^ snoidooS dadJtv
-nlam Xloda alaad d’noxaXBdaal edt ao omoonl aid odi/qinoo
oXcfBxi© od SB -lenaBiii jb dox/e xil dxLx/oooB lo adood atat
-OB lit stead liosjs ao abaiii ed ot aot^atuqmoo ©dBTBOos nxs
.oXoxdTB Qtdd Ic actolaxroTq ©xld ddlw eonaJaTco
-elf) Xbusbo Tsddo to else lijifsBo b lo eeeo odd" nl
ftXwOw doldw 6ald b lo '^^dToqoTq XanoaToq lo xjold'laoq
T9i£BqXBd odd lo >cTodiiovBl Qiit at bebuloat sd" xta^qo-xq
B Tol i'tasx oldaxtit oxld lo oaoXo add- da J&xtad ao 11
edd ao bQaind&'i ©d ybci aaiooat tOOO.Xf 3dlI)e9oxo ©olTq
nl dorisoaT adnofir^Bq add beblvoaq aleod dnoinlcdeixl
eaafldeddaXnl lo osonodlv© narid Toddo Y^TsqoTq to dajao
Qxld doldw al-TB©Y sXdBxad add gxilTs/f) TosjsdoTxxq ©dd lo
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sale or other disposition is made do not exceed 40 per
cent of the selling price.
If for any reason the purchaser defaults in any
of his payments, and the vendor returning income on
the instalment basis, repossesses the property, the
entire amount received on instalment payments and re-
tained by the vendor, less the sura of the profits
previously returned as income and an amount represen-
ting proper allowance for damage and use, if any, will
be income of the vendor for the year in which the pro-
perty is repossessed and the property repossessed must
be carried on the books of the vendor at its original
cost, less proper allowance for damage and use, if any.
If the vendor chooses as a matter of consistent
practice to return the income from instalment sales on
the straight accrual or cash receipts and disburse-
ments basis, such a course is permissible.
If an instalment obligation is satisfied, or
otherwise disposed of, gain or loss may result there-
from and must be determined in accordance with Section
44 (d) and Article 355.
Article 351 gives the taxpayer the choice of one
of two methods of reporting income from the type of
instalment sales. Under the first method it is neces-
sary to keep a separate record of the instalment pay-
ments on account of instalment sales effected in each
se V
iQq 0^ bodOTZQ ^oa 06 ebBSi zi mii tzoqztb -lerfjfo *10 elBs
. 90 i*iq snlllea ©riJ lo ;fn©o
Xnj^ al ©d'ljj©l©i) -iscBilo^rq ©il^ noafisri xns lol II
no 31110on i ^nrxi'u/i^Q'i loijiiev oxl^ fan© , ndufi^sq eld lo
difsf t’ilTeqoiq ©rf? 8©e 3 ®8Soq©i , 8 i3©cf ^£i©iaJjB;^8 ai ©j14
^
“©•I bii£ stusuTioo In&jnXB^eiil no Iiavlso©*! tnuontfi OTld’c©.
s^ilonq ©ritf lo mue &iil ee&l .rroimev ©rf^ xd beniBl
-noianqQi dnucinst n© &ns amooni 2 jb beniiid’dn Ttlcuoivanq
IIlK 11 ^easj b£XB e^Bsr^b nol ©onaTroIlB naqonq,
-onq sdJ riolilw nl ‘caa^ 'lobnav arfJ "to amooni &cf
leum b&eeeeaoqa^ X^naqonq odd- bm Jbeaeaaaoqan el xd'Teq
Ifiiil3l*io atl djs lobner edd to edood artt ao beirtTeo ad
.-^nja *981/ boB a^smBb 101 eonawoIlB naqonq eeel ,l800
tfls^eianco lo nsllac a a© eeaooilo nobaev aiti II
no 83. 88 InafiiXslanl ffionl aitroonl odd unsde’z od ocldoBiq
-Qe’SJjtSalb bna alqlooen risflo 10 Lbsj'ioob 3 adt
.eldleeitircaq el oz'nroo b Aoua ^^i^Bd edaea
no .bei'letdee al noi^sslldc ^nacLro^sni ob II
-anarfit Jliiaan se.oX no nlaa tic besoqeib ©Elwnad^o
nol^’ooS do^iw aoiujbnooofi nx bafllamalab od deuai bus asonl
.ees ©lollnA bns (b)
ano lo aoloiio oiil %exiiq;x3d odd eovla I<5S ©XollnA
lo ond" sscil ©mooiii snld'ioqan lo aborilaia owd lo
-eeoan el d"! boddem lenil oiid- nobnU .eolse dnexulsd-anl
-XJ8q dnaaiXs^eal axil to onooon ©dsnsqos s qoaal od xr^ae
done al bedootte aalse d-notriXsdeiil lo Insooos no adt^m
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year. The dealer should then be able to tell the total
amounts received in 1929 on account of instalment
sales effected in 1928, 1927, 1926, etc. He will then
return as gross profit the proportion of the instal-
ments received on account of instalment sales effected
in each year which the gross profit to be realized on
the sales made during such year bears to the gross
instalment sales made during that year.
To illustrate; A dealer has always reported on
the instalment basis. The dealer during 1927 marks
his goods at a price which yields a gross profit of
30 per cent on the selling price. In 1928 the gross
profit to be realized on instalment sales is 40 per
cent of the selling price. In 1929 the goods are
marked to yield a gross profit of 20 per cent on the
selling price. During 1929 the dealer makes the fol-
lowing cash collections on account of sales effected
in the years indicated; 1927, $50,000; 1928, $200,000;
1929, $400,000. Under the first method the gross pro-
fit would be computed as follows;
Ifitoi- 9ri^ Xl9^ ©IcfB ecf usild’ JoXi/orfa nelBob eriT .xoox
d’iismlijd'ani lo J’lmoooa no 6S6i al fieviooei ai^rujoaifi
nerfd- Iliw ©H . 0^9 ,aseX ^V*GX.\3SeX al £>©^ooll© aeXae
-Xja^anx lo aoXJ’ioqonq edi ^Itoaq^ ason^ aa HTui's*!
f)e^ooHs EdXjsa i’nsfliXtid'enJt lo ^xmooofl no iiQTieooa zlaem
no JbeailXfid*! ed ^ilo'xq 8eo*i8 8i^^ doldw uasx dO£e al.
380*13 e*U30d •xsa'^ dons sniinf) aftfijn saXae add*
^jsd^ snlinJb aJ&jain eaXas d-namXe^ snl
no Le^'ioqe'i sy^wIb and naXBof) A ted'jB'id'anXXl oT
aA’iJSz ”2GX snxu/Jb nalaafe adT .aXend laetiilB^fanl adJ
lo d-Ilo-sq saotcs b aJbXaiY doidw aoiiq a cfa 8^003 eld
aaoTS sd^ 6Sex nl .aoinq aniXXaa add- no d-nso taq 06
laq 0^ al aaXaa drtafliXfid-anl no ^eslXoa^: ed od dlTtoiq
ana a£)oos add GSGX nl *oolTq dneo
and no dnao noq OS lo dllonq esona a i^XilTj od heAama
-Xol add aeiiBin nalBel) add GSGX anim/C .©oinq anlXXsB
Jbadoolla aaXaa Ic dnnoooa nc anoldooXXoo dano sniwol
jOOOtOOS^ ,8aGX jOOOiOe^ ,vsex :XedaolMl aoBBX ©dd nl
-onq aeons add" ix)ddac: danll add nadnU .000,00^$ ,GSGX
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If books have been so kept that the cost of each
article sold was not shown, gross profit may be de-
termined by taking the average percentage of gross
profit on gross sales. If several different lines of
merchandise are handled, on which the average per-
centages of profit differ, the gross profit on the
sales of each different class of merchandise should
be computed separately. (0. D. 23)
A taxpayer doing business on both a cash and
instalment basis^, should report profits on the in-
stalment sales as outlined in Article 351, above.
The cash sales, each of which represents a completed
and closed transaction, should be reported separately,
that is, the entire profit derived from every cash
sale must be reported as income in the return for
the year in which the sale was made. (O.D. 23)
The Instalment plan basis is not limited to
sellers of chattels as distinguished from sellers of
other forms of personal property, such as corporate
stock. (S. 1353; O.D. 134)
Expenses. — A taxpayer employing the accrual
method of accounting but returning income from instal-
ment sales on. the instalment sales method, is en-
titled to deduct from the income of any taxable year
all of the expenses, allowances and losses which were
paid or incurred, or paid or accrued in the taxable
year. (Appeal of Blum’s Inc., 7 B.T.A. 737.)
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Refunded payments. — The instalment payments re-
ceived and refunded by the taxpayer in the same year
should be excluded from -the total instalment payments
received before computing the proportion thereof to




Sales made and cancelled in the same year on
account of default in payments: — Gross sales should
ce reduced by the total contract price of the can-
celled sales. All payments made and forfeited by pur-
chasers should be included, in their entirety, in
gross income, though not in gross or net sales upon
which the percentage of gross profit on all other
sales of the year will be computed. In order that
the taxpayer may have advantage of the deduction, in.
the year of repossession, of the full amount of the
loss sustained, if any, through damage and use of mer-
chandise while in the hands of the purchaser, the
difference between the value at which such merchan-
dise was included in the opening inventory, or the
cost of the merchandise, according to whether it was
on hand at the beginning of the year or was purchased
during the year, and its value when repossessed,
should be deducted from the cost of goods sold and
taken as a separate loss deduction from gross income.
-e^i a^neiavsq JneELls^acl Oiff — .ed’neflnjsq Jbefinulsfi
1£5©Y OSI38 fli leXfiqx^;?^ QilJ £>9JE>rujl8i bns i)9Vl80
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Sales cancelled, on account of default in pay-
ments, in a year subsequent to the year or years in
which made: — No deduction in the gross sales of
the year should be made. All payments made and for-
feited by the purchaser, in the year in which the
sale is cancelled, should be included, in their en-
tirety, in gross income for that year, thought not
in gross or net sales upon which the percentage of
profit on sales for the year will be ccmputed. Pay-
ments made in prior years should not be taken into
account in computing gross income for the year in
which the sale was cancelled. The repossessed mer-
chandise should be included in purchases at cost,
less proper allowance for damage and use, if any, or
at cost, less any part thereof previously recovered
through payments made by the purchasers, in prior
years, and not returned as income, whichever is
lower. V/hen the cost, less allowance for damage and
use, is less than cost, less any part thereof pre-
viously recovered, the difference should be taken as
a loss deduction from gross income of the year of re-
possession.
The cost of repossessed merchandise should be
determined by applying to the contract price (selling
price to defaulted purchaser) that percentage rate
(.^6V ,.A.*r.a I.oxil .e’niJia lo XB©qqA
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which is complementary to the percentage rate of profit
for the year in which the sale was made. For example,
if the rate of profit is 40^ of the contract price,
then 60fo thereof must represent the cost of the. article
(Appeal of Blum^s, Inc., 7 B.T.A. 737.)
Change from accrual me thod to instalment sales
method of returning income. — Section 44 (c) of the
1928 Act specifically provides that, if a taxpayer
changes to the instalment basis, then in computing his
income for the year of change or any subsequent year,
amounts actually received during any such yeeu? on ac-
count of sales or other dispositions of property made
in prior years shall not be excluded.
The reason for this provision is that during the
period of transition from the accrual to the instalment
sales method the inccme would be considerably distorted
The rule in question has been adopted to overcome this
distortion of income during the first few years after
the change from the accrual to the instalment sales
method.
Meaning of "casual". — The ordinary significa-
tion of the word "casual" is something v/hich comes
without regularity, and is occasional and incidental.
Its meaning may be more clearly understood by refer-
ence to its antonyms, which are "regular," "systema-
tic," "periodic," and "certain." Therefore, a sale
.36
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made by a regular dealer in the ocsnmodity and in the
usual course of his trade or business is not a casual
sale in spite of the fact that the terms on which the
sale was made might have been unusual in that partic-
ular business. Furthermore, if the taxpayer is not
regularly engaged in selling personal property on the
instalment plan, he could not report the profit in
question upon the instalment plan basis as laid down
in Article 351. (G.C.M. 1162.)
Article 353 of Income Tax Regulation number 74,
referring to sale of real property on instalment
plan, reads as follows:
Sale of real property on instalment plan. — In
treinsactions included in class (1) in Article 352,
the vendor may return as income from such transac-
tions in any taxable year that proportion of the in-
stalment payments actually received in that year
which the total profit realized or to be realized
when the property is paid for bears to the total
contract price.
If for any reason the purchaser defaults in any
of his payments, and the vendor returning inccme on
the instalment basis repossesses the property, the
entire amount received on instalment payments and
retained by the vendor, less the sum of the profits
tIB
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previously returned as income and an amount represent-
ing proper adjustment for exhaustion, wear and tear,
obsolescence, amortization, and depletion of the pro-
perty while in the hands of the purchaser, will be in-
come of the vendor for the year in which the property
is repossessed, and the basis of the property in the
hands of the vendor will be the original basis at the
time of the instalment sale.
If the vendor chooses as a matter of consistent
practice to return the income from instalment sales
on the straight accrual or cash receipts and disburse-
ments basis, such a course is permissible, and the
sales will be treated as deferred payment sales not
on the instalment plan.
In order to have an instalment sale under the
Articles 35£ and 353, above, it is only necessary that
the ’’initial payment” (cash or property received dur-
ing the taxable period in which the sale is made,
excluding mortgages whether new or assumed by the
vendee, but without deducting commissions or other
selling expenses of the vendor) be not more than 40
per cent of the selling price (cash, or other property
and mortgages, new or assumed.). The question of
whether the obligations of the vendee have a fair mar-
ket value is not material in determining whether there
is an instalment saleV nor does it make any difference
,001
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whether or not the deferred payments are numsrous and
spread over a long term of years. Thus
,
there is an
instalment sale where A sells property in 19S9 for
$100,000, receiving $40,000 in cash in that year, the
balance being covered by a mortgage payable in 1930.
The regulations make it clear that, in arriving
at the part of each payment which is to be returned
as income, mortgages assumed by the vendee are deduc-
ted from the "selling price" to arrive at the "total
contract price." Thus, if A sells for $100,000 a
piece of property which cost him $50,000, the vendee
paying $25,000 in cash, assuming a mortage of $40,000,
and giving a new mortgage for $35,000, the "selling
price" is $100,000, but the "total contract price"
is only $60,000, and this is all that A will receive,
since he is in reality selling only his equity. In
order that his entire profit of $50,000 will have
been reported by the time he has collected the $60,-
000, he must return as income 50,000/60,000 or 5/6
of each payment received.
In the illustrations following are given four
typical cases, showing the determination of the in-
come in each:
£>nB a;JOiarjjri s'ln 3d-n©iif^Bq[ bO'x'XQlB') sxW ton oo isrl^arlw
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Cost to vendor —
Case Case Case Case
1 2 3 4










Total Cost 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000























Total Selling Price 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000
Total profit 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000
Contract price 85,000 100,000 70,000 100,000
Portion of each pay-
ment included in as
income 60/85 60/100 60/70 60/100
Explanation of the preceding four cases;
Case 1 — Fifteen thousand dollars, representing mort-
gages assumed by the vendee, is deducted from the total
selling price ($100, 000) to earrive at the contract price
which is $85,000. Since the total profit is $60,000,
and the vendor will collect $85,000, 60/85 of each pay-
ment collected will be income.
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Case 2 — Here the contract price is the same as
the purchase price, no existing mortgages being
assumed by the vendee, and since the vendor will
collect |100,000 of which $60,000 will represent
profit, 60/100 of each payment will be income.
Case 5 — The $30,000 borrowed by the vendor on
the property does not, of course, affect his orig-
inal cost of $40,000, but since this mortgage is
assumed by the vendee, the amount thereof is deduc-
ted from the purchase price of $100,000 to arrive
at the contract price of $70,000, 60/70 of each
payment is, therefore, income.
Case 4 — Here the $15,000 mortgage is not assumed
by the vendee, but the vendor pays it off out of the
$25,000 initial payment which he received, and the
vendee gives a new mortgage for $75,000. The con-
tract price is $1000,000, since this is the total
amount which the vendor will receive, and 60/100 of
each payment will represent income.
In the case of sales of real estate by persons
not regularly engaged in that business^ commissions
paid, while they do not reduce or otherwise affect
the amount of the selling price, may be offset
against the selling price in determining the amount
501 I
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of gain or loss realized from such sales, and in
cases of instalment sales in determining the per-
centage of profit in each instalment payment which
is to be included in gross income. Dealers in real
estate should deduct commissions paid for the sale
of real estate as a business expense for the year
in which paid or accrued, in accordance with the
basis on which their books are kept. (I.T. 2305)
There were under consideration contracts for
the sale of bungalows where the purchasers are given
possession at the date of execution of the contracts
of sale, but the deferred payments are not represen-
ted by notes or any evidences of indebtedness other
than the contracts. However, these contracts are
transferable by assignment; are freely pledged, sold,
or otherwise dealt in: are not in any respect con-
ditional; and have a fair market value which is
readily ascertainable. For the purpose of determin-
ing the gain derived or the loss sustained from a
deferred payment sale of real estate not on the in-
stalment plan under the facts presented by the in-
stant case, a contract of sale to the extent of its
fair market value should be treated as the equival-
ent of cash received in the year of sale. (G.C.M.
3350.
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Articles 352 and 354 of Income Tax Regulation
number 74 refers to deferred-payment sale of real
property not on instalment plan, and read as follows;
Sale of real property involving deferred pay-
ments. — Under Section 44 deferred-payment sales of
real property fall into tv/o classes when considered
with respect to the terms of sale, as follows:
1. Sales of property on the instalment plan,
that is, sales in which the payments received in
cash or property other than evidences of indebted-
ness of the purchaser during the taxable year in
which the sale is made do not exceed 40 per cent of
the selling price.
2. Deferred-payment sales not on the instal-
ment plan, that is sales in which the payments re-
ceived in cash or property other than evidences of
indebtedness of the purchaser during the taxable
year in which the sale is made exceed 40 per cent
of the selling price.
Sales falling within class (1) and class (2)
alike include (a) agreements of purchase and sale
which contemplate that a conveyance is not to be
made at the outset, but only after all or a sub-
stantial portion of the selling price has been paid,
and (b) sales where there is an immediate transfer
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of title, the vendor being protected by a mortgage,
or other lien as to deferred payments.
In the sale of mortgaged property the amount
of the mortgage, whether the property is merely
taken subject to the mortgage or whether the mort-
gage is assumed by the purchaser, shall be included
as a part of the "selling price," but the amount of
the mortgage, to the extent it does not exceed the
basis to the vendor of the property sold, shall not
be considered as a part of the "initial payments"
or of the "total contract price”, as those terms axe
used in Section 44, in Articles 351 and 353, and in
this article. Commissions and other selling expenses
paid or incurred by the vendor are not to be deducted
or taken into account in determining the amount of
the "initial payments,” the "total price," or the
"selling price.”
Where the obligations of the seller are conver-
ted into cash during the taxable year, the amount of
such cash must be added to the original cash payment
to determine the "initial payment" under Article 352.
(I.T. 2339.)
Regulation 74, Article 354:
Deferred-Payment sale of real property not on
Instalment plan. — In transactions included in class
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(2) in article 352 the obligations of the purchaser
received by the vendor are to be considered as the
equivalent of cash to the amount of their fair market
value in ascertaining the profit or loss from the
transaction.
If the vendor had retained title to the property
and the purchaser defaults in any of his payments,
and the vendor repossesses the property by agreement
or process of law, the difference between (1) the
entire amount of the payments actually received on
the contract and retained by the vendor and (2) the
sum of the profits previously returned as income in
connection therewith and an amount representing pro-
per adjustment for exhaustion, wear ana tear, obso-
lescence, amortization and depletion of the property
while in the hands of the purchaser, will constitute
gain or loss, as the case may be, to the vendor for
the year in which the property is repossessed, and
the basis of the property in the hands of the vendor
will be the original basis at the time of the sale.
If the vendor had previously transferred title to
the purchaser, and the purchaser defaults in any of
his payments and the vendor re-acquires the property,
such repossession shall be regarded as a transfer by
the vendor, in exchange for the property, of so much
of the face value of the purchaser's obligations as
eLce applied by the vendor to the purchase or bid price
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of the property. Such an exchange v/ill be regeirded
as having resulted in the realization by the vendor
of gain or loss, as the case may be, for the year of
repossession, measured by the difference between the
fair market value of the property and the basis in
,the hands of the vendor of the obligations of the pur-
chaser (generally, the fair market value thereof
which was previously recognized in computing income)
which were applied by the vendor to the purchase or
bid price of the property. The fair market value of
the property shall be presumed to be the amoiuit for
which it is bid in by the vendor in the absence of
clear and convincing proof to the contrary. If the
property io acquired is subsequently sold, the basis
for determining gain or loss is the fair market value
of the property at the date of acquisition.
If the obligations received by the vendor have
no fair market value, the payments in cash or other
property having a fair market value shall be applied
against and reduce the basis of the property sold,
and, if in excess of such basis, shall be taxable to
the extent of the excess. Gain or loss is realized
when the obligations are disposed of or satisfied,
the amount being the difference between the reduced
basis as provided above and the amount realized there-
for. Only in rare and extraordinary cases does pro-
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perty have no fair market value.
The above article provides that in a case where
the obligations of the purchaser have no fair market
value, the amount of the initial payment shall be ap-
plied against and reduce the basis of the property
sold, and that gain shall be reported only if and
wh-en the amount realized upon the obligations exceeds
the basis thus reduced. This would apparently apply
irrespective of the amount of the initial payment or
of the number of obligations or the period over which
they extend. Of course, if the initial payment ex-
ceeds the basis, a taxable gain is realized, to the
extent of such excess, in the year of sale.
Because of the difficulty in laying down any gen-
eral rule which will determine accurately whether or
not obligations have a fair market value, each case
must be determined upon its own facts. For a defini-
tion of the term "fair market value" see under Article
33 but no definition of this term proves of much as-
sistance without consideration of all the surrounding
circumstances. Although the Treasury Department has.
no doubt, closed a great number of cases involving de-
ferred payment sales, there is a scarcity of rulings
which might prove of any material assistance.
It cannot be said as a matter of certainty that
a second mortgage, or even a third mortgage, has no
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fair market value. Many obligations of this sort
would, no doubt, have a discount value, while others
might even be worth their face, value. The burden
is upon the taxpayer in any case to show that the obli-
gations of the purchaser have no fair market value or
that such fair market value is less than the face
value. In the absence of evidence to the contrary,
the face value of the obligation is ordinarily assumed
to be its fair market . value. Any relevant evidence
tending to prove the taxpayer's contention may be sub-
mitted, but probably the controlling circumstances
v/ould be the value of the equity covered by the mort-
gage.
If the obligations cannot be sold at a reasonable
discount, it appears the taxpayer is justified in as-
suming that they have no fair market value. {0.D.842.)
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, the
face value of a second mortgage was accepted as the
fair market value thereof in the year of sale. (Appeal
of 650 West End Avenue Company, 2 B.T.A.
,
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Regulation 74, Article 355 - Gain or Loss upon disposi-
tion of instalment obligations. — If an instalment
obligation is satisfied at other than its face value
or is sold or exchanged, gain or loss results to the
extent of the difference between (1) the excess of the
.oil
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face value of the obligation over the amount of income
which would be returnable were the obligation satis-
fied in full and (2) the amount realized upon such dis-
position.
If an instalment obligation is distrubed, trans-
mitted, or disposed of otherwise than by sale or ex-
change, gain or loss results to the extent of the dif-
ference between (1) the excess of the face value of
the obligation over the amount of income v/hich would
be returnable were the obligation satisfied in full,
and (2) the fair market value of the obligation at
the time of such distribution, transmission, or dis-
position.
The entire amount of gain or loss resulting from
the disposition or satisfaction of instalment obli-
gations shall be recognized except as provided in
Section 112 and Articles 572-580.
Example (a): - In 1928 the M Corporation sold a
piece of real estate to B for ^20,000. The Company
acquired the property subsequent to Eebruary 28, 1913,
at a cost of $10,000. During 1928 the company re-
ceived $5,000 cash and the vendee’s notes for the re-
mainder of the selling price, or $15,000, payable in
subsequent years. Before the vendee made any further
payments the company sold the notes for $13,000 in
cash. The company derived taxable income in the amount
.Ill
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of ;^5,500 from the sale of t
follows:
Proceeds of sale of notes
Selling price of property
Cost of property
Total profit to he realized
when property is paid for
Total contract price
Per cent of profit or pro-
portion of each payment re-
turnable as income, $10000
divided by $20,000, 50^.
Face of notes
Amount of income returnable
where the notes satisfied
in full, ^Ofo of $15,000
Excess of face value of note
amount of income returnable
the notes satisfied in full
Teixable income derived from
sale of notes












Example (b): - Suppose in the example given above
the M Corporation, instead of selling the notes, di-
stributed them to its stockholders as a dividend, and
at the time of such distribution the fair market value
of the notes was $14,000. The company would derive
teixable income in the amount of $6,500 from such dis-
position of the notes, computed as follows:
Fair market value of notes $ 14,000
Excess of face value of notes over
amount of income returnable were
the notes satisfied in full (com-
puted as in example ”a") 7 , 500
Taxable income derived from disposition
of notes $ 6,500
.SII
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Repossession of property. — Article 354, Regulation
74, provides for the reporting of a gain or loss in
the case where the vendor has retained title and on
default of the purchaser repossesses the property.
The application of this provision may be illustrated
by the following example:
First year — property sold
Selling price:
Cash $ 6,000
Mortgage (face value and also
fair market value) 4,000
$ 10,000
Cost 7,000
Gain reported $ 3,000
Second year — property repossessed
Gain reported, first year $ 3,000
Depreciation while in vendee’s
possession { 1 year at 4^ of|7,000) 280
* 3,280
Payments actually received in
1st year 6,000
Deductible loss, second year $ 2,720
Third year - property resold
Selling price 11,000
Cost (original cost of ^7,000 less
depreciation adjustment in
second year, |280) 6,720
Gain # 4 , E80
noi^alirssH «Xojt;»xA. — lo noleaaeaoqofl
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Article 35i also provides for the reporting of
gain or loss where title has previously passed to
the purchaser and the vendor reacquires the property
upon default of the purchaser. The principle in-
volved is that the original sale in which title
passes to the purchaser is one transaction and that
the subsequent repossession by the seller is an en-
tirely separate transaction and that gain or loss is
to be computed on each. These provisions may be il-
lustrated by the following actual case;
The taxpayer sold a farm in 1920 for a total
consideration cf 44 x dollars (face value). He re-
ceived X dollars in earnest money in 1919, 8 x dol-
lars in cash upon the delivery of the deed in January
1920, and notes for 35 x dollars payable in twenty
years, carrying 55© annual interest. The notes were
secured by a purchase money mortgage. The March 1,
1913, value of the farm was 28 x dollars, which
amount was in excess of i/diat the taxpayer paid for
the faim prior to that date. The taxpayer treated
the transaction as a deferred payment sale not on
the installment plan, and his income tax liability
for 1920 was finally settled upon the basis that he
derived no gain or sustained no loss from the sale
of his farm in 1920 because the notes received from
the purchaser and secured by mortgage on the farm
had no fair market value.
Ic sni^icqa’i ©rfd" aoXjIvoic oaXjs sIol^iA
ot f>92ejBq YXsiJoivotq z&A 9l^lt eisrfw aeoX io nxB8
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no Xon ©lae d’nofrvjeq Xo'i’XslsX b sb noXXoBanBO^ ©rid"
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.©triBV d©±tJBfii nxBt on bad
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Eventually, the purchaser of the fam defaulted
in paying the interest and the taxpayer repossessed
the property in 1922, by a transaction which resulted
in the surrender by the taxpayer of the outstanding
notes secured by mortgage, in consideration for the
property. The question is: Y/hat was the effect upon
the taxpayer’s income tax liability for 1922 on the
repossession by him in that year of the farm which
he sold in 1920? The following ccmputation shows













Basis still to be recovered
(Now represented by notes) 19 x
Repossession in 1922




Gain taxable in 1922 16 X
New basis for gain or loss
on sale of farm 35 X
The fair market value of the farm at the time of
recovery by the vendor, must be presumed, in the
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absence of fair and convincing proof to the contrary,
to be 35x dollars, the amount which the vendor in
effect offered for the property. (G.C.M. 880.)
The result reached in the above case is the
same as if the original sale was treated as an ex-
change of property for other property and money (real
estate for cash and notes) and the basis of the pro-
perty received in exchange (notes) is arrived at by
the aarae rule as is incorporated in Section 113 (a)
(6) of the 1928 Act, that is, the basis of the new pro-
perty (the notes) is the same as in the case of the
property exchanged (real estate) decreased in the
amount of money received and increased in the amount
of gain or decreased in the amount of loss that was
recognized upon the exchange in the year in which the
exchange was made. To further clarify the principles
outlined in the foregoing case, and in Article 354,
the illustrations shown below have been prepared.
Case 3 is the same as the case just referred to.
Cases 1 and 2 deal with the same figures but make
different assimiptions as to the value of the notes at
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Case 3. If notes treated as having
no fair market value None
1922
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Value of farm received 35x SST" 35x
Basis of notes 35x 30x 19x
Gain none 5 X 16x
New basis for gain or loss35x 35 X 35x
It v;ill be noted that in each case the basis of
the notes exchanged for the farm in 1922 is arrived
at by deducting from the original basis of the farm
in 1920 (28x) the amount of cash received in 1920
(9x) and adding thereto the gain reported in 1920.
The same method is used to arrive at the new basis
for determining gain or loss on a subsequent sale
of the farm after its repossession in 1922. Since
no cash is involved in the 1922 transaction the new
basis of the farm is in each case the original basis
of the notes plus the gain reported in 1922.
If, instead of treating the farm repossessed
as being worth 35x dollars, the face amount of the
notes, it is assumed that it can be proved that the
farm is worth only 30x dollars in 1922 the gain on
.VXI
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repossession in 19S2 in the three different cases
would be computed as follows:
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Value of farm received 30x 30x 30x
Basis of notes 35x 30x 19x
Gain or loss - 5x None llx
Whether the method prescribed in the present
regulations and illustrated above, of treating the
repossession as an entirely separate transaction
upon which gain or loss is to be recognized is war-
ranted is a question which will perhaps be taken
to the courts at some time in the future. There
seems to be no doubt, that technically, there are
two separate transactions, and that Section 113 of
the law justifies the above method of computing
gain or loss, althou^ the application of the new
rule v/orks an apparent hardship in requiring a tax-
payer in many instances to report a gain in the
year in which he merely takes back property which
the purchaser was unable to pay for, but receives
no cash.
aeefio 'jdf al SS9I rd fioiDa33aoqst£
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Explanation of abbreviations used in
the section on income tax compuation
0. D. - Office decision
S.or S.M. - Solicitor’s memorandum
B.T.A. - Decision of U. S. Board
of Tax; Appeals
1. T. - Income Tax Unit ruling
G.C.M. - General Counsel’s memor-
andum.
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Form of contract lease and conditional sale used
by a large department store.
CONTRACT OF LEASE AND CONDITIONAL SALE
Boston, Mass Account
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that I
of have hired of The A.B.C.
Company, of Boston, Suffolk County, Massachusetts, the
following described articles, viz.:
For the use and as rent of said articles, I have
this day paid to said A.B.C. Company the sum of
dollars, and I do
promise further to pay to the said A.B.C. Company, its
successors and assigns, the sum of
dollars per with a carrying
charge of the first pay-
ment to be made on the day of
and the monthly payments to be made on the
, 31.: :,c c ^0£'x::noo lo n^cZ
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day of each month until such time as the sums so paid
and to be paid by me shall amount to
dollars and carrying charge as aforesaid; from which
time said rent and all claim of the said A.B.C. Com-
pany, its successors and assigns, to said articles
shall cease, unless prior to performance by me of all
conditions of this contract I shall have made an add-
itional agreement with said A.B.C. Company eiffecting
this lease.
I agree that until the full performance of the
foregoing conditions and such further or other con-
ditions as may be imposed by any additional agreement
or agreements affecting this lease, the legal title
of the above-named articles and any and all additions
thereto shall be and remain in said A.B.C. Company,
or its successors or assigns, except as hereinafter
provided.
I agree that if I fail to make payments as here-
in promised or to perform any of the conditions of
this contract, or any additional, the said A.B.C.
Company, its successors and assigns, shall have the
right, without being deemed guilty of any trespass or
tort, to enter any house or place where said articles
may be, and take possession thereof and remove same
therefrom, and upon so taking possession terminate
bJtiiq a.iiue qjs riojja Ilitni; dcfnoLi doBQ 'to
ni .tnijcjrijs II^ils ojh bJUq od o? uiib
rfoxdw
;
5JtB80’ioli3 o^TJido st^lx't'iso Jbus siBlXob
-£3C0 - i;^>3 Briy lo iiilslo XIa dhs d-aB-i l>t.Ba oaiXt
aeXci^fi^ ^.i.ea .-xia czovgocous att tXttXiq
lltsxc q:-\ X- oorur*Tn:o'l‘i©'i cut -xoliq ^laelai/ ,©bj2©o Xla^e
-‘bba iL6 ©Lain ©vaii Haifa
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I ^oje^tnoo cldj lo GAOi^tbnoc
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onoliibhii IIs ban ^ba aaloi^tia ;.aiiiiin-©vocfjG ed^ lo
^’Cr^oqcxoD .O.JT.il b:na al nin^'Sz btUi ud IXaxIs oXoierto
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all my right, title, and interest in said articles,
together with all liability on the part of the said
A.B.C. Company, it successors and assigns, for all
money received by them for the use and rent of said
eirticles, subject to the provisions of law relative
to redemption and foreclosure.
I agree that, if any balance remains due from
me to the said A.B.C. Company after the time above
provided for the final payment, I will pay interest
monthly at the rate of one-half of one percent on
the outstanding balance until its payment in full.
I promise to give the said A.B.C. Company,
immediate notice of any attachment or adverse claim
by any person or persons against said articles.
And I further promise and agree that so long as
said rent shall be payable as aforesaid, I will
not injure, sell, mortgeige, or re-let the said
articles, ’or remove them from
without the written consent of said A.B.C. Company
and that, in case of failure to pay the said rent,
I will, on demand, return the said articles to said
A.B.C. Company, its successors and assigns, and the
amount of the excess, if any, of the depreciation
thereon, over and above the amount of rent already
paid, amount of depreciation to be computed from an
assessed value of goods returned, and made by the
A.B.C. Company.
*e©Xoli'iB djt£c ai baa .J-jtlaia ^ XXa
bl&& Qtii 'lo Lio itcrxXicfBXX XXa il^iw Texid-eso^
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\ • 'f'
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blBE o^ 80Xold-nB blaa edv rruj^an ^baamab ao tXXlw I
sdtf baa
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I agree that, if I fail to make payments as herein
promised or to perform any of tlie conditions of this
contract or any additional agreement, the said A.B.G.
Company, its successors and assigns, shall have the
ri^t at its option, on written notice to me, after
any such default to demand immediate payment of the
entire balance whether then or thereafter payable
under this contract or any additional agreement; and
payment of said entire balance on such demand shall
vest in me legal title to said articles.
I further agree that if any or all of the
articles specified herein shall be destroyed, damaged,
“lost or stolen while there remains any unpaid bal-
ance of the sum herein, provided for payment as rent
for the same together with carrying charges thereon,
I will on demand pay such balance to the said A.B.G.
Company, its successors and assigns.
It is agreed that the said A.B.G. Company may
cancel this contract at any time before actual de-
livery of the above articles, but in case of such
cancellation the deposit paid shall be refxmded.
I have carefully read this contract before sign-
ing it, and have received a copy of the same.
Executed and delivered
in the presence of
Signed by
For the A.B.G. Company
9G*l;iVe InioTiod BB s^nocrcJ^q 9:'6r.' oJ" II-bI I xi
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Form of additional contract of lease, etc.:
ADDITIONAL CONTRACT OF LEASE AND CONDITIONAL SALE
Boston, Mass., 192... Addition to
Account No
KNOW ALL I'lEN BY THESE PRESENTS, That I,
of hereby hire of the A.B.C.
Company, of Boston, Massachusetts, the articles
listed below, which, together with the articles
previously hired by me and listed in agreement of
lease and conditional sale dated 192....
and known as Account No and all additions
thereto, eire to be used by me at
For the use of all the above-listed articles and
those previously hired by me and listed in said former
agreement of lease and conditional sale and in all
the additions thereto, I have this day paid to the
A.B.C. Company dollars, and agree to pay
to said Company the sum of dollars,
on the day of each month beginning
with interest/ or a carrying charge of
until the sums so paid shall equal the amount above
listed plus the entire unpaid balance of any and all
previous leases to which this agreement is an addition.
It is understood and agreed that the foregoing
provision for monthly payment shall be in substitution
for the provisions of the original lease and any addit-
ions thereto so far as affects monthly payments accru-
ing after the date hereof, and that in all other
:.i*0 \asjoi.iibbB lo anoX
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respects the articles listed above shall be held, to-
gether with articles listed in said original lease
and the additions thereto, upon the same terms and
conditions and subject to the same agreements set
forth in said original lease, and that title of all
said articles shall remain in said A.B.C. Company,
its successors and assigns, until all of said monthly






For the A.B.C. Company
-ot ,X)X9il ed XlBXla ©vocfa beSzlL sbIoI^xb 9di a^oeqaoi
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THIS IS TO CERTIIT THAT I
of on this day
192 have hired and received of the A.B.C. Company
the following described articles, which shall be con-
sidered personalty and in no way attached to the
realty:
Description of Appliance Llfd. by Appliance* No .
«
Por the use and as rent of the said chattels, I
have this day paid to the said A.B.C. Company the sum
of dollars, and I promise further to
pay the sum of dollars -on the . .
.
day of each consecutive month beginning ,192..
until the sums so paid and to be paid by me shall
amount to dollars,, in addition to a
carrying charge of dollars, from which
time said rent and all claim of the said A.B.C. Company
to said articles shall cease.
In partial liquidation of the above indebtedness
the A.B.C. Company eigrees to grant an allowance of • • • •
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dollars on a certain piece of apparatus known as
to which I warrant that I possess full title and
ownership which I now entirely grant to said A.B.C.
Company. I agree that the above allowance is a fair
and equitable appraisal of the value of said apparatus.
I agree that if I fail to make payments as herein
promised or to perform any of the conditions of this
contract the entire balance will then become due and
payable and I agree to make such payment or return said
appliance on demand and without legal process.
I further agree that so long as said rent shall
be payable as aforesaid, I will not injure, sell, mort-
gage, or relet the articles covered by this contract,
or remove them from without
written permission of said A.B.C. Company. I agree to
be responsible for any loss caused by theft or casualty
of any description. I agree that until the full per-
formance of the foregoing conditions the legal title
of the above named eirticles shall be and remain in said
A.B.C. Company.
I certify that the agent or representative of the
A.B.C. Company has made no written or verbal contract
with me other than as herein stated and that no ex-
pressed or implied agreement shall limit or qualify the
terms of this agreement . I understand and approve of
aijtii'xaqqjs Ic ecsiq is nc s'isXXcI)
ba£- 9l-i" Iliit ssee.ao:! I ^nc'x'usw I do-triw oj
bljBs of ^nj3 ‘i3 rX^zlJ^rro won I rfoln> qldsTofr./o
'ixB*!: jj sx vunswclixi ovoob O0*i,jx> 1
» Bi/iJ B'lBqqB J&1B9 osj fJBY 3x1^ J BuXifiiq'-' S oXu6« Ix^po bsis
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cd" Don^c I .TcrxsgnoO .b.S.A Lice lo iioXaclinneq neJ;finw
\;j-lBi;s£o no ;tledd- -4J boecco asoX w nol eldienoqesn od
-naq XXnl ori^ Xi^ruJ ociiJ- aonsc I .ncid-qXnoseb '^xic Ic
aX>ti^ iB^sX adJ cno^jlcnoo anio^enol oc'j lo aocc'inol
biBs isi iTimcn One od XXjeiie coXoiinB benan ovodB edt lo
. .fiBqcoO .C.S.A
oil^. lo QVidiiixnoeonqan no tno^ii odd’ d’fidd ’jlidneo I
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Ic 3Vonqqs baz bnBdanobfUJ I . tnontoen^ eidd Ic ai^od
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The reverse side of this agreement is shown as
follows:
FOR OUR INF0R1.IATI0N ONLY.
• Date Credit By
Name in full .
.
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Form of conditional sede agreement used by a
large department store in Boston, Massachusetts.
•This foim is made in duplicate, one copy going to
the customer and one copy being retained by seller.
CONDITIONiiX SALE
AGREEMENT made between the A.B.C. Company, a
corporation duly established by law and having its
place of business in Boston, County of Suffolk, and
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, hereinafter called
The Company, and
of
hereinafter called The Buyer.
In consideration of the payments hereinafter
specified and of the mutual promises and covenants
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The Buyer has this day made a payment of
dollars (in which is included the carrying charges)
and agrees to pay at this store without further no-
tice or demand dollars on the
of every hereafter until
said Company shall have received the full sum of ....
dollars.
The Buyer for himself, his heirs, executors, and
administrators agrees as follows:
FIRST; To keep said property in good condition
and to indemnify and save harmless The Company for
any damage to or destruction of said property.
SECOND; That said property will not be moved
from the premises aforesaid without the consent of
the Company first being received in writing and will
not attempt to sell, mortgage, pledge, let, lease, or
raise money upon said property, or in any way to pre-
judice or jeopardize the title of The Company in said
property.
THIRD; The Buyer agrees to pay interest at the
rate of 65S per annum on any and all payments not made
when due.
FOURTH; The Company agrees to give the Buyer a
Bill of Sale when said agreed purchase money shall
have been fully paid, until which time no title or
property in said machine shall pass to the Buyer.
Ig fi eijw: a lilt asn zoxuS sifT
{se3'ijB£lo t-dlix/ioiii: ai cioldt^ : 1 ) s*i-3llob
-ofi ^jjoiiviw a'loJs ^s aee'xs^ i^nfl
a^^^ no axelXoX) /)nB£rie£> 10 ooli’
'loSl.sc’iad C’Zitre lo
.... *to l2^'^ liul exfJ’ Jbeviaoorc XXr.ri3 \aaqirToO bl^a
. 2'iiiXXoI)
buB ,azo*uo9X3 sld j^Xosii^irf lol: lO-^nS oriT
I'iToXXol SB s©©‘XS£ a'loJ^i^Blnlffljbjs
nci^lXflOt' .ocos ril i.ii>a q^ed o'i
lol ea3XjrijBd ^>VBe bne xlInmBbai ot boB
,.'Jiogo*rq blBa Ic noxJ xo ct
bevofli jfon XXiw bi£a ‘^ZiUV rdvIQOEE
10 ;txi&afiOo ©lii' iiJOiiit\r blnas^olB aoain^’iq ea^'isoal
IXiv ban ni aavioooTC snXod ^sqmoJ ©ri^
*ic ,©3ii0X ,J9X i33i>©Xq , ^XXss Oo ion
-j
-25 od’ t.o .Y^'ssgc'iq tiaa ftoqif ’ie-ioi!! saiai
XiJbs nx eijlJ ©ri^ esll^UDgooL 10 eoibut
.Ytieqc-xq
0ilt JO iBB'xeial \:sq o;^ s ©6*130 Te^uS ©dT jOHIHT
oojEsn *oa a^rroiiJ'NiJLq IIjs bus lauaiio neq J^6 lo eis'i
. ©uX rrailw
B T^vira oxij- evia o;^ aoeige ^^a^qmoO ar'T ;HTflUO'i
X.'Biia vaaoa ©tjedO'UJq b&Qi^B bloa nedw 3X02 lo XXXS
•xo eliii on oili doliin Xliau .bXsq \X.ljJ"i noad
,^XiJF. 9di oi saoq XXsde Q/iiffoBxi Xlfia ni /^isqo'xq
FIFTH; The Buyer understands that the title to
said property shall remain in The Company until all
the above payments are paid in full and upon failure
by the Buyer to make any of said payments or to per-
form any of the agreements contained herein then the
whole shall become due and payable and The Company by
its officers or agents shall have the absolute right
without further notice or demand to enter upon any
premises where the above described property may be
located, and retake possession of the same, and in
the event of such re- taking. The Company shall not
in any way be responsible for damages of any kind.
Upon such re-taking or possession, all rights of the
Buyer hereunder shall cease and all sums paid by the
Buyer shall revert to The Company, which shall have
the absolute right to retain the same as liquidated
damages. And the Buyer will hold harmless said Com-
pany from any claim of any nature that may arise flem
the retaking of said property.
The Company may rescind this agreement to de-
liver said property and to cancel this conditional
sale at any time before the property is delivered
and actually in the custody of the Buyer, without in
any way being responsible for such cancellation.
ojf GlSJtf Silt tfirft eJt'rista^efioLf igxjM edT tlVT^I'i
IXj3 xfteqssoO edT ni aluimi ILsda '^tisgoiq ftLsa
0-UjIiBl rioqi; boB lltn ni blsq eie et nsiiriJBq ©vodB eitt
-ooq'ot 1C stnsijr^^ lo 0:j£Bai ot i9'^iTa orft
sdt noftt Hisisii bsrrlBtnoo stneiaos^a-e iaiol
X6 'ifiBqjcoO sdT jb'nB eub oiaooed IlBxfs sXoriv?
tdsXi 0tr/IO8cffi exit ©veil IXaile atnesi-; 10 eisolllo sti
Xp.a aoqi/ lotico ct cxismsb 10 ooltoa isritiyl ti/oritXw
g
©<J ^tisqoiq bddJ:io«©£ svoc-jB exit sisdw eealmsiq
fli 6iU3 ,0XttB8 Silt Jo aoiasseaoq ©jCatsi fixie ,i^etj300l
ten IlfijlB '‘^naqiXEcO priT iSrti:3Cj8t-Qi 'io tflavs eilt
,6nt2£ ^cftie lo aoi^xsaeS lot sXdJtBGoqaei oef ''^aw yh-O jQX
erit Jo itilgii XXa jflotttadceoq 10 ^nijiat-di dejjs aoqU
Silt biBq eniWB XXa 6aa oaBGo Xlsile loXiii/sierf is^ixxa
,,
s7BiX XlBxle ilcirfw ,v:iiBqjjioO ©rCr ot ti©v»i liana
letaMupiX ea exauea oift xsiatei ot tilaii stuloeda ©it
-itioO Bias aaaXjTiarf bLojA IXiw i©'^ijiff“©rit JbaA .eeaniKafi
moft ssXia ^ia tnilt 3*uJtm \;na Jo laialo vna cfoil Tcneq
.^tioqoiq JbXna lo snXstetsi edt
-06 ot tfid0iS9iga Birft bnlD&Gi \:ii©qmoO saCT
LenoXtXbno© aiiit Isonno ot baa ^^laqoiq filaa leviX
bezGvllab bX i^^ieqciq arft eioJed oinit •^na tB oXaa
nX ti/odtlw ©dt 0:0 T^fiotBUo ©dt aX 'pliant os JbrLS
.noXtBXXooiiso ilouB toJ ©XdXaiioqeei anXod x^w x^
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I have always been faithful in paying my obliga-
tions and am making this statement for the purpose of
inducing you to grant me this privilege and I give
you my pledge that you may feel safe in trusting me
to do as agreed.
The entire agreement between The Company and the
Buyer is herein stated, and no representative of The
Company may change or modify its terms, in any way
whatsoever.
Dated at Boston, this day. of
19.. .
Buyer’s Name The A.B.C. Company
Address By
Salesman
I hereby acknowledge receipt of a duly executed
copy of the above contract this day
of 192... from said A.B.C. Company.
Signature
-BSI Ccfo sxL aotjd 9YBd I
lo bBorpiUii £>r^^^ icJ 6i;iJ‘ acljijaua uifi Lnsi
evi:^ I sr-fjlxvx'iq eiri^ «ci ^^hbts ot x/o'^ 3niot;I)Xil
'^t^EiS*ij al slee te&J uox e^b-olq Tcxa uox
^ ofc o^
9dt bajs 'Cfi^iiroO anl n^>6Wl-Bj ^floxioai^je ’jiione -axiT
aiiT lo cn /.''ua" ^BaS-ete i:i©T:oi: ai loxbQ
Yxiis ,8i!rto3’ ati TCliixxu ic- aansrio '^jam -^nfiqnioO
. ‘lOYQOBCfiJdW
to.YfiB Birlt jEclsoc; tjs Bo^sCL
. .
^ 6X
V^sqriOO »D.e... jiVT * aias^
'^fi aes'lbJbA
ii8r3G8 XjBS
Baoifooxa T£jLi/B b J<i ;<qi«-06i a^BalwoxoIoB I
4vit'i:faoo evc-'a Oiij Ic ^qco
.^n5iqi;?o0 .U.^.A Btfia niO*it ...Sfil ^o
oxLfJsitsici
Q,uestions to be answered by the Buyer for the
files of the A.B.C. Company:
How long at above address?
If married, husband’s occupation or business?
Member of firm?
If employed, by whom?
In what capacity? How long?
Business address?
Name and address of nearest relative .
•




Bdt lol is’Ciia xd fioTawBiiB ad oi’ zaoit&Qis^
:>yLBvjcJoO .O.S.jI ©il^ to eaXiT:
V •; '' V ^
?eS8'Xl}XjB QYCd£ sflol wcH




YgfloX woH YY^iojBciiJO nl
?as©*i6f)© aesnXejja
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For value received, .... promise to pay to the order of
THE BLANK COI^ANY, Philadelphia, Penna.
,
Dollars )
In payments, payable as below:
Date Paid Collection No.








It is agreed that default in the payment of any of the
above payments, at the option of the holder hereof,
shall render the unpaid balance of this note immediately
due and payable.
- This note represents monthly pay-
- ments only ~ not price of register -
Style &.
Register No Finish Business
Notice to Agents: Print
name of customer here SIGN HERE
No Ave & St.
City




(When signing for firm or
corporation, place name
and title opposite word
“By”
.
For general use, except in
Ark., Conn., and 111.
ivftJBcjflioO jua-UaS Qdt \(S s:^o^I 0(IYT
XimsoX) Yo 10
QiisCI
lo lefiio atii oi \m. o3 jaUsatq. .lieviaoe-i
suXfiV loH
tTIU^xuIOO 2>1.UC ' HT
(
a-ixsIXoCL . . .
I'ii'olod SB ©ioHYBq ,
• oil noiloeXXoO
t1 sad non
n tt t: U




.. t1 tt S'
f» M Tt 6




YXii7"jC)n C jrb98 9'l'"'0'l ©lOXI Si'-X"
- lo - ^cn - yIt.o alflQftj ji.,
elYia ^
a'9xi-'-'2 ........ d^^nn .oK ievSi.i;9H
:aln93A ot eoxyovi
o'iod leioo- Foo lo ©niB/x









r^Q iuT:il lol gxiir.ctfo xU' }
eiruiXi oosXq .noxds'icquoo
b*iow elxsoqqo ©Xlll baB
.»*ys^
ni dqsox© XB'innaa zo’i
ffT Lnx, ... ncO , .iTiA
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Form used by the Blank Company to record the









Amt. of I^ote Date




































3?.^ Mcoo*! oj >itiJ5qacC/ 2irj3iS X<i t>odU m-xc^
: 2X9^3 iji&x lisfio lo oXbb t!£i^ nl sJ hoi. iXp v g.iiX 'to ^n6iirv;Bq;
vJrtL'oO 9;tBTa
-190 , Tl








eTS^ 9w o’/l 1o .
nol^cflxoao X eoaaJBg j-j^eiO jj.c'O.' SlfBu
































































(Reverse side of preceding form)
Cancelled Dr. or Cr. Amt.
Agents Commission Record date date Dr.
COI.IMISSION ON RENTAL
(Where machines are rented until sale is made)
Factory No . Price
Ratings . . . .Terms .... Allowance Selling Price .
.
Business
















(liioI ^It'ooolq lo ©Joia oaaevea)
.^liA oi’iiiA .^0 *10 .
'
1(1 iiQileoif.BO
.10 .ia eJ-js;. fciooeH noiaelmpQ e^fl©aA
JAima W MOIOOIl€.!Ce
(©Oflffl ei (^iBc lltnsj beSms t^ui aealdosm sioxlW)
eoiiq , oH Yio;tOBl£
. . ©oJti^i ooixbwoIIA .... amieT.... ssnId’Bfl
BasnisjLfd
nox^tiacqalC i*e&db ‘lebio asu'ies al ©ansriO
©^£>jb ic£)iO «•• ............. \cf boiiJjsEB >J"rujoooA’*’*.**' j-lbuA s8Ib8









Combination application, agreement, and ledger
card used by a large retailer of men’s clothing in
keeping the accounts of its instalment customers:
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, I
promise to pay to The X
Company ora*der at their
office in Boston, Mass.,
the sum of ^ cash,
and ^ to be paid
on the day of ....
and $ to be paid
on each of each suc-
ceeding week until the full
amount of this note is paid.
Failure to pay any install-
ment when due shall at the
option of the holder of this
note mature the entire bal-
ance then outstanding to-
gether with any costs in-
curred in collection and a
reasonable attorney’s fee to
be 255S of the amount due
when sued upon, v/ith a mini-
mum fee of $5.00. This note
is given in payment for the
personal property described
herein.
I have read and fully
understand the above, and
agree to comply with the
terms and conditions therein
expressed.
Witness my hand and seal
this, the day of...







Hi 3/1 do a’fiauT lo 'ieXiiJce'X - ^6 J^oci, .'ibo
raioxTCoSJo tnyD-.Xsd-erii aJi: lo eJ'iiA/oocs oili’ ^niqoo^I
I eCilOTiiGaa HC^
X erlT 0^ oo sax/rco-iq
c:xerij v-s -sobvTD'xo ^irLsqrrtoO
t-sach' j/iojacsl ni; eoXllc
-OL'8 i’OiiO 10 rfOBS HO
Ilijl Ilvf/x; j'lesw ^niLoeo
i:x ©?oa siii^ Ic d-xii/omo
Gil.} cTii Xlj&xia oub nsri'ff ^nem
cXitcT xo -iGuXod 1c aoL^qc
-Ijad Gix^iis arf^ eii'^an otcn
-c? ^ailiHG^Svifo ncLiS eons
-fli eyaoo diiw ‘loiIies
s f-rta noiJoaXXco iil Xgiiil/o
eel e' ve/riOJ oldBxioeBGi
OUf> ^•£ILC/.I3 ©dd' Ic Od
-in in B rid-iv; ,coqi/ bene nodw
G-iort einT .CO.di lo ael n/J/ii
iiid id dncJiiTcaq x^i nQvXs e.i
i edcioaei) Inncaieq
'^ild niLB beei evoii I
DfljB tovods ©dt JbrifidaioXrLi/
eil? ddiw ’^Iqflro oj eoi^ijB
isisifd saoidifjnoo hns ej!iie&
.deaaeiqa;©
..iioa one ym aeondX?<
'O \;i5i GXfd ,8Xxld
c.asfldXW
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The reverse side of this form contains the























0d^ enifid’aoo mol elrfi lo eftie ea'i^Yoi eriT
















&aod^ h eieifw £>©>coIqiG2[
iioiJ iso<x £>©XpXqiaLi axtoj: woH
to^^olq/eo afloX ^oH •reTcoXqraa ‘iamo'5
€?3A. £>qXi'ibJ<1 iiol^iso^









OmOOat OgBTtGTA d-ioifW iauo^oA oiiifiS
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Page frora customer's receipt book used by a
retailer of men*s clothing selling in part on the
deferred payment or installment plans:
Name
Address










Payment Received in full by
THE X COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.
Notations on the reverse side read:
Payments must be made on the day they are due without
variation.
Always bring this book when making payment
s Lesu 2ico(f tqleoea rao^l agB^I
ai5;t no t'lBq al ^^ntllea ^atd^oLo a’nojai lo
:ettBlq ^ /lamliJB^anl -lo ^ixaci^Bq Lo^'ielsfe
8C10II
ese'if)f>A
zuA!J aTiiarj:;;^ L'Ua 2TM21iyAa












^ i. /•' .
,
> .







" — ' ' ’ * •
4
Ycf llsft nl LeYleoaa ^neiiDCB^
.c:aAM ,n0T80a ,TMAaMOO 2 aHT
;£)Bd’i 61)18 oenevon oxlJf no cnolJfB^’oTl
d’ijoil^xw euf) eiJB \;ori;^ \s>b ed) no ©l)fiia od cftiM sd’nsuncBa
.noi^BluBV
4'iioixr\^J9q j^IAqdi noxiw ^ood aid^ ^altd
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City County State . . .
.
THE BLANK COMPANY, Philadelphia, Penna:
Date
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to . . . .
St City
County State, or to the nearest
railroad station, (Residence address )
of your No registers,
finish, denomination of keys
for use in business, for which
the undersigned agrees to pay you
dollars (;| ) as follows:
I cash;
cash on 8u:*rival of register, and the
following amount to be evidenced by note:
$ in monthly payments of §
and of $
Five per cent discount allowed for cash settlement
on arrival of register, but no discount allovfed on
credit for exchange registers or on autographic
registers. The purchase price, less any payment
thereon, shall, at your option, immediately become
II^X


























, . . . ©:r5;t8 ’*»’^GtuoO Y^XO
;afine'-i . .YIIA^lOO ^UJH miT
eXsC
oX tiigioTi QXila Xtue ttiuJ QaJuaaiJ oaseX?
*
»
ijaouB0ii iMliT oJ 10 -. 9w£i>2 ';^^II0CO
{ aaex":>fcfi soxieDissfl) tnoiX^-'Ja jjjjcilljii
tSiew a lg^*' * oil "WCJ^; lo
jc . GiJe.liacnsD tilaJtall
Xoirlw io'l ,aaafu£if^ *^X 'lo':
uc-x 03 29013JB 69£isXe'.teX£iiJ sxtX
; 8 ;7oXXol 2ij ;
. ) aaelXoX
idSBO V
0ild L'Xifl ^^000 139*1 Yo X;:Yi*i*iij no fiajBO V
;&Xoii \cf boon&blYo eti o^’ XxiiJoai? ^xii’ToXXol
y iO zfaoi^ijq . .' nl t
.y lo JflB
tneirsIoXee nnjso rol 5ewoXXs Ini/ocaio iaao loq ev 1*1
no JbewoXIjQ vTa^'ocatfi on fud .nwXaXao'i *to Lsvia'in 00
0XrIq£i3OJiJB nc *10 aToJaxae'x esaailozo 10I XXi)©*!©
aaoX iSoliq ©aBrfoii/q oiiT .S'xo^aiae*;
e^scoocf '^XiilciXonLil .acid'qo rcLicx .Xiaile tnoeieriu"
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due and payable, upon refusal of undersigned to accept
the register when tendered, or to make any cash pay-
ment, or to execute and deliver the note or to make
any payment provided for therein; you or any person
authorized by you, if you so elect, may immediately
repossess the register, and retain as rental for use
of said register while in the possession of the under-
signed, all payments theretofore made. Should the
register be lost or stolen, destroyed, injured or
damaged by fire or otherwise, before the price has
been fully paid, undersigned agrees to complete pay-
ment, notwithstanding such loss, destruction, in-
jury or damage. Should the register get out of order
from ordinary use within one year from shipment, you
will, without charge, repair it, provided undersigned
pays the transportation charges on it to and from the
factory or nearest agency able to make the repairs,
or traveling expenses of repairman. Under signed to
pay for any repairs made without your authorization,
and to pay all taxes on the register and, in event of
default, to reimburse the Company to full extent of
taxes paid by it.
The register shall remain your property until
the price, or any judgment for same, is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements between the
^(jooojb oJ J&ensis'iafcifm lo Ijaeuls*! noqi; ,oXcfj3XS«i toB out
-XJeq riaso xob oi lo tbe%ebaot nesiw *i©d‘ai:3©i ©xfcf
e^ism 0 ^ '10 ©Jon ofj lorlleb baB eiuoexe oX* io <i^n©s:
no8T»q -^fUB TO uox laX&'iod^ toI iiaXlvoTq ^n&iHYsq
XlerBlboami ,^09l9 oa li ^©siTOdd-WB
®au Tot iB^noT es iUje^Jot j:>nB ,T9^ei3©T ad^ aaoaaoqoT
-T©£)au edS Tlo xioJtaasaaoq ariJ nl olhiir letalse'X blaa lo
©rlX SluorCd ,ebBj[n ©TolojeTorli’ a^fS0iin(;j3q XIb ^bea^la
TO boiulal tfcs'^oTd'ee £ jTeXod-a to d’eol ©d Ted'alssT
8JBd eolTq ©Tolsd ^©aiWTad^o to ©TJtl x^ be^imb
^X^q ©JeXqinoo aoeT^a bon^iatebnu tblsq ^IXi/l flood
-flX ,floJ:v ointe©^ ,3coX dowa gni tofiS’ail^Xwdon ^^noia
toJl>to lo XiJo TsJ'elaoT odd” JbXuodS .93BffU36 to
BOX t*i^oiaqidQ cjiOTl 'usex ©flo aldiStw ©aw x'bBaibio mOTl
JjoctaieTS^fli; beblro'iq ,di TijsqeT ^ogTBdo d'floiUlw ,XXiw
©dt a«DTl ofla 0 ^ tl no aosTSdo iiol^B^ToqanBT^ sd^ aT^sq
tBTioq&T ed^ e^i»i ©XdB xon&ss tfaeToea to ^oJ’obI
0 ^ bengXK Tadiitf -.fiBiiTiBqeT lo seaneqxe suXXotbt^ to
*
nol^osiTOd^i/jB ’xflo^ ^uod^iw obaa: aTisqoT Tol ^fiq
lo S’flevo nl tbae lelal^r ao aoxsd ILs x^q o?
n
lo ;i-u©jx3 XXi/l oif "^jsqi-soO sd^ ©aTirdiuXeT .^XuBleb
- fcr j
• "
.11 x<^ bleq aoxQl
llTan \:*T©qoTq Ttfo*^ nljsaioz XXada TOdalgoT ©xlt
.XXi;! al bleq ai ,amjBa toI i© ,ooiTq odi”
odJ floowi'ad s^Tomooi^a XXe aT©Too ;foBTd'flco eidT





.bebiiBssriQ^mfoo acT d’on IlBrie 6fLa aei^iaq
(qt8iI nsiS) "
QolllO Tao^






Special form for the use in Pennsylvania:
City County Pa,
Date 192..
THE BLMK COIvIPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
St., City, County
Pa., or to the nearest railroad station, (Residence
address) of your No registers
finish, denomination of keys
valued at ^ for use in
business, which the undersigned hereby agrees to lease
from you for a term of months from arrival there-
of and to pay you as rental therefor the sum of $
in monthly payments of $ each, and
of $ ; undersigned to give you
his promissory note for $ payable in similar
monthly payments as collateral security for payment
of said rental.
Undersigned further agrees to pay you 4
forthwith and § upon arrival of said
register as a deposit to partially secure fulfillment
of this agreement on the part of the undersigned.
• • •
At the expiration of the rental term above speci-
: . .i:£i.0vi.'^aniie-i nl o?.u yilJ 'iol imot LbIo'^T^
..-Vi CqlnjbslxJ^ .- XL-i_L^ > l-S:'
ul-^qoM.;, l qi.cl2 ^nm e'liji ossisaata daeol*!
Ylil.ucc * "'- .*•
soaebic:-^.: i : oa*iB©n 'i- » .£5
....... .j'_OaI. ' ’. lIC^U oft AJ-
nl iaii -Id V l^eirlaY
w .aaX c J" aa '.“I^js ''jJ as-'i it"';’. .. .. / aoiXT’ ,Eii.K>r,iz:U(i
o*aQ " ^
"
''.'’aY'xXj .’u*x^ r.'^ - t»aia . . • • . s aio i j--^'''C
.
ia'iaa.eX^ Xx-noi i^ov v:_:c aiiB lo
Ln;- lo yl:ljr':::i r.l
JJO^ , *, -i-3 ij v -L -Ow/ . .j-i |, •»•••••••*• ‘tj »•••••••
‘£x:lirLj. a ::i. ale .av/icr 'iO*! acca ‘iq siii
d-aGiir^aq JBiaaaiXcY -s'-^.raonrcD^^ '-Idlrjc^
aXBB iO
^ <(oy ;;aq c»J 'liiiidYCiJ'l Lt'iq>.iaao>Ji..J
Ljtss 1o iBYiiaa.- » riiB rli'xwrfw 'lo*!
ifianillXXij'i V'SJJO.... ct ^flLcacb 3 e.b 'isoBisai
.i>iu‘3Xc.'i5£>nB or?3 “Ic tisq oX- uo slXJ
.M. . rX?
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fied undersigned agrees to surrender said cash re-
gister to you in as good condition as when delivered,
excepting damage caused by reasonable wear, whereupon
you are to return the amount paid to you as a deposit,
provided all terms of this lease have been complied
with; undersigned to have the option, after surrend-
ering said register, to purchase same upon payment
of the amount to you to be deposited as partial
security.
It is agreed that upon failure of undersigned
to make any payment of rental, or upon the issuance
of any attachment, execution, distress for rent, or
like process against undersigned, or in the event
of undersigned becoming insolvent, of the filing of
a petition in bankruptcy by or against him, the un-
paid balance of rent for the entire term shall at
once become due and payable and you may immediately
take possession of said register.
In the event undersigned should refuse to ac-
cept said register, or- fail to pay any part of the
cadi deposit above provided for, or refuse to execute
and deliver said promissory note, or fail to pay
any installment of rental promptly when due, under-
signed hereby authorizes and empowers any attorney
of any Court of Record in this State or elsewhere to
appear for and enter judgment v/ith or without declar-
-oa £l3BO Mse ot BQe’iafi Jjensia'iefcnu fioit
<i3O’T:8Vi;l0i) a&dv as nciJ’Jtfeaoo £>003 ac nl uox is^eis
no^uoiorrYT x<^ te^mo e^&mBb sni^qeoxo
t^jtaoqofc B SB blBcj 'tmsoi.'.s sd^ o^ ©*16 isox
JbsIIqcico nsed evsil ©sfial eir'^ lo 4iirx0^ XXe BeXiivoKi
-bneTius 'XeulUB ,fioi^qo 9ili ovart o^ lyexi^iai^bfxi/ \d'flw
j'lisjEv.Bq noqi/ airjSE &BBrIo*iJ/(j J&Ibb
Xfi 1^*18 35 o<£ o^ i/o'^ ^gTi/oma ^Ic
.Xii^U’O&z
‘ i
bt^nsiei9d:tu lo eiultal rroqu ifBd^ at tl
eonBi/Gai noau 10 ''-C >6aB drlsa ocf
-10 .^nei 10I asaiJaift ,iioi:f£/o©x© ,faeca(csS^3 xrw 'io
tueve &dt nt ic .I'0fi3ic*i0£>nxj ^enXssB aaeoc^q s^IX
lo snlXil 3x1^ lo ji^nevXoaiil snitaoostf I/engia^sf'Xiu lo
-iUJ eil? ,srfid d-e.iifi2B 'lo \'cf
nclfi^eq c
JB XXflxJa xkXTCst .0T;l?a0'ori^ ool Jnot lo aonaJad tiaq
Tjl9:rBix)0ixasl JJO'^ £>xxi8 vLd£fXBq Mb hub amoced «ono
.ns^ElsBi rifia lo iioieedBecq e^iB^
-OB 0^ ©einei BXj^oxIb ^•nsia'xefcaa ^nbvs eiiS al
3riJ lo duaq xcb oJ Xial 10 ,'r3 d-ei39*x fcifie ^qeo
8^006X9 eewldo: 10 .lol f)95 iYo'‘iq evods tXaoqeb ifeBO
Yoq Off Xx£l *10 ^e'cii TC'ioaaiaioiq f>iBs tr©vlIo£> £>xtB
•lebnu ^oub uedw xISqmodq leJn©*! lo ^aomXXB^efll W-
'\tOi:i'ioi'ffi3 XiXB aasifoqiEe fcrts eosl'iodffufi '^^doisd f>©nsia
(t o^sxlwealo 10 affaJS aiiiff aX b^xoooK lo ffiaoO ^na lo
'
--iBXooJb ffxjoil^'lw 10 dirt'Sf taea^ul loffn© l^nB :rcl icBsqqa
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ation against undersigned and assess damages as
follows: In tiie event of refusal to accept register
in an amount equal to forty per cent of its value
as herein expressed, vdiich amount is hereby considered
and agreed upon by both parties hereto as proper
liquidated damages for such refusal; or if said re-
gister has been accepted and default is made in any
payment above provided for or in the execution or
delivery of said promissory note, then said damages
shall be an amount equal to the whole or any part
unpaid, under this agreement; and in any case said
judgment shall include in addition to said damages
all costs and an attorney fee of fifteen per cent.
Said attorney is further authorized to release all
errors and waive any right of undersigned to appeal,
and the benefit of all appraisement, stay, or exemp-
tion laws of this Sate. The remedies provided herein
are cumulative and not in the alternative.
Should said register get out of order from or-
dinary use within one year from shipment, you will
repair it free of charge provided undersigned pays
the transporation charges on it to and from your
factory or nearest agency capable of making the re-
pairs, or traveling expenses of repairman. Under-
signed to pay for any repairs made without your
cfl 8©gi££ief) oaoeaB him rtol^Q
letkt^ei itqeoojs Xeeiila'x "io uxteva &-d:t al jswoXIol;
©jjX^Y aSX ^0 cfxxeo *iaq JMSipe d'm.»cajis xis ni
bQ'xoi)isdoo xdQZQd el Snuoim doldit ^b&ss&rcqxo nl&%p£i bb
leqozq sb c^e^eri a&lf‘mq litod bf^'i3B biiB
-ai XtJtJBQ iJt *10 jlBaineTc doi/a lot a©ssisBl> ^0^fl,f)li;piX
tf'i
XruB Hi ©fijaia el ^XiiBte 6 b£ifl I>®iq©ooi5 nemi earf le^ala
*10 aoi^L'oaxB ©lil xil lo lot ^©J&lvoiq qtoq'b toBitncaq
sasjBiiieJ!) Xlaa naxlJ ^elou ‘^losaliaoiq Jbias to tisvlXal)
ct’iBq "^Xifo lo sXoxIff dj;[^ cl ijsx/po Inx/ojuta ii£ ad XXbxIb
blBE e&Bt) "slob ai bnB aidl .isiaqni;
sogBicxs^ blBO ol liolllMjE xil Qln/Xoat XJjeila IcoiosJ&ut
. 5n®o leq nseltlt to oet '\£anioll3 na bne alaoo IXb
XXb ©cjceXoi cl oBsliodliXB xsdlii/t al XIbE
,lB0ciqB ol X©n3la*iol>fu/ to bvIbw ban eioiis
-qciei® 10 (loLOiiioalBiqqfl XIb to 11toned ©ril ons
flleisil XeXlYo'iq aoiX©£i©i odt .©1j&8 alill to swjsX noil
.eYxljsxnelXfi odl nl loxt Xfia ©YllfiXi/iHiJo ©ib
-10 iuoit leX'Xo to liro lea 'S0lsl30‘i X>lBa Xli/oria
XXlw no^ ,l|t0iaq.ixi8 fiioit laox ©no nidi Iw o&u
e-^nq D©ji3lei©£inn ^eXlvoiq ©sinrio to soil 11 ileqe/i
*iifcx bita ol 11 fio 86313X0 nollB'ioqanBil 61I1
-61 6ill 'anl^lBJK to ©Xdaqao ^onosB leoiBon 10 Afioloat
-ie6nU .fififJilBqoi to aeaneqxe ^nllovail 10 , 3ilfiq
moY IXiCilll’ ©Loia eiXaqoi ^nje lot ^Bq ol Xen^la
authorization, and to pay all taxes on the register,
and, in event of default to reimburse the oanpanyto
full extent of taxes so paid by it.
Should the register be lost or stolen, destroyed
injured or damaged by fire or otherwise, before the
rental has been fully paid, undersigned agrees to
complete payment, notwithstanding such loss, destruc-
tion, injury or damage.
This contract covers all agreements between all
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Special form needed for use in Virginia:
City County Virginia
THE BLAIHC COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa. Date 192..
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street, City, County, Va.
,
of your Blank cash registers
finish; denomination of keys Style No
Factory Serial No for use in
business, for which the undersigned agrees to pay you
dollars ($ ) as follows:
$ cash
;
$ cash on 192..., and the following
amount to be evidence by note:
$ in monthly payments of ^
and of $ the first of such pay-
ments to become due and payable on
and the others on the day of each succeeding
month.
Five per cent discount allowed for cash settlement
on arrival of register, but no discount allowed on
credit for exchange registers, or on autographic regis-
ters. You are authorized to insert the factory number
of the register and the dates when monthly payments be-
come due. The purchase price, less any payment thereon,
at your option, shall become due and payable, upon re-
23^1 4
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: 'in-‘3ii;V ni 96jJ 'rol beSeoit liJiooqB
........ ''iuXuroO
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i
,.SV tXJiu/cC ,;O0i^S
u'xei’ 31301 rfsBC jIniiXI 'imx lo
cM bXyJ’o :o ociwi) [delnl^i
fiJt car -xl o/i X^lisB \icj0b’5
uo-^ ysg Z‘t nGri^.tfc'ixJLni; orf^ loidw 10 1. ,a30fiiai;d
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.il^noin
. . . .$
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nc.t<o x-l ’iv-clljs ^cx/ccai;^ ocao loo evxa
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-airjoi lv 10 ,6idvai3oi o^iif-ioxs 10I Tibeic
ivdisujn ':io;‘o£t TiBa Ti LssiicXjox s-x . 'Oi , • i^w
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-ei ::oc:.j j'oXdfl'Cijq Xxu; aiiiJ eiLOOo<f i Bifa uo'^ ta
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fusal of undersigned to accept register when t endered,
to make any cash payment, to execute and deliver the
note, or maice any payment provided for therein; or
you, or any authorized person, if you so elect, may
repossess register, and retain, for its use while in
possession of undersigned, all payments made. The
benefit of exemption as to this debt is waived by
undersigned. Should register get out of order from
ordinary use in one year from shipment you will re-
pair it without charge, provided undersigned pays
transportation charges on it to and from the factory,
or nearest agency able to make repairs, or traveling
expenses of repairman. Undersigned to pay for any
repairs made without your authorization, and to pay
all taxes on the register.
The register shall remain your property until
the price, or any judgment for same, is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements between the
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Form used in Michigan:
City County Michigan.
Date 192. . .
THE BLAIJK COtIPANY, Philadelphia, Penna;
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street, City,
County, Michigan, or to the nearest railroad station,
(Residence Address ) of
your No registers, finish,
denomination of keys for use in
business, for which undersigned
agrees to pay you Dollars
($ ) as follows:
$ cash;
$ cash on arrival of register, and the follow-
ing amount to be evidenced by note:
^ in monthly payments of $
and of $
Five per cent discount for cash settlement on
arrival of register, but no discount allowed on
credit for exchange registers or on autographic
registers. Upon refusal of undersigned to accept
the register when tendered, or to make any cash pay-
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payment provided for therein, either the purchase
price, less any payment thereon, at your option,
shall immediately become due and payable and you
may sue therefor, thereby vesting the absolute
title in the undersigned, or you, or any person
authorized by you, if you so elect, may immediately
repossess the register, and retain as rental for
us of said register while in possession of under-
signed, all payments theretofore made. Should the
register be lost or stolen, destroyed, injured or
damaged by fire or otherwise, before the price has
been fully paid, undersigned agrees to complete
payment, notwithstanding such loss, destruction, in-
jury or damage. Should the register get out of
order from ordinary use within one year from ship-
ment, you v/ill, without charge, repair it, provided
undersigned pays the transportation charges on it
to and from the factory or nearest agency able to
make the repairs or traveling expenses of repairman.
Undersigned to pay for any repairs made without
your authorization, and to pay all taxes on the
register, and, in event of default, to reimburse the
Company to full extent of taxes paid by it.
The register shall remain your property until
the price is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements between the
parties and shall not be countermanded.
ecBdo^q lodttQ "ixit b^blycnqi iaocrisq
tdoltqo 'ZiJox
,
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Special form needed for use in New Hampshire:
City County New Hairpshire.
Date 192. .
.
THE BLANlv COIvIPiJ^Y, Philadelphia, Penna.
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street, Citj’-, County,
New Hanpshire, or to the nearest railroad station,
(Residence Address ) of your
No registers, finish, denomina-
tion of keys for use in
business, for which undersigned
agrees to pay you Dollars ($ ),
as follows:
^ cash;
$ cash on arrival of register, and the follow-
ing amount to be evidenced by note:
$ in mohthly payments of $
and of $
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same is paid in full; and
upon failure of undersigned to make any pajmient, if
you so elect, you may repossess the register and retain
as rental all money paid. Undersigned agrees to pay
all taxes on the register, and to complete payment if
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register is lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed.
This contract covers all agreements between




We severally swear that the foregoing memoran-
dum is made for the purpose of witnessing the lien
on cash register No and the sum
due thereon as specified in said memorandum, and
for no other purpose whatever; and that the said
lien and the sum due thereon were not created for
the purpose of enabling the purchaser to execute
said memorandum; but said lien is a just lien, and
the sum stated to be due thereon is honestly due
thereon, and owing from the purchaser to the vendor.
THn BLAInIC COIvIPAl'iY
by
The State of New Hampshire
County of
On this day of 192..., person-
ally appeared before me
swore and subscribed to the above oath
and
Justice of the Peace
. 10 ,i©Iota ,^acl ei lotsisei
na^’A'^sd 3;fG0cie9i^a Ila aiovoo toai^xioo aiifr
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Special form for use in the State of California:
City County California.
Date 192...
THD CdvIPiiNY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to No. ..
Street, City,
County, Calif., or to the nearest
railroad station, (Residence address )
of your No registers,
finisli, denomination of keys,
for use in business, for which
undersigned agrees to pay you dollars
($. ) , as f ollov/s;
^ cash
V cash on arrival of register, and the fol-
lowing amount to be evidenced by note:
$ in monthly payments of $ and
of $
Five per cent discount allowed for cash settle-
ment on arrival of register, but no discount allowed
on credit for exchange register, or on autographic
registers. Undersigned agrees to keep the register
insured at all times at his o\m expense; loss, if
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The purchase price, less any payment thereon,
shall, at your option, immediately become due and
payable upon reflisal of undersigned to accept the re-
gister when tendered, or to make any cash payment,
or to execute and deliver the note or make any pay-
ment provided for therein, or you, or any person
authorized by you, if you so elect, may immediately
repossess the register. Should it become necessary
to enforce any provision of this contract by suit,
undersigned agrees to pay all reasonable attorney
fees and costs.
Should the register be lost or stolen, destroyed,
injured or damaged by fire or otherwise, before the
price has been fully paid, undersigned agrees to
complete payment ,, notwithstanding such loss, destruc-
tion, injury or damage.
Should the register get out of order from ordin-
ary use within one year from shipment, you will,
without charge repair it provided undersigned pays
the transportation charges on it to and from the
factory, or nearest agency able to make repairs, or
traveling expenses of repairman. Undersigned to pay
for any repairs made without your authorization, and
to pay all taxes on the register, and, in event of
default
,
to reimburse the Company to full extent of
taxes paid by it.
.rosrrerfi -^^la as© I ^eolrq eaadoTJq eiff
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It is agreed that title to said register shall
not pass to undersigned until the purchase price
therefor, or any judgment for all or part of same,
is paid in full, and that until such payment, said
register shall, at your option, remain your property.
This contract covers all agreements between the
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The states of Alabama, Maine, Maryland and
Vermont require this form to he used;
City County State
Date 192..
THD BLidIK COMPAiry, Philadelphia, Pa.
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street City, County,
, . . State, or to the nearest railroad
station, (Residence address ) ,
of your No registers, finish,
denomination^ of keys, for use
in business, for which undersigned
agrees to pay you dollars )
as follows;
^ cash
$ cash on arrival of register, and the follow-
ing amount to be evidence by note;
$ in .... monthly payments of $ and
of ^
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same is paid in full; and
upon failure of undersigned to make any payment, if
iixc bxLi: L\iz^,. lo ^n'T
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you so elect, you may repossess the register and re-
tain as rental all money paid. Undersigned agrees
to pay all taxes on the register, and to complete
payment if register is lost, stolen, damaged, or
destroyed.
This contract covers all agreements between the
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The State of Colorado uses this type of form:
City County Colorado.
Date 192..
THE BLAHIi COLa^AHY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to ......
Street, City, County,
Colo., or to the nearest railroad station, (Residence
address ) , of your
No registers, finish,
denomination of keys for use
in business, for vhich the
undersigned agrees to pay you dollars,
(I ) as follows:
$ cash;
$ cash o n arrival of register, and the fol-
lowing amount to be evidenced by note:
$ in monthly payments of ^ and
of $ said note to be secured by a
chattel mortgage on the register.
Five per cent discount ailov/ed for cash settle-
ment on arrival of register, but no discount allowed
on credit for exchange registers, or on autographic
registers.
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The purchase price, less any payment thereon,
shall, at your option, immediately become due and
payable, upon refusal of undersigned to accept the
register ^en tendered, or to make any cash payment,
or to execute and deliver the note or make any pay-
ment provided for therein, or to execute, acknowledge,
and deliver the mortgage; or you, or any person
authorized by you, if you so elect, may immediately
repossess the register.
Should the register get out of order from ordin-
ary use 7/ithin one year from shipment, you will,
without charge, repair it, provided undersigned pays
the transportation charges on it to and from the fac-
tory, or nearest agency able to make the repairs, or
traveling expenses of repairman. Undersigned to pay
for any repairs made without your authorization, and
to pay all taxes on the register, and, in event of
default, to reimburse the Company to full extent of
taxes paid by it.
The register shall remain your property and
undersigned shall be considered as holding same
merely as your bailee until execution and delivery
of mortgage, or until the price, or any judgment for
same, is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements between the
parties and shall not be countermanded.
(Sign here)
Post Office
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> . • y 192 ...
THE BLENK COMPAlfif, Philadelphia, Pa.
P5.ease manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street City, County, Mo.,
or to the nearest railroad station, (Residence Address.
} , of your
No registers finish,
denomination of keys for use
in business, for which under-
signed agrees to pay you dollars
($ ) as follows:
$ cash
$ cash on arrival of register, and the follow-
ing amount to be evidenced by note;
$ in monthly payments of $ and
of $ , said note to be secured
by chattel mortgage on the register.
Five per cent discount allowed for cash settlement
on arrival of register, but no discount allowed on
credit for exchange registers, or on autographic re-
gisters. The purchase price, less any payment thereon
shall, at your option, immediately becomes due and
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payable, upon refusal of undersigned to accept the
register when tendered, or to make any cash payment,
or to execute and deliver the note or make any pay-
ment provided for therein, or to execute, acknov;-
ledge, and deliver the mortgage; or you, or any per-
son authorized by you, if you so' elect, may immedi-
ately repossess the register. Should the register
get out of order from ordinary use within one year
from shipment, you will, without charge, repair it
provided undersigned pays the transporation charges
on it to and from the factory, or nearest agency
able to make the repairs, or traveling expenses of
repairman. Undersigned to pay for any repairs made
without your authorization, and to pay all taxes on
the register, and, in event of default, to reimburse
the Company to full extent of taxes paid by it.
You, or any person authorized by you, may date the
note given herewith as of this date, or any date
subsequent thereto.
The register shall remain your property and
undersigned shall be considered as holding same
merely as your bailee until execution and delivery
of the mortgage, or until the price, or any judgment
for same, is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements between the
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IN CONSIDERATION of the debt hereinafter mentioned
and created, and the sum of One Dollar to
in hand paid, the receipt of which is hereby ack-
nowledged, Residence
Address Street, in the City of ...
County of do
hereby sell and convey to The Blank Company, of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the cash register be-
low described, located at No Street
in the City of
,
County of
State of Missouri, to wit:
Blank Cash Register, Factory No
Style No
UPON CONDITION that if pay said Blank Com-
pany promissory note dated
amounting to $ , maturing in payments,
one each month after date, and signed by
or any note given in extension of the same, then
this deed shall be void, otherwise it shall remain
in full force and effect.
Should default be made in the payment of one
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or more of said payments, or if said register is
removed from the premises above described, without
the written consent of said Company, of it said
Company shall feel themselves unsafe and insecure
in the premises, then all of said payments remaining
unpaid shall at once become due and payable, and
said Company, or their agent or attorney, may take
and shall be entitled to the possession of said cash
register, and for the purpose of acquiring possession
may enter into the premises and take said cash re-
gister; until which time possession thereof is to re-
main with the undersigned. Upon talcing possession
in case of default, or as above provided, said Com-
pany, or their agent or attorney, may sell the same
either at public or private sale and apply the pro-
ceeds of such sale, after deducting from said pro-
ceeds all costs and expenses, including all attorn-
ey’s fees in obtaining possession of and making sale
of said register, toward the reduction of the in-
debtedness due from the undersigned, the remainder,
if any, to be paid to or
representatives; and in the event of a public sale
of said register, the Company herein shall be at
liberty to bid upon and purchase the property herein
above described. If sold at public sale, notice
thereof shall be given for ten days, either by hand-
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bills or in some newspaper printed in this county or
city.





at the City of
County of State of tlissouri.
(Sign here)
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Fom used in the District of Goliaiiibia:
City District of Columbia.
Date 192. .
.
THE BLhllK COMFAHY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Please manufacture and ship frei^t prepaid to No. ..
Street, City,
D. C., or to the nearest railroad station, (Residence
Address ) , of your
No registers, finish,
denomination of keys for use in
business, for which under-
signed agrees to pay you dollars,
$ as follows:
cash
$ cash on arrival of register, and the follow-
ing amount to be evidenced by note:




Five per cent discount allowed for cash settle-
ment on arrival of register, but no discount allowed
on credit for exchange registers, on on autographic
registers. The purchase price, less any payment
thereon, shall, at your option, immediately become
due and payable, upon refusal of undersigned to ac-
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cept the register when tendered, or to make any cash
payment, or to execute and deliver the note or make
any payment provided for therein; you, or any person
authorized by you, if you so elect, may immediately
repossess the register and retain as rental for the
use of said register while in the possession of the
undersigned, all payments theretofore made.
Should the register be lost or stolen, destroyed,
injured or damaged by fire or otherwise, before the
price has been fully paid, undersigned agrees to com-
plete payment, notwithstanding such loss, destruction,
injury, or damage.
Should the register get out of order from ordin-
ary use within one year from shipment, you will,
without charge, repair it, provided undersigned pays
the transporation charges on it to and from the fac-
tory, or nearest agency able to make the repairs, or
traveling expenses of repairman. Undersigned to pay
for any repairs made without your authorization, and
to pay all taxes on the register, and, in event of
default, to reimburse the Company to full extent of
taxes paid by it
.
The register shall remain your property until
the price, or any judgment for same, is paid in full.
The contract covers all agreements between the
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A^tfliTT 10 3;^oa 3£iS levtl&L ficuj ol 10
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a:U Tol XetnoT && niiitsT fiiuB TeJai^oT 9n'^ eeoaaoquT
axiJ ^o iioiaaec.eoq sii^ nx ©Ililw Tsd’eis©'! 1c eejj
.oJifliir OTolo JeTdrIi’ Btncisxfiq Ila ,L9a3i€T9£jni/
^xisXo^s TO ^sol Cd zctmidi ©rf? £>I;forfa
9il^ STold<r jOaiwTaifi'o to or11 xd LdseaslJ to i)9Ti/LAl
-jjioo ol eeoT3A loii;^l 3T©tiLW ,i;l£q tcIIitI need serf ooiiq
,nollOJ;Td3©J!> ,s£Ol xiowa anlXiuslaxldlwdon ,3‘iieiirtaq c^clq
.©giiti^o to
-ixll>TO ci:>t1 TaX)TO lo lao les ToletsoT odd DluodC
,IIlw uc^
,
dcajtqld2 xootI too^c ono nidi Itr ©en \ts
3x:aq £)Ofi3laTOl5XiU x;ofclvoTq »di TlaqoT ,03*10110 dnorfdiw
-orI odd xsoTl I>aB cd dl no eosusdo noldoTcqaiysTd odd
Tc tCTiaqoT odd oxcin cd ©Ida xoao^^B da&TBon to ,'Cto^
od bQOQl u'lebsiU . £i2fln[lJ5q.eT lo eeanoqxo snlXovaTd
boB .floldasxTcddna Tifo^c. duodd iw ©tam eTlaqor
lo daovo Lil ,i>na ,TOdelgoT odd no eoxad Ha \;aq od
lo dxiodxe iUil od \ajsqooO odd oe*uxd£ii9T od jdiJJBloi)
. d t j&laq eoxad
lidcx; ^dToqoTq Ti;o\; ixJjsciqt ILsde TodalgoT orfT
,IIjj1 nl blaq el ,o:Jtfie tcI dnaciabi/l xoa to ,&oiTq add
odd no0TTt9d ediio!TOOT3B Ila btovoo dooTdnoo ©riT-
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Parties, and shall not be countermanded.





:<c + + :<c *
DISTRICT OF C33DLUMBIA, ss;
I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for
the District of Columbia, hereby certify that
,
the vendee, named in the within con-
tract, personally appeared before me in said District,
said party being well-known to me as the person who
executed said contract, and acknowledged the sane 1d
be his act and deed.
WITIIESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed
this day of 192. . . .
Rotary Public
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Special form which must be used on Connecticut:
City- County Connecticut.
Date 192...
THE BLAInIK COIIPAHY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street, City
County, Connecticut, or to nearest railroad station,
Jr
(Residence address ) of
yoLir No finish^ denomination of keys ...
for us in business, for which under-
signed agrees to pay you dollars,
$ as follows:
$ cash
^ cash on arrival of register, and the follow-
ing amount to be evidenced by note;-
$ I'. 1'. *.. in ... monthly payments of ^ and
of
Five per cent discount allowed for cash settle-
ment on arrival of register, but no discount allowed
on credit for exchange registers, or on autographic
registers
.
The purchase price, less any payment thereon,
shall, at your option, immediately bee cane due and
^L'OI;^oanrtOo no toajj od ri:.um r^oldw mo^ iBioaoS
oenncd . fiisc C 'iJ i o
e»D r Qj-jaa
.ij'I ,JBi-'^qI9 ^fiIii‘^"i I-nlAJd nlTT
-.iBqeiq 'Jins i?ra 3'iL4o3^.unB£
,noij\i2^K JUCiSlLI. jSdT£>£*.i Ow *!£' , tiJOlv O-' i- IICC m/Ow
,
c29*iL ^r> son9L ieafi)
. . 'j'jOjx jc /..c i ; tiiiiECJLi^i.' t.-oi '-il ’iuo\
--xv' ^ir' , c ^ iO^
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Ltwoi lB ?ni'c : 2-5 on J -jd trxS^y.i^i.'i ' Iwi'i’iM ao tnem
Oio' jfi .: 'JO ,
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tfi.oij'id: -* x ^L'cl'^x 2ii.'.0'ii-<i »;»T
i)£Ui --n.' ufxc’^o ii Bitejaaii ,tiOxJqo 'U^X .i^nc
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payable, upon refusal of undersigned to accept the
register when tendered, or to make any cash payment
or to execute and deliver the note or maice any pay-
ment provided for therein; or you, or any person
authorized by you, if you so elect, may immediately
repossess the register and retain, as rental for the
use of said register while in the possession of the
undersigned, all payments theretofore made.
Should the register be lost, or stolen, de-
stroyed, injured or damaged by fire or otherwise,
before the price has been fully paid, undersigned’
agrees to complete payment, notwithstanding such loss
destruction, injury or damage.
Should the register get out of order from ordin-
ary use within one year from shipment, you will,
without charge, repair it, provided undersigned pays
the transpohation charges on it to and from the fac-
tory, or nearest agency able to make repairs, or
traveling expenses of repairman. Undersigned to pay
for any repairs made without your permission, and to
pay all taxes on the register, and, in event of de-
fault, to reimburse the Company to full extent of
taxes paid by it.
The register shall remain your property until
the price, or any judgment for sane, is paid in full.
©ai' Qt bea^^j.z'iobnn 1c LBGUIem acqsj ,3lcffl'^£q
vnexon^Bq '^/ub ©slxac o^ 10 ,Z>o*isi)n9^ freriw 19^21301
-X^q e:isiii tco ©^oc- arirf- mevllQb fiCJB 9*i;o9ie oJ" ^o
ncBiaq \fiia 10 ,ao'^c 10 i/iioie.IJ- zol boblvmq ^aem
'!CX94-j3ii>aE0ii t^foelQ os ucx x<J besliodSu£
oil^ lo't IjBd'fi©*! cjQ tnict©*! XiiJB TsieXsQT; axlt CBesBoqu^
oxiJ :£c iroieeoesoq ©rit ni oliriw i;i£e lo* e'su
>
.e^js;- srxolo^e'iejftf' cladfli'caq IXs tXeiQXaaefini;
~©ij -xc ed tad’eiaei orfJ' bXuorfa
,8* iwi9. .J’o lo ©“in Jba^jsrjBX lo Darmt^iX tfioYO'i^e
,fci£-q 'cXXi.^ tt99d oai'xq sxl^ Qiolotf




-aifno nioTl 10XTO 16 d-uo Tetf£i3dT vri^ bluoriB
jXIiTT ECY rsinqixla a:©*!! ‘tusx ©no eXE^ Jt^'
©
be’
BY-sq i ewfi^.’aTBXEU Xa&lTOTq ,Ji. tXjBq©*!
__,33TjbHo firod^lw
-ojsl 9 fit troll fc>Ejj oX Ji no aegUBCfo EoJt^iSioqaaiJTd’ dxW
TO .BTlfiEBT ©-"iiiiil 03- 9icfE ’iOne^E' ;r8e-iJ80E TO ,3TO^
Yoq 0 7 ie.x^ieT^Xffl' .vXinlEqor 1c so&a&qxo sniXeviJT^
oX UiE ,fici-^aiinT9q ‘inoTC XocilXXw bXEii sTtBqoT
-9X lo S’Eav© ni ,i}fijo
,
10X 3 X39*1 9XlX no eexfiX XXfi yfiq
lo XitoXx© Hut oX Xf'E^xioO odt ©stuOkXot oX ,XXufil
.Xi ’,:6 5Xt;q b©XJBX
Xtxnu '^Xioqciq nX£caoi,IXjL>;^a leXaigeT 0xfT
.XXul flX tisq ax. ,-jli£q toI tnef^i^Xu^ ^rcO to ,60lTq ox'X
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This contract covers all agreements between










signer and sealer of the within instr\mient, to me
personally known, and acknowledged the signing
thereof to be his free act and deed.
Witness my hand and seal of office on this
day of 19 ... .
Notary Public
CijuaTlPlCATP OP KPCORD
Received for Record 19
at o’clock ti.
,
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Special fona used in the state of Iowa covering
instalment sales;
City County Iowa
THE BLi^ COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Date 192. .
.
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street, City, County, Iowa,
or to the nearest railroad station, (Residence Address
) of your no
registers, finish, denomination of keys, ...
for use in business,
for which undersigned agrees to pay you
dollars ($ ) as follows;
$ cash;
$ cash on arrival of register, and the following
amount to be evidenced by note;
in monthly payments of $ and
....... of ^
Five per cent discount allowed for cash settlement
on arrival of register, but no discount allowed on credit
for exchange registers, or on autographic registers. The
purchase price, less any payment thereon, shall, at your
option, immediately become due and payable, upon refusal
of undersigned to accept the register when tendered, or
to make any cash payment, or to execute and deliver the
'yyi'^ovoo ijvrol Ic iii ii-'xcl l^icqqa
leoiisa j-nexalfi^ KHi
xUjjO'j X^i-0
.s^I ,iijLiiqXeI''X:Ilrf'i .IrL-j-c^S X-iT
. . . . sjxjG
oX Jjijsqsiq jii,.:=»*il qxxU?. ons b^iJXC'cli-irJBir:
sas'lJbij*!. oLXTaxie&^i; ^.iolXxjoe ^^^©'XBoa erlX od 10
on ^Luc ^ I0 '
, . . ,
Yo riv^ Xo Bfiii'ionsi) .uoinlx tSioo d£^d"i
u\. \--.q 0} 3ei&'i3£ .be.rr' ;io‘ioiiiix; i.oirfv; loY
:e7icXIo1 a£ » ~. ) iiBlIoX)
j.XaBo V
^r:I'.voIie 1 9il^ 5 'ret j
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'. r..;L bexiO 'xol be’.roliii u':uLfooc.ijb ^:i90 isq i^vx'i
;tiLa'xC ;.9y:c i-Ix. xm-corib oa X .d ,*iadex:^o’i ic IxVXI'lo ao
acrx b'l olbc.-^-^Bca UB no 'lo ^ a^a3 c i- o-i aanarox s aol
's.uo\ o;.' ,xj.-'^bs V fT9iK\X3q 3*^0^ , oiCi-q oaxsiiO^-^/q
_iiaxfi3’X :.ic' qb . .I'riB anL Giiioood \X;.’ '.i ,:icijCi.o
ic ,&0Tw-.i:ob nGiiw '10 X 3 x3 ^*^ Gascon oX Bensin'iabXin ^.o
Oi:u 'i9\ixof; nnxi aJi;o;:o:o xo xis-o o::f£jia oo
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note or make any payment provided for therein; or you,
or any person authorized by you, if you so elect, may
immediately repossess the register and retain, as rent-
al for the use of said register while in the possession
of undersigned, all payments theretofore made.
Should the register be lost or stolen, destroyed
injured or damaged by fire, or otherwise, before the
price has been fully paid, undersigned agrees to com-
plete payment, notwithstanding such loss, destruction,
inury or damage. Should the register get out of order
from ordinary use within one year from shipment, you
will, without charge, repair it, provided undersigned
pays the transportation charges on it to and from the
factory, or nearest agency able to make the repairs, or
traveling expenses of repairman. Undersigned to pay
for any repairs made without your authorization, and to
pay all taxes on the register, and, in event of default,
to reimburse the Company to full extent of taxes paid
by it.
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same, is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements between the
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STATE OF PENN3YLVAITIA) „„
MONTGOimY GOIIN'IY )
On this day of A.D.
192 before me, a Notary Public in and for said
County and State, personally appeared
tp me personally kno\7n, w^co, being by me duly sworn, did
say that he is the authorized agent of The Blank Company,
-a corporation organized and existing under the laws of
Pennsylvania, and that the seal affixed to the foregoing
instrument is the corporate seal of said corporation,
and that said instrument was signed and sealed in behalf
of said corporation by authority of its board of direc-
tors, and said acknowledged
the execution of said instrument to be the voluntary act
and deed of said corporation by him voluntarily executed.
Notary Public
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Special form required under the laws of the state
of Idaho;
City County Idaho
THE BLAl^: COIVIPAHY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Date 192. .
.
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street, City, County,
Idaho, or to the nearest railroad station (Residence Ad-
dress } of your No
registers, finish, denomination of keys
for use in business,
for which undersigned agrees to pay you Dollars
($ ) as follows;
$ cash;
$ cash on arrival of register, and the follow-
ing amount to be evidenced by note;
in monthly payments of and
of ^
Five per cent discount allowed for cash settlement
on arrival of register, but no discount allowed on credit
for exchange registers, or on autographic registers.
Upon refusal of undersigned to accept the register
when tendered, or to make any cash payment, or to execute
and deliver the note, the purchase price, less any payment
when due, you, or any person authorized by you, may take
lo awisi eri;t tcoJbnx; fieilJjpoTC i^i'iox IjBxoaqG
:cjioi)I lo
orjsol 'itauoO
eJ0xr[ql0bBlin-£ .THA'^liOO IlVai-ia ailT
•
. ,S6I dd-jaCi
oJ ^iBqaiq qlda Biw Q'lUd'OjBlJJxijafn; oajsel'l
,lae*id-2
-bJx aonojiaoH) iioid’jed'a biso-^Iij^T d’eaiBan orld' od" -lo tOilsbl
• .o;i .-ijJCY lo { aao'iJb
eve^i lo iioXdBiiinoiisb ,xlc;inil .aied-ala&T
.aeanisjjJ as esu idJ.
autj-IoQ xjoY od aaeigB bbosisTiobm/ .XoXriw lol
:a\roXIol bjQ ( §)
jxfajao >
-wolloJ: 0 rfJ -onB ,ied£isoT lo iBVi'iTB no xlaso ^
:8doa Ycf boonabxvo acf od dm/oiuB gnJ:
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s:Xsd YJSJ^ .ooY Y<^ nosl-ioildi/ja noeieq y^ib io ,noY nerfw
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possession of the register and retain, as rental for the
use of said register while in the possession of under-
signed, all payments theretofore made.
Should the register he lost or stolen, destroyed,
injured or damaged by fire or otherwise, before the
price- has been fully paid, undersigned agrees to com-
plete payment, notwithstanding such loss, destruc-
tion, injury or damage.
Should the register get out of order from ordinary
use within one year from shipment, you will, without
charge, repair it, provided undersigned pays the trans-
portation charges on it to and from the factory, or
nearest agency able to make the repairs, or traveling
expenses of repairman. Undersigned to pay for any
repairs made without your authorization, and to pay all
taxes on the register and, in event of default, to re-
imburse the Company to full extent of taxes paid by it.
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements between the
parties and shall not be countermanded.
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THE STATE OF IDAHO )
) ” ss •
COUNTY OF )
On this ... day of 192 ..., before me,
a Notary Public, personally appeared
known to me to be the person whose
name is subscribed to the within instrument, and acknow-
ledged to me that he executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and af-
fixed my official seal the day and year first above writ-
ten.
Notary Public Residence (city)
CORPORATION ACia^OWLEDGEIvILNT






On this day of 192.,., before me,
a Notary Public, personally appeared
'. known to me to be the president (or
secretary) of the corporation that executed the within
instrument, and acknowledged to me that such corporation
executed the same.
IN WITNESS VJHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and af-
fixed my official seal the day and year first above writ-
ten.
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Kentucky requires the use of this special form
in instalment sales:
CITY County Kentucky.
THE BLANK COMPAI'IY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Date 192 .
.
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street, City County, Kty.
,
or to the nearest railroad station, of
your No registers, finish,
denomination of keys for use in
business, for which undersigned agrees
to pay you Dollars {$ ) as
follows:
$ cash;
^ cash on arrival of register; and the following
amount to be evidenced by note:
$ in monthly payments of $ and
$ of $
Five per cent discount allowed for cash settlement
on arrival of register, but no discount allowed on credit
for exchange registers, or on autographic registers.
The purchase price, less any payment thereon, shall, at
your option, immediately become due and payable, upon
refusal of undersigned to accept the register when tend-
ered, or to make any cash payment, or to execute and de-
muv/i Ifii 09qa airll Ic oau arid- seilupeTi
:aelB 2 ^noxaltid'Eni nl
.
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liver the note or make any payment provided for therein;
you, or any person authorized by you, if you so elect,
may immediately repossess the register and retain, as
rental for the use of said register while in the posses-
sion of undersigned, all payments theretofore made.
Should the register get out of order from ordinary
use within one year from shipment, you will, without
charge, repair it, provided undersigned pays the trans-
portation charges on it to and from the factory, or
nearest agency able to make the repairs, or traveling
expenses of repairman. Undersigned to pay for any re-
pairs made without your authorization, and to pay all
taxes on the register, and, in event of default, to
reimburse the Company to full extent of taxes paid by
it.
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same, is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements between the
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STATE OF KENTUCKY )
) - SS:
COUNTY OF )
The within instrument was produced before me
and proved to be the act and deed
(official title)
of by the oath of
(purchaser)
one of the subscribing witnesses thereto, who also proved
the attestation of the other subscrib-
ing witness thereto.
Witness my hand and seal of office this day
of 192. . .
(Official title)
CERTIFICATE OF RECORD




I, Clerk of the County for the
county aforesaid, do hereby certify that the within in-
strument of writing w^s this day presented to me in my
office, certified as above and left for record at
o* clock M.
,
whereupon the same and the foregoing
and this certificate have been duly recorded in my office.
Witness my hand this day of 192 .
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Tl;e state of Louisiana requires a form similar
to that found below for all instalment sales:
City County La.
THE BL:U^IK GOIdPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Date 192 .
Please manufacture and ship charges prepaid to
street City County, La.
,
or to the nearest railroad station, (Residence Address
) of your No
registers, finish, denomination of keys ...
for use in business,
for which the undersigned agrees to pay you
dollars ) for register delivered in Louisiana,
as follows:
$ ....... cash
^ cash on arrival of register, and the following
amount to be evidenced by note:
$ . in monthly payments of $ and
of $
Five percent discount allowed for cash settlement
on arrival of register, but no discount allowed on credit
for exchange registers, or on autographic register. The
purchase price, less any payment thereon, shall, at your
option, immediately become due and payable, upon refusal
of undersigned to accept the register when tendered, or
:a3ljb3 i: Il£ lol WGlr~ i>ni;o^
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to make any cash payment, or to execute and deliver
the note or make any payment provided for therein, or
you, or any person authorized by you, if you so elect,
may immediately repossess the register and retain, as
rental for the use of said register while in the pos-
session of undersigned, all payments theretofore made.
Should the register be lost or stolen, destroyed,
injured, or damaged by fire or otherwise, before the
price has been fully paid, undersigned agrees to com-
plete payment, notwithsteuiding such loss, destruction,
injury, or damage. Should the register get out of or-
der from ordinary use v/ithin one year from shipment,
you will, without charge repair it, provided undersigned
pays the transportation charges on it to and from the
factory, or nearest agency able to make the repairs,
or traveling expenses of repairman. Undersigned to pay
for any repairs made without your authorization, and
to pay all taxes on the register, and, in event of de-
fault, to reimburse the Company to full extent of taxes
paid by it.
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same, is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements between the
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The State of New Mexico requires a form similar
to this as below:
City County New Mexico.
THE BLANK COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Date 192..




Mexico, or to the nearest railroad station,
of your No registers, finish,
denomination of keys for use in
business, for which undersigned agrees
to pay you Dollars, ($ ) as
follows;
$ Cash
cash on arrival of register, and the follow-
ing amount to be evidenced by note:
$ in .... monthly payments of | and ...
of $ ...
Five • per cent discount allowed for cash settle-
ment upon arrival of register, but no discount allowed
on credit for exchange registers, or on autographic
registers.
The purchase price, less any payment thereon, shall,
at your option, immediately become due and payable, upon
refusal of undersigned to accept the register when tend-
^31
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ered, or to make any cash payment, or to execute and
deliver the note or make any payment provided for
therein; you or any person authorized by you, if you
so elect, may immediately repossess the register, and
retain, as rental for use of said register v/hile in
the possession of undersigned, all payments thereto-
fore made-. Should the register be lost or stolen,
destroyed, injured, or damaged by fire or otherwise,
before the price has been fully paid, undersigned
agrees to complete payment, notwithstanding such loss,
destruction, injury, or damage. Should the register
get out of order from ordinary use within one year from
shipment, you will, without charge, repair it, pro-
vided undersigned pays the transportation charges on
it to and from the factory, or nearest agency able to
make the repairs, or traveling expenses of repairman.
Undersigned to pay for any repairs made without your
authorization, and to pay all t axes on the register,
and, in event of default, to reimburse the Company to
full extent of taxes paid by it.
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same, is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements betv/een the
parties and shall not be countermanded.
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STATE OE IIEW IvEXICO )—ss*
COUNTY of )
On this day of 192. .
. ,
before
me, personally appeared to me
known to be the person described in, and who executed
the foregoing instrument
,
and acknowledged to me that




THE STATE OF PENNSYLVAITIA)
MONTGOMERY COUNTY )"”
On this day of 192..., before
me, appeared to me personally known,
who, being by me duly sworn, did say that he is the
authorized agent of The Blank Company, and corpcration
organized and existing under the lav^s of Pennsylvania,
and that the seal affixed to the foregoing instrument is
the corporate seal of said corporation, and that said
instrument was signed and sealed in behalf of said cor-
poration by authority of its boards of directors, and
said acknowledged said instrument to be the
free act and deed of said corporation.
My ccanmission expires
Notary Public
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Fomi used in the State of Mississippi:
City County Mississippi.
THE BLAIJIC COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Date 192...
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street, City, County,
Miss., or to the nearest railroad station (Residence
Address ) of your No
registers, finish, denomination of keys ....
for us in business, for which under-
signed agrees to pay you Dollars
($ ) as follows;
I Cash;
$ cash on arrival of register, and the following
amount to be evidenced by note;
^ in .... monthly payments of ^ and
of I ...
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same is paid in full; and
upon failure of undersigned to make any payment, if you
so elect, you may repossess the register and retain as
rental all money paid. Undersigned agrees to pay all
taxes on the register, and to complete payment if regis-
ter is lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed.
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This contract covers all agreements between the







State of Miss., County of
Personally appeared before me,
,
a
Notary Public in and for the above named County and
State, one of the subscribing
witnesses to the foregoing instrument who being first
duly sworn, deposes and says: that he saw the within
named whose name is subscribed
thereto, sign and deliver the same to The Blank Com-
pany, and that he, this affiant, subscribed his name
as a witness thereto in the presence of the said
Sworn to and subscribed before me this the .... day




State of Mississippi, )
County of )-ss:
I certify that this instrument was filed for record
in my office at .... o» clock, ... M.
,
on the .... day
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Form used in the State of North Carolina;
City County N.C.
THE BLANK COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Date 192..
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
Street, City, County, N. C.
or to the nearest railroad station (Residence Address
) of your No
registers, finish, denomination of keys,...
for use in business, for which
undersigned agrees to pay you dollars
($ ) as follows:
$ cash;
$ ..... cash on arrival of register, and the following
amount to be evidenced by hote:
$ in monthly payments of ^ and
of I
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same is paid in full; and
upon failure of undersigned to make any payment, if you
so elect, you may repossess the register arid retain as
rental all money paid.
jisnlXo'XBO fl^l-tcoVI lo a;^Bd'ci pi'J al Iq&u iino'i
.D.H x^i-0
.B*! ,jeIi!ql9i.jeJJxl‘I tYTl^BdOO AVUulU ..iil’
i
. . SCI . o^bU
o? bi&qoiq^ cf 113181*1 qxila i)iir drwi oB'tuamii 0 3B9i'I
.0 .VI
aaeiJbll. 90091 iaol.i floilals. JbBoiIlBi ^saueen arid- oi‘ 10
ovi lo ;
..-8V92I lo r:oi;fB0liLonsl> ifalnil ^aiod-elsei
xlolil?/ 10I
,
aac; axaiiJ ai ©axr 10I
E1£:Ioi3 jJOY C'« QeQ'lAi: bQo^taiebtuj




isd-elg^*! lo IbyIiib. no rfsBO
reject booiiQblYQ sd ot ^msonn
bat ••‘•4 sd’noiiiYBQ ’^idlnoia ai 4*
4
9x1^ lliajj ’^idiaqciq ixo\ BXBiaei IlBde i©d8lj,'ai edT
biiB ai biaq^ si ©cibb xo*! Ifieinsl-ut 10 ,90liq
ao\ 11 ,cf 0O£TYBq qjL-ss otf longlaialixi/ lo ©liXllBl noqjj
SB nlBloi iiiiB '19^8X981 Olid BEeaeoqci Y-^xn uoy ,lo9l© oe
.I)lBq iBlnoi
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Undersigned agrees to pay all taxes on the register,
and to complete payment if register is lost, stolen,
damaged destroyed.
This contract covers all agreements between the





STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA)
COUNTY OF )“"
The foregoing certificate of as
attested by his official seal, is adjudged to be in due
form and according to law; therefore let this instrument
with its certificates, be registered.
Witness my hand this day of 192..
Clerk Superior Court
CERTIFICATE OF RECORD
Filed for registration in the office of the Register of
Deeds for County, N. C., at ... o’clock,
M.
,
192 and recorded in
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Special form used in Ohio for instalment sales:
City County Ohio.
THE BLidHC COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Date 192...
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
St., City, County, Ohio, or to
the nearest railroad station, (Residence Address )
of your No registers, finish,
denomination of keys for use in
business, for which undersigned agrees
to pay you ($ ) as follows:
^ ...... cash
^ cash on arrival of register , and the following
amount to be evidenced by note:
$ in monthly payments of $ and
of $
Five per cent discount allowed for cash settlement
on arrival of register, but no discount allowed on credit
for exchange registers, or on autographic registers.
The purchase price, less any payment thereon, shall
at your option, immediately become due and payable upon
refusal of undersigned to accept the register when ten-
:e©I£s cfnaoilB^Bal lol olrfO ni beau etzcI Ibi ooqS
.cli!u Y^ru/oO
./i'i ,£5ii'IqI'ji)j3ljtiH ^TKA'IMOC :iWAJa ^
•«•««•• '••• ©^bCT
oi" i)lBqc;-xq tilsioi'i qlria briB six/^ob luxuam -ijaBS.M
03- 10 ,'' lilC . .t3
\ ar.^‘i!:f)A ©CiTO^iadH} ,noi;T3d- '. LBoi.CiBi ^as'XBsn eil:f
fdslaJtl: fS^xossi^iSi oTI ijjo’^ lo .......
ni aau s^o.i iXOiifBalstonob
boa^Ia'iebiw doldw lol .aaeniaud
lawoIXOi as (. .... $, x/o^
£fafio ...... $
^ixwollot eiiJ‘ bn 3 « 'iBJ'eleQ* uc rfeso i.
:d -on Lacnoblvo ed oS ^rujoina
Jb:u3 i; 'ic aJ :iyiin(.jaj ^Irf^aoci .^. . . nl ^
^ 'to
^rc::;olJ’;^oa rfaao lol L8v;oIIb ;JT[x;oo 8 iX> ^xioo laq qvX'^
^irs-io no JD0TfoIIii ^MDcOoiL or. ^nd < *10^31301 'io XbvXi*l3 no
.arzo^ei'^en old<,isi:jo^ua zo 'to ,;:i0^ai3S'i saxiailoso lol
llB-da ,rT0®'i9r..r tnezr^nq ’'‘is aaol’ taoX-iq saario'xxjq erfT
noqn eldax^H bm eub ©mooed vIo;fj3 ii)©ii:flii jriOiXqo noc-^ ij3
-ne« roriw 'ladai^etc ©lid ^qeooB od d0fl£iei:©l'!ii/ lo laai/lea
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dered, or to make any cash payment, or to execute and
deliver the note or make any payment provided for
therein; or you, or any person authorized by you, if
you so elect, may immediately repossess the register.
Should the register be lost or stolen, destroyed,
injured or damaged by fire or otherwise, before the
price has been fully paid, undersigned agrees to com-
plete payment, notwithstanding such loss, destruction,
injury or damage.
Should the register get out of order from ordin-
eury use within one year from shipment, you will, with-
out charge, repair it, provided undersigned pays the
transportation charges on it to and from the factcry
or nearest agency able to make the repairs, or travel-
ing expenses of repairman. Undersigned to pay for
any repairs made without your authorization, and to
pay all taxes on the register, and, in event of default,
to reimburse the Company to full extent of taxes paid
by it.
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same, is paid in full.
This contract covers all agreements between the
parties, and shall not be countermanded.
(Sign here)
by
p. 0. • #••••••••••••• •
boB e^uoexQ 10 ,^n9iir^q od’ to jOOtso
Tol £>8i>ivoTq ^neaiYfiq Yaa 9:Lbgi to s^oa ©dJ^ Tovilof)
li tJ^oY Yt^ beslTodJi’ua nosTsq t-i^oY 'lo ;ii19tqi1^
• Tod’eXssT ©ad’ aaaaeoqeT Y*t®^‘8l£>8-aflii: ,^f08l© oe uoy
tZ>9YO'i^^3eJb taelo^a to ^aol acf TSd-alsaT orfiT filaoiia
odd’ QTolsrf ,982vTT9ri^o TO OTil Y^ fi©3i3JiLab TO beTJJtal
-1300 seeT^a beaQlaiebojj ^blBq aoed aad ©oiTq
,no2d’oaT^e©i) tseol doua saifiajsd’axid'iiwd’ofl t^as^iYJsq od-elq
.osaniBJb TO Y^Lnl
-niJbro xzio'xl tooto lo tuo Tod^aigOT ddt bluodQ
-ridiw ,IIlw aoY
,
d’asxaqida laoT^ tbqy eao nldd-xw eeu x^b
0 :1^ aYBq £>0 xi3laT©Jjm; baJblvoTq ,ifl TljeqsT ^egTerio ft/o
Y'JDd-oal 0i£& i30Tt cna od^ dx no aegTOilo ao'ldjBd’ToqaajSTd
-lavBTd TO jaTlaqoT ©rid" ajLafli od* ©IcTb y.o^®3J3 d’ESTBon to
Tol x^<3. o* f)ongl3TeJbflU . fieinTisqsT "io eosaeqxe gal
od bjiB ,aojfcJBsiToddji;B twoy dnoddlw aliBin aTiaqoT x^
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.dd Y<J
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Georgia req.uires a form similar to this below for
all instalment sales;
City County Georgia.
THE BLAITK COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Date 192..
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
St., City County, Ga.
,
or to the nearest railroad station, (Residence address)
of your No re gisters, finish,
for use in business, for which undersigned
agrees to pay you dollars ....,)
as follows:
$ cash
$ cash on arrival of register, and the following
amount to be evidenced by note:
$ in .... monthly payments of ^ and ....
of $
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same is paid in full; and
upon failure of undersigned to make any payment, if you
so elect, you may repossess the register and retain as
rental all money paid.




,iiXxi‘^Xt;>^£>jL.Xif*I '{Y^l«iX»»Ov vivliulb. cnIT
.,V..L ©Jea
. . ; . . oX / Xiivioit qiii^ xub S'ljiXofi'^^/fjsni ©a£>9lS[
t .50 ,\:XiUJoo ,.x«i
(E3©'ii>.fS ©onoX-’oOiij ^/toiofiXa lb 'll! a'l xee'Xfion srfX o3 :ro
.^.aluX*! 9 *? oH lo
o©ri3 X 3^oX^fii> f^c "^iO i j a «.•«».•».••»• -iX boSJ ^o.'
( -) a*i;;IXot JJCX 9^ aosasB
rawoXioX afi
f<8£
anlv^oXXcl vrif 5ia- t-iaXai-e*! lo X^vX-ri/i :c lia^o ^
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^ ‘Vo
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E5 r.iaX&'i iet9.
i
3©'i t*- - asasaoqsT. XBin l'ox tXo©^9 cs
.biBq '^©ncfli XXe XBw\Y©'I
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Undersigned agrees to pay all taxes on the regis-
ter, and to complete payment if register is lost, stolen,
damaged or destroyed.
This contract covers all agreements between the







...... C oun ty
In person came who, being duly sworn,
deposes and says that he saw sign and de-
liver the within deed for the purpose therein mentioned
and that affiant signed the same as witness thereto.





CLERK’S OFFICE, SUPERIOR COURT
Left for record this, the day of at
.... o’clock .... M.
Recorded in Book Page this . . . day of ....
Clerk
.cGX
-fcilgoi eiid’ no j.I.f’ Y-scf 800 'i.j^ fjonsi eiejJiiU
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South Carolina uses this form;
City County S.C.,
THE BIANK COMPAITY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Date 192..
Please manufacture and ship freight prepaid to
St., City, County, S.C.,
or to the nearest railroad station (Residence address)
..... of your No registers, finish,
for use in business, for which under-
signed agrees to pay you dollars ($ )
as follows:
I cash;
^ cash on arrival of register, and the following
amount to be evidenced by note;
$ in .... monthly payments of ^ and ....
of ^ ....
The register shall remain your property until the
price, or any judgment for same is paid in full; and
upon failure of undersigned to make any payment, if you
so elect, you may repossess the register and retain as
rental all money paid. Undersigned agrees to pay all
taxes on the register, and to complete payment if regis-
ter is lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed.
cfli'io'I airfd- 28 81/ ^xrxIo’XfiC: rfcfuoc.
’:7rix/oCi v^i’lD
*fl<I ,J3lrfql8Jb£lixl^ .YIL.IMOO >3IAJE SHT
.
.5^91 s^iiCI
Ow f)ljsqo’iq J'rfjjis'il qiria btui eiji/o oelJJfuaiB eaisel^I
,
.0.0 t\;f£UicO t.d-6
{seenbiDS eonabiaefl] xioiJiad'a bzo'iliBi ^ze'iB&a edi ic
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-eigsa 11 Jflo/nvxsq eXalqroo oX bfixj .xoXels^^ bo aezBX
.be'^o'iXseb zc bQ^BS^aa ,fl8loX8 ,XeoI zl zei
.1
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This contract covers all agreement between the





STATi: OF SOUTH GAHOLINA)
COUITTY OF )’"
Personally appeared before me
(v/itness) and made bath that he saw the v»ithin named
(purchaser) sign and as his act de-
liver the within written instrument for the uses and
purposes therein mentioned, and that he witness the due
execution thereof, and subscribed his name as witness
thereto.





% CERTIFICATE OF RECORD




at .... o’clock M.
,
192...,
and recorded in Book Page
Clerk
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